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Statement showing in wh^ jt particulars my work is based
on the discovery of new f^cts by me or of new relations 
of facts observed by others and how the work tends to
the general advancement of knowledge (vide 0,413>.
Life history inform«»tion, especially
details regarding age and growth, sp?>wnijng, fecundity 
food habits nnd mortality, is extr«a©ly important in 
fishery management, which is the application of such 
scientific knowledge concerning fish populations to 
problems of obtaining the maximtim production fr<^ a 
fishery* Such a knowledge has been lacking for the 
principal species comprising the co’iimercial percoid
catches of the Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar*
(Cuvier), one such caamon perch contributing 
to a fairly good sustenance fishery in these areas, was 
selected for investigation* From the studies thus under­
taken, useful information on the biology of this fish and 
interesting results having a practical bearing on its
fishery have been obtained* As such, the present work
is considered the first comprehensive study of the typical
perch*
The fish is (xnnivorous but subsists mainly
on crabs and prawns* It has a maximum life-span of at 
least fotir years and it attains a m*^ ximum size of about 
37*0 cm* The growth rate has been found to be fastest
ii
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during ttie first year of Its life. It attains maturity 
at the ew5 of the first year and spawns aluost throughout 
the year, except perhaps, during the months of May and 
June. This c^serTntlon differs froii the view expressed 
by Prabhu (1956) that the fish spawns In July - August 
and Jamsiry - February.
A morphoaetrlc study of fl«h from the Palk 
aft3 Gulf of Mannar »\2ggests th^t four characters, 
v l * ,, snout, headllength, snout to pelvic fin nnd back 
depth could possibly be utlUsed for critical racial
studies.
The one-year»old fish contribute to the 
greater part of the catches at almost all places where a 
good fishery exists. The fishery belr« dependant on adults 
and confined to a Umlted area of the Inshore regions, most 
fish that are cataght are expected to hpve spawned at least 
once, thereby le?iving enough cpawners to replenish the 
stock for the maintenance of the coTimerclal fishery at 
its present level. Thus, the problem of depleting the 
stock by exploitfitlon does not appear to arise. Since 
the species appears to be short-lived, it Is considered 
rational to exploit it further, without detriment to the 
fish stock.
<M. ^asudev Pal)
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Statement indlcatit^ the sources from which ray inforaat
ion has been derived end the extent to which I have based
my work on the work of others, «nd the porticm or portions 
of my thesis which I claim as original, (vide 0,413).
The thesis embodies the results of my
investigations on the biolc^y «nd fishery of
(Cuvier), the common perch of the Palk Bay
t
and Gulf of Mannar, carried out diiring the period from
1954 to 1 9 ^ , at the C€d!itral Marine Fisheries Research
Institute, as a Hesearch Schol?»r. The data included in 
the thesis were collected by me from the Palk Bay and 
Gulf of Kannar* The investigations were conducted entirely 
by me and the thesis is original in its entirety#
(M. Vasudev Pai)
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Marine fisheries in India are of a varied
nature* Most of the important fisheries are coiKlucted in
the coastal waters by numerous small indigenous craft and
gear One such important genr used along the coasts of
Falk Bay and Gulf of Mannar is the trap, known as ’ Koodu’
in Tamil which has been described by Prabhu (1954) The
composition of trap catches includes the perch
(Cuvier) locally known as ’ Senganni
f
This
species supports a sustenance fishery at some places along
*
the coasts of Pa Ik Bay and Gulf of Mannar* Although a
common perch of coamercial importance, only very little
information is at present available on the biology and
fishery of this species* In order to provide such informat
ion to the maximum extent, a comprehensive study was initiated
and the results spread over a period of four years from
1954 to 195B> for the basis of the present thesis*
Based on this study, it is inferred that
this species breeds almost throughout the year* A maximum 
life-span of at ler^ st four years is indicated and the
speci attains a maximum sise of about 37*0 cm The
growth rate is found to be fastest during the first ye«r 
of its life* The species attains maturity at the end of
»
first year and is found to be omnivorous, mainly subsisting
4
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on crabs and prawns* The one-ye^r-old fish contribute to 
the greater part of the catches at almost all places where 
a good fishery exists* The fishery being dependant on 
adults and confined to a limited area of the inshore regions
V
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ost fish that are caiight are expected to have spawned at
least once, thereby leaving enough spawners to replenish
the stock in future for the maintenance of the commercial
fishery at its present level. The morphometric study of
fish from the Palk Bay and Gulf of Mannar suggests that four
characters, v iz ., snout, head length, snout to pelvic fin
and back depth could possibly be utilised for critical racial
studies. A study of the relative growth of body parts
indicates that snout to anal fin and snout to second dorsal
fin grow at a faster rate than other characters
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Perches constitute nn lapo3rtant group of
food fishes along the coasts of peninsular India? more so, 
along the coasts of Pa Ik Bay and Gulf of Mannar, where they 
form as much as 50 per cent of the total annual catch* The 
shallov waters of these areas abound in dense growth of
algae, sea grass and corals forming a good niche for the 
carnivorous perches, as they take shelter in ^ e  nooks arid 
crannies and snap at the p r ^  such as the crustaceans, juvenile
teleostean fishes, molluscs, etc* The percentage coiposit 
ion of perches landed in India during the period 1950-1964
ranged froa a maximtia of 4*44 (in I960) to a minimum of 0*67
(in 1951).
Biology of quite a few Indian perches has
been worked out so far* Job (1940) gave a detailed account 
of the nutrition of the Madras perches* Henon (1948) studied
the food of the *bekti*, Lates <?alcarifer from Bengal* Chacko
(1949) gave an account of the food of some perches from the 
Gulf of Mannar* Prabhu (1954) gave a detailed account of 
the perch fishery in the area around -’feiiKiapaa and recorded
vaigiensis from the trap landings* Prabhu (1956) 
also studied the diameter frequency of intra-ovarian eggs
and Indicated that the species spawns twice a year, viz*,
July-August and January«»February* Some mention is made of
t
the fishery for P. in the Madras Fisheries Admini 
strstion Heports (1931-32) wherein it is stated, **Hains during 
the last two years have destroyed the se« weeds and resuscitated 
the she 11-beds to a large extent* Although with this change,
b
*  .
the Important ’ Senganl* (Psa?r^operea vftlgiensls) fishery dls
appejired, ’Pothl keluru’ (^rlus abounded
and as much as 270 matmds was brought to the yard for curing"#
Apart from the above very few references to this species,
there is no other work pertaining to many other aspects of 
its biology from Indian waters* It is needless to say* that
for a proper management and rational exploitation of any
fisheries, a thorough lmowle<3tee of the biology and fishery 
of the speci€s constitutir^ the resource is essential* In
this context, a comprehensive study of the biology of
P . wwigiensis was not hitherto attempted ?jnd, hence, a detailed
study of the biology and fishery of this perch has been under­
taken*
The thesis «abodying the findings of the
investigations thus undertaken comprises of nine chapters*
The details of the material used and methods followed are
given in * Material and Methods• • The meteorological, hydro-
graphic and oceanographic conditions characteristic of the
areas covered by the investigation are described under
Description of the Enviroment• •
The system^tics and distribution are dealt
I
with in Chapter 1* Systems*tics comprises of synonymy, diagnosis 
and nomenclatorial discussion* The gener?5l distribution of 
the species in different geographical areas is given* The 
variability of the species in various areas is discussed*
3Chapter 2 deals with the reproduction of the 
species* Maturity stages are described and the development 
of ova to maturity studied* Size at maturity, spawning 
season and frequency of spawning are indicated. Other aspects 
discussed include rate of growth of gonads, fecundity, relation 
between length of fish, weight of fish and weight of ovary.
and sex ratio;
In Chapter 3 are included studies on age and
growth. The results of the analysis of the length-frequency 
data and inferences based on the study of the otoliths are 
detailed. The von BertaIsnffy growth eqtiation, as applied 
to describe the growth of this fish, is given.
The food and feeding habits of the species 
are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 . The results of the 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of stomach contents 
are given. Other aspects of the study such as feeding inten­
sity, food in relation to si:ce, and correlation between the 
stomach contents and their occurrence in the environment 
are presented.
Chapters 5 and 6 deal with length-weight 
relationship and relative condition factor, and total length- 
standard length relationship respectively.
In Chapter 7 are given the results of morpho- 
metric study of fish from the Pa Ik Bay and Gulf of Mannar; 
also included are results of studies on relative growth of 
^ody parts.
4Chapter 8 deals with fly in g  seasor&and gear 
used in the fishery at the various fishing hamlets, and 
catch data* Types of gear used In the fishery and modes of 
their operation are described. The catch d*»ta presented 
comprise of average annual landings and percentage exposition  
of vaiglensis.
The age-group composition of the co-nmercial 
catches at various centres is discossed in Chapter 9j th® 
total mortality coefficients between different age-groups 
are also presented and discussed*
Tables are inserted at appropriate places in
f
the text* Illustrations are given wherever necessary. The 
references relating to the biological work are listed at 
the end of the thesis*
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material for the study was drawn 
fflainly from four centres (vide Map, Fig* 1 ), v is ., Veda- 
lal (Lat. 9 15' 45" Hj Long. 79** 06* 15" E ), Munakkad 
(L»t, 9°17* 30” Hj Lons* 79*’o8* E ), Devlpatnam (Iiat*
51" H| Loi«. 78° 54* E) and Tondi (Lat. 9 ‘*45« 09" H;
O
Long. 79 OV 09" E ) , Tr«ps (•Koodu*) and Shore seines 
(•Olai Valal*) account for the lar^lngs at Vedalai anfl 
Hunnkkad. At DpTlpatnaa, hooks ft lines ( ’ Thoondl*), 
gill nets (*Kannlkka Valni' or'Sengannl Valfll*) and 
shore seines (X)l«i Valal* and *K*^ral Valal*) are operated 
in the fishery. At Tondi, shore seines (*01al Valal*) 
and gill nets ('Kannlkka Vslal*) are used in the fishery. 
Occasionally, samples vere collected from 
(Let. 9^17’ 42"K; Lor«. 79**29* 30" E) and Kilf.WEarai 
(Lat. 9"* 14* 09" H| Long. 78*^46* 44" E ), where traps 
and ^o re  seines account for the catches.
Vedalal and Mumkkad were visited twice 
or thrice a week for recording the total length measure­
ments and selecting n representative sample for analysis
in the laboratory. Pevip^^tnam
every month nnd when the collections could not be -aade 
at the landir^ plnce, the day*s catch was examined in 
the Hamn^d market. As Tondi is still farther away, one 
trip lasting three daysuas mnde every month.
As the fish has a rounded caudal fin, the
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tot*?l length was me'?stired from the tip of the snout to
the tip of the longest median caud?^l ray (Bicker and 
Merrlmeni 1945) and the standard length vas laeasured like 
vise« fr<^ the tip of the snout to the Ifjst scale in the
lateral line. The latter 5ieasure!iient w??s t?^ ken in the
laboratory \ihlle the former was taken at the lar»3ing
place only. The measurements were taken to the nearest 
ullllaetre. The size of t3ie representative sample varied
from 15 to 20 fish and these were taken in such a way
that all the sise-groups in the day's catch were repr#
sented. On the day of visit, all details such as the
depth at which the fishisg operations were carried out, 
number of traps or nets operated, types of bait used 
(in the case of trsps and hooks Sk lines^, number of men 
engpged in the fishery, duration of fishing ^nd certain 
meteorological conditions were noted.
The sample of 15 to 20 fish t'^ken to the
I
laboratory w??s analysed immediately for various det«»ils 
such as maturity, condition of feed and growth checks 
on otoliths ^nd scales. The total length and standard 
length of each fish were recorded first and then the 
fish was weighed after sponging out water and any adlier- 
___ ^
log matter by means of dry cloth. The weight was recorded
4
to the nearest gramme* The fish was then cut open frc»a 
the ventral side and the size of the gonads »^ nd the d^ree 
of fullness of the stom«?ch were noted.
In the case of the ovaries, stfsges of
t
7maturity have been described b»sed on their macroscopic 
appearance and a microscopic study of the IntraoTfirlan 
eggs* As regards the testes, only their relative size 
and appearance are of any use In this respect. The Intra- 
ovprlan eggs were tensed out from ovaries preserved In 
5)f formalin and measured with the help of an ocular mlcro- 
raetrr fiyeplece* The gonads were weighed In the fresh 
condition n on a sensitive bfllnnce to the nearest milli­
gramme, In determlnlr^ the number of ova In  e^ch ovary, 
weighed portions of ripe ovaries were teased In water 
and only the large fully transparent ova were enumerated 
by naked eye. The total number In the paired ovaries from 
^ I c h  the sample had been t*tken was estimated by multl-  ^
plying the number counted In the sample by the ratio of 
the weight of the whole ovary to the weight of the sample.
The stc^aachs were preserved In Sf formalin 
and were eTsmlned later In the laboratory. As soon as 
thr stom'^ehs were rasoved from the body cavity and pre­
served, details such as length of the fish, sex and matu­
rity were noted. Fish captured by the traps were not 
utilised for the study of the food of the species, as 
invariably the bait Items such as holothurlans ??nd cru^ed  
crabs dominated In the stomfichs. The ^Points Method* of 
Swynnerton and Worthington (1940), as modlflcsd by Frost 
(1943), has been adopted In the analysis of stomach con­
tents. Stomachs of 1069 fish belonging to various slse- 
groups were analysed frc« the four centres-Ved«lal,
Munakkadf Devipatnaa and Tondl and the number of stomachs
analysed from the respective centres are 221, 1S4, 381 and
283.
Otoliths and scales h^ve been exariilr^d for
growth studies. The otoliths were extricated by making a
median dorsal incision in the cranium by ns of a
scalpel, '^he otoliths were then cleaned in water, dried 
«ind preserved. Otoliths from preserved fish were not utilised 
for examination, as formalin was found to affect the clarity
c ••
of rings in the otoliths* While grinding otoliths on 
curborundum. special care was taken to grinri the convex
side first and then the concave side. This process of
alternate grinding of the convex and concave sides was 
continued till the otolith was reduced to a thin fl^sket as
“:v.; • •
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this gave the best results. Otoliths studied in the present
investigation drawn fron the sa^ ie samples brought to
the laboratory for the study of the other aspects of the 
biology of the species. Ground otoliths were examined in
xylol with reflected light at a known asgnification for the
deter-aination of the number of ring R the total radius
of the otolith and r the radius of the otolith up to the
outer border of each of the rings
cales from the axilla were examined for
growth checks. Srale samples were collected frcm fresh
Specimens cleaned and then mounted dry between glass slides >
held in position by means of adhesive tape. The scale mounts 
were also e^mined under reflected light
.1  ^  •
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Datn for this investig«?tion hnve been coll
I
ected over a period of fotir years, frcaa 1954 to 1958 •
Samples were, however, not availiable during scsie months 
due to adverse weather conditions or cessation of fishing
■Rflw3iorB sa^aples of fish were drawn from the commercial
landings for recording the total length measurements*
A totsil of 27,382 fish, ranging in total length tramf
3.8 cm. to 37.0 ci •f were measured for the length
frecpieney study from the four centres | the nteaber of
fish drawn from Vedalai, Hunakkad, Devipatn?»m and Tondif
are 7048 f 4815 » 13470 and 2049 respectively. Length
frequency data have been analysed month-wise for the four
centres separately. Fish have been grouped at 1 cm class
interval
4
g»f 6-6 cm., 6-7 cm., etc. Fish measuring
5.1 cm. to 6.0 cm. have been included in the 5-6
si g roup The same procedure has been uniformly adopted
♦ A few samples were alto collected subsequent to 1958 ffrom 1963 to 1965 during visits to Vedalai, f^un?^ kkad, Devi 
patn^m and Tondi, These have been treated as checks to 
the data collected from 1954 to 1958. Such corroboratory
observations are also incorporated
- I * *  *•V i “ . ‘ •
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As already stated, the juaterial vas collected
from the vicinity of the Central J4arine Fisheries Kesearch
Institute which is situated on a saiall peninsul??r extension of the 
east coast of South India« in line with the Eameswara^u Island
(vide Hap, Fig» 1)# The Palk Bay is situated in the north and
i
the Gulf of Hannar in the south of the peninsula and the
islands the waters of the two are in coicsunlcation with each
O
other through the Pamban Pass (Lat. 9 17* K| Louif. 79 12* E)
I
and also through the **Adam*s Bridge" between Tanushkodi and
Talaimannar on the west coast of Ceylon
f
Though the area is exposed both to the 
South West and North East monsoonsy the rainfall during 
the foraer is negligible. Most of the annual rainfall 
of about 760 ram* falls during the Sorth Fast aionsoon months
Soveaiber-Janu^ry. During the South West monsoony the waters
in the Gulf of Mannar becoiie turbulent owing to stror^ 
winds. This condition generally continues up to August*
The drift of the water in this area is from south to
north during April to August (period of the South West sonsoon 
and turbulence) and is particularly strong through the 
Pamban Pass reaching sonetimes velocity of 5-6 knots* At 
this time, the waters oi the Palk Bay are calm* With the 
onset of the North East monsoon, i*e«, from September onwards t
the direction of the drift is reversed* During tdnis period 
compgiratively calm conditions prevail in the Gulf* and the
J O
11
waters of th« PalK Bay become turbulent.
The fishing operations are profour^ly Influ
enced by these conditions In the Pa Ik Bay *»nd Gulf of 
Mannar; fishlr^ during the South West monsoon period, 
May-August is carried out in the Palk B«y which is calm 
and during the North East monsoon period, September onwards, 
the operations are conducted in the Qulf of >^nnar (vide 
Chapter B, Fishing seasons, gear and catch data)*
Even up to a distance of about 16 km. fr<»ii
the shore, the depth does not exceed 11-13 metres both in
4
the Palk B«y and Gulf of Mannar* The Palk Bay h«^ s a much
larger shallow area than the Gulf of H»rmar* The Gulf of
Mannar is more open as compared to the Palk Bay, w ich is 
a more or less land-locked sea (Admiralty chart a).The 
inshore region of the Gulf of Hiannar is full of rocky pnt
ches with intervening areas of sand and mud, while thfit of 
the Palk Bay is mostly muddy. Dredge collections made in 
the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay (vide Chapter 4 , Food and 
feedlr^ habits - v correlation between the stomach con^ ^^ ents
and their occurrence in the envirorraent) reveal that the 
flora of the bottom in the former comprised of almopt the 
same forms -s thore in the latter* Angiosperms, red ^nlgne, 
brown alg?>e and green alg^e were four»3 in both the habitats* 
The fauna associated with the flora in both the habitats 
were also found to be fairly evenly distributed* At distan
ces ranging from 5-1^ km. from the mainland of the Gulf of
Coast - Palk Strait and Gulf of Mannar 
isned at the Admiralty, New Edition, 1950.
12
Mannar, there Is a chain of isl'^nds sittiated almost parallel 
to the coffst. These Isl^niSs are !aainly of coral origin pro­
bably of the nature of fringing reefs. The waters between
these Islands and the mainland are more shallw than those
outside* The Islands are separated fro® each other by bro^d
gops of wfiter w^lch establish continuity between the shallow
I
and deeper portions of the sem
The Gulf of Mannar being wide open, its 
waters are subject to considerable Influences from ad^ncent 
seas. Sewell (1929) h«s given the data on the surface
currents of w«jters around the peninsula of India. Accord
Ing to him, a current co*»i7!encing from the head of the Bay 
of Bengal flows towards the south west during September 
November, sweeps along the east coast of In^iia until it
fin*»lly reaches the ef»st coast of Ceylon, then be»^8 west
wards, keeping close along the coast snd enters the Gulf 
of Mannar. A current from the west coast also enters the
4
Gulf at the same time. There is a perceptible change in 
the direction of the surface currents during the subsequent 
three months, December-Febru‘»ry. The current from the west 
coast no longer enters the Gulf| a current which sweeps
I
across the Bay of Bengal, strikes the Cort^mandel Coast,
gets deflected and moves down south along the east coast 
of Ceylon and enters the Gulf of Mann«ir before it moves 
further west. During March-May, waters from the Arabian
Se i and probobly also from the Indian Ocean enter the Gulf 
aed the turbulent conditions in the Gulf, associated with
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the So«*Ui West monsoon, begin to prevail during thi« period
The period June-Ai;^ust, repres<=*nt« the gre^iter p^rt of the 
South West monsoon. Sm ell ( ^ *  ett«) h#^ s not indicated any 
surface current entering the Gulf of Mannar durlr^ this period
It hps been observed by later workers that there is a drift
from south to north and it is probable th^t water masses
frc« the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea enter the Gulf. The
presence of high salinity low silicate surface waters and 
the appe^rence of such open ocean foras as Janthina roseola.
Velella sp.f Porplta p^clflcqi. and PhysaHa i^trlculusy indicate
I
the possible incursion of oceanic surface waters into the
coastal regions of the area during June-August
Prasad (1954 b) has given an account of the
variations in surface temperature of the se?)water in the 
Gulf of Mannar and Pa Ik Bay. The fluctuations in the surface
taoiperature in the Gulf show a double oscill5?tion in the
course of a year# The temperature is at a miniaum In January 
and it rises steadily until It reaches the maxljmra in April 
From May oiftrards, it shows a decline which laoy be due to 
stroi^ winds causlr^ high rate of evaporation. Thrre is 
a subsequent increase in the surface temperatura, thoug^ the 
rise is not comparable to th<it of April, during ftugust-
Octdber, the exact month varying from year to year* This
period marks the end of the South West monsoon. The slight 
increasa in the surface temperature may be due to the cessation 
of the strong %rind and consequent reduction in the rate of 
•vaporntion. There is a second fall in the temperature,
ii  _
t v . .
, 1 4
concontant with the onset of the North F«!?t monsoon, 
when the stin is nt its r9«xi!Btiai southern declination. 
The surface temperature of ^ e  waters of the Pa Ik Bay
is of *5 slightly lower order than thf^ t of the Gulf of
Hannar*
Jay^raaan (1954) has described the
seasonal variations in salinity, dissolved oxygen and 
nutrient salts in the inshore waters of the Gulf of 
Mannar and Palk Bay ne^ r^ 'landapam* With the additional
df'ta collected subsequently (Prasad, I'^SB), it would 
appear that there nre n''tieeable differences in the 
hydrologi^y'l contritions of the water m?»sses of these 
regions. In the Gulf of Mannar, the salinity of the 
surface waters is consistently higher from January- 
Sept«!3ber and in December, but it is practic^illy the 
same in the two regions in October-Rovember* The dis 
solved oxygen in the surface water's of the Gulf of %nnar 
is ©Imost always higher, owing prop^bly to great r coral 
reef formation in this region* J^ilicates are inv«?ilably 
lower in the Gulf of Hannar, possibly because of greater 
land drJ9ina^e into the Pa Ik Bay »nd more oceanic nature
of the waters of the Gulf* Nutrient salts such as phos
phpte and nitrate show variations in the two regions 
the former is slightly higher in the Gulf of t^annar duriig 
many months and the letter is often lo*^er* The lower
concent'ration of nitrate in the co'-stal waters of the
Gulf of Mannar may be due to higher population of denitri
15
fying bacteria (Velsrikar^ 1955).
Planktolc^ic?*! irwestigatlons in the inshore
waters of the Gulf of Hann'^ r and Palk Bay (Prasad, 2954 at
1954 b and 1956) have thrown considerable light on the fact
th«t though the two water masses are contiguous, the product
ion and characteristics of plsrikton of the two regions show
signifif'an^ differenf'es* The gooplwnlcton of the two regions
does not exhibit the saiae degree of difference as the phyto-
>
plankton population as r^ards average annu«4l production, which
I
is slightly more (about 9 per cent) in the Palk Bay th?jn in 
the Gulf of Hanna r.
41thoui^h the total plankton production is
lower in the inshore #«ters of the Gulf of ^nnar, a consi
df^r i^tion of the total biomass of the two regions suggests
that it may be actually greater in the Gulf# Further, it 
would appear that the waters the Gulf of "^*annar are richer
in their content of nutrient salts (with the potentiality
to produce a greater biomass) than those of the Palk Bay, 
since it is believed th?^ t^  tongue of the Antarctic bottogi 
woter, rich in nutrients strikes the south end of Ceylon 
and upwells in the Gulf of Manner (Sewell, 1932) ♦
.  ■
• .
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The genus Psa g^ aoperc^  was erected by Bich^rdson 
(1848) with Ps??mmoRerca datnlo3,de ,^ as the type species, Bleeker 
(1853) placed the species, Iisbrs^  ^ vaig:lensls Cuvier (in Cuvier
and ValencienneSt 1?^ 1?8) under the genus PsaitiaQperQa Hichardson
and designated the species as tSMmsmXSiSL mX^X^JOSXlL
The genus according to Cuvier (132S)
f
includes seven species, Cuvier being type
species (Gill, 1860). Ihe renainir^ six species were assigned
to separate genera (Gill f Though Cuvier (lBf?8) was the
first to distinguish the genus, as reiiarked by Gill (1^60) f its
type had been lonfj previously placed by Klein (1749) as the
first of two sp^^cies constituting a group for which he used the
saaie name
Distinguishing characters of the genus If^ brax
Cuvier and the genus Hichardson are given belowt
Chpiracter
Teeth on ^aws, 
vomer and palatines
Tongue
umber of spineson thV op-rculuTj
_ _
LabraCuvier
Vlllifopm
raall oval
disc of teeth 
at the base
Two
Richprdson
C rowded, rounded 
and granular
Smooth
One
in
17
In  the nature of teeth on voTicr and
pal?^tines, the present observ^stlons on P^ a e r c q , are In
agreeuent with those of Hichardson (1^4^). Richardson’ s 
description of the tongue shows disagreement with the observat 
ions of Cuvier (1B2^) snd  Bleeker (1^51)* The latter asserted
that there is an oblong patch of teeth at the b*ise of the tongu#
lingu?! bf^si thurmsi dentlculorum oblor^a scabra**’ As stated
y C u v i e r  ( 1 8 2 ^ )  and Pleeker ( 1 ^ 5 1 ) ,  a stisI I  patch of teeth is
pres nt ir the posterior part of the tongue* Both Hichardson
and Bleeker (1B51) noticed a single spine on the ooerculum
snd a strofig horozontal spine ??t the angle of the preopercula-a
s^ bove which the nargin was pectinated. Cuvier (1h2^) also
reported one spine on the operculua and a fairly strong single 
spine on the preoperculuna of It. lialdLtjrisig. (although one of the
generic characters assigned to X*abra?: by Cirvier (132^) is the
presence of two spines on the operculu.ii). Present observations
are in agreeraent wlt.  ^ those of the above mentioned authors.
Genus PsMUQ2§rcja. Richardsoni 184B
( partia) Cuvier, in Cuvier and Valenciennes
, Type species, I ^ b i ^  l^ pujg. Cuvier
(Type locality! Mediterranean Sea).
^icha rdson, IM ^ , Ichthyoloey of the voyage of
115-116,
Haplotype, PsajniQ.US.tSa
ich*irdson Cuvier?
(Type locality* Australia
Onldon -Wller and 1S49, Horae-Xchth.,  3:21, Orthotype,
J Toschel, Cni<^ Qn chj-i^ ensii^  fuller and Troschel
5=i9ii£ax Kfli2l.eii§la Cuvier?
(Type locality* Manila).
18
»gypoptgXjjl& Gill|\ 1^61, i^rac, Acad^ JM-t50-51* Orthotype, Hyia----- -
0111 9 =EsamoafiT-fia.  ^ ^
(Type locality! Victorla=Port Fsslngton
Northern Territory, at mouth 
Klver, Australis)*
i ^ j 
of Victoria
Branchiostegals sevenj teeth on vomer and
palatines crowded nrd granular? canines absent; tong 3e with 
8 STiall oval disc of teeth posteriorly; two dorsals, continuous, 
basal scaly sheath; first dorsal with 7 spines anti second with 
one spine and 12 rays; anal with 3 spines and S rays; caudal
operculua with a small, and preoperculum with a strongroui^ed;
spine; posterior border of latter serrated and lower border 
entire; scales rather large, ctenoid, hUTiber in lorigitudlnal
row vsrylr^ from 46 to 50,
distribution
j  , 
4
Ceylon, Indl^, Malssysia, f^lngapore, Indonesia, 
Philippines, China, Forraosa, Japan nnd Australia.
^pflipimperca iY>^ li^ iensls. (Cuvier)
Lftbrqx wfllgiensls Cuvier, in Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1SS8, BlltgiXt ,
83-84
Lerson, 1^30, Vov* C , ,  2(1)*237
(Offack Bay, Walgiou).
Bleeker,1851, Ejfttuurkj^
2i478 (Rio, Malay Archipelago).
• Doubtful synonym
«•
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Ho-117, p i.57, figs. 1-2
(Type locality: Austrpilia)*
sis fulln' and Troschel> 1B49
•► .- J
(Type localitys Manila).
3*21
"  S  I.
% leyer, l^BS, Aa. Madrid f
14i 8 (liorth Celebes, Nanila Bay, Cebu).
■  4
. • J a
T  W iT - ^rcM. islriensig. Bleeker f 1353f
Indies., 5*177 (Type locality* Banka).
Guntherf 1859f £ate,iQS.'4e_atl.  iM
?  . V .  '
s Ir. the colleetlor ?f _the British
Gill 1861, Proc Acad.
>  1
13:50 (after Bleeker).
\  .
\
^t;- 
•i  • '
, L  .
>
C  *
k<« *
Kner, 1865
f
»
1(5)*13 (Hongkong and Manila).
187J^ ♦ . .  J5nt A  .> Jxi f 10:426
(Victoria, ^\ustr'^lia, Kew South Wales
To res rtraits, *''^nila f China).
t
Bleeker, 1876f
\ 7
.1 Vie VslOR» pi
. . . K -
• •
» •  .
■ r '
306t fig. 2  (Singapore, Bintang, Bangka 9
Java I Madura, Borneo, Celebes, v;«?igiuf f
%nils).
Klunzinger, 1879, Sb^ .^-..iKal*.. JJLSil
343 (Endeavour Kiver »
•  f
ueensland).
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Macleay^ 1B80» » 5i307
(Horth Australia)*
Ma c le ay» IB B lf
Australian Fishes, li307 308
(North Australia).
Dayf 1889 f ll440
(Madras)•
Kentt 1893f Heofy  281f 3®
( Queensland)•
Weberf 1895t
Australia, 5s622 (Thursday Island 
Queensland).
f
Jordan and Fvenwnnt 1903f »
25t340 (Formosa).
Pellegrin» 1905t ssals-Ii.*, 3o»B3
(d*Along Bay, Tonkin).
Evermann and Sesle, 1906,
•  V
26878 (Bulan).
Seale♦ 1910f 5(4): 275
(Borneo, Philippines).
McCulloch,1912f f 1(2)*215
(Geraldton).
Weber I 1913> f Fische » 57i
215 (Makassarf Tual} Pepela Bay, Rotti).
Fowler f 1918♦ 58tS3 (Philippines).
Tanaka f 1922 f
32*602, p i .147, fig
4^ >7 (Kochi).
f .
r/.
» .  •
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iM *
- • FowlerI 1927♦ 1 Philad. 1
275 (PhiUppines).
v^. Fowler t 1928» Ifei* Bernice, ,P« BjLs,li^ap.
101171 (Locality5 not known).
. K ' Weber and de Beaufort f 1929 f
6i394
(^!adras to Chins, Philippines, North
Australia)*
I
r >  \ •  , Fowler and Bean f 1930 f 'Jm•f
Herre
' . f . f
101179-181 (m iip p in es ).
1933 f »
(Sflndakan, British North Borneo) *
8(Diimoguete, Kegros Oriental Province).
Herre f 1934 f
'fta • 43(Manila, Luzon* Culion, ^itankaif f fK*;
t 4 *-
I .'•'i
Fowler f
Herret
Sulu Province).
1933f l^UaLjaL-f IsM s JtoomXcoauiaJlmb
13B (Sir^apore)*
1953t •^ 3SBLs
20j242-244 (Philippines).
<• OglXby, 1^ 54t
V ,
V/ of ueensland i 43-45 (Queensland)
' •  •
.  »
• . Prabhuf 19649 Indian J . Fish •t 1*94-129
(?fend??p8i!i - Palk Bay »nd Gulf of Mannar).
V Munro f 1955 f
lOS (Ceylon).
• j % '
r  >
.  V
Prabhu> 1956t 9 3( 1)159-90
(Mandapaa - Pa Ik Bay and Gulf of Mannar).
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Marshall f 1964 f
146
(Queensland)*
Whitley f 1964t f 89( 1) I
44 (Amstralia).
f 1B95>
ls365
I •
»  '
« «
« •
rr'
Snoa. e?neiid. froa Bleekeri (Victoria
< _  •  •
River t Australia f Hammond Islanil t Cehut
China Sea f Borneo# Singapore f Madras f
Ceylon)*
Diincker 1903 f Hitt
21il47 (after Boulenger).
Maxwell» 1921 f ♦*
84s263 (Localityi not known)
203 specimens ranging in size 7*0 ca. to 27*0 ca*
from Munskkad (Palk Bay) and Vedalai (Gulf of Mannar) #
B.7} Di.TIIj D2.I,12j A .III,8{ P.2,14-lSl V .I.S i
#
Body sub«*elor^atef dorsal profile slightly arched
concave before eyes. Height 2.6-4*8, 3*1-5*5 in total
Head 2*S«»3*6I 3*1»4*0 in total length, 3»8-.5.7
2.8-8.2 and inter-orbital space 3.&-7.0 in head. Nostrils
^stant Mouth rsoderate protractile and slightly oblique#
y<.
'%■ ■
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>
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Jaws equal* Maxillary exposed, reaching posterior border of 
pupil, the width of its distal extremity one-half or nearly two- 
thirds of eye# Small crowded granular teeth in rows in Jaws and
palatinesf triangular patch on vomer* Tongue with small patch
t
of tcsth posteriorly. Lower gill rakers 11-13* Preorbital smooth
Preopercle with hind edge finely serrated, smooth inferiorly; a 
strong spine at angle* Operole ends in spine* Snout naked*
Cheeks v/ith about 15 rows of scales, the lower series smaller
than the upper ones. Scales from occiput extending forward to
between eyes* Opercle with large scales* Fin bases broadly with
line scales* First dorsal spine smpll, half leng:th of second.
which is alnaost equal to eye* Third spine somewhat shorter than
half length of head, slightly lor^er than fourth one, which is
as stror^ as the third one* Spine of second dorsal equal to
sixth spine of first dorsal* Base of second dorsal rounded, as 
long as that of fir?t dorsal) the longest soft rays nearly as
J
long ns third spine of first dorsal* First an;^l spine nearly two- 
thirds of the length of the second (which is nearly as long »« 
the third one) and equal to the diameter of eye* Anal rounded, 
its origin below middle of second dorsal, its end a little farther 
back than that of second dorsal* Pectorals shorter than yentrals*
sooewhat less than post-orbital part of head* Ventral spine about 
•s  loi^ as snout* Caudal rounded* Least height of caudal peduncle 
•qual to its length and slightly less than post-orbital part of 
head* Scales ctenoid. Vertebrae 26* Colour of fresh specimens 
Reddish brown in the upper half of body and sides, with silvery 
white reflections in the lower region* Eyes reddish brown with
Solden hues up to about an hour after capture (hence the name
24
♦Sengafsni’ in famll language which means r«d eye)| later they 
ttirn pale white* Fins reddish brown, Ventrals more blackish
in thtfip distal part* Colour of preserved specl!aens reddish
brown*
Along the Indian Coastf the species has been
reported from the Coromandel Coast (froa Point Callmere up to 
Pulicat Lalce, about 100 km* north of Ha<^ras) and the coasts 
of ralk Bay «nd Gulf of Mannar* It has not been observed by
the author* nor so far reported froa the west coast of India and
other localities along the east coast.
H.emarks
Cuvier (If?28) reported 7 branchiostegals* 7 spines
in the first dorsal fin and one spine and 13 rays in the second
dorsalf 3 spines and 9 rays in the anal, 17 rays in the caudal*
16 rays in the pectoral and one spine and. 5 rays in the ventral
fin of i* waigiensis* Lesson (1H30) and Bleeker (1851) described 
i- itglgiensi*  ^ from Wsiglou and Malay Archipelago respectively* 
While there is agreement amor  ^ the above authors as regards the
dorsal, caudal, ventral and anal fin counts, the pectoral fin 
count (2/16) given by Eteeker (1851) differed from the count (16) 
of Cuvier (1828) and Lesson (1830)* The dorsal fin count of 8 
•pines riven by Richardson (1848) for P.* datnloides is noteworthy*
Muller and Troschel (1849) described Cnidori chinensii 
as a new species under the new genus Cnidoq* Giinther (1S72) in
25
s '  ,
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'  iir'
his amended diagnosis of the genu*
has synonyalsed SiaMfiXl with
(1885) mentioned
Elchardson,
the latter having priority
chlnensls as synonyaous to
^i^glensls. after Gunther (1B72)
genus
(In dried
OUnther (1S69) gave the dorsal fin count as
I A
In 1S72 In the amended diagnosis of the 
he remarked that ”What I  have fonaerly
claens) taken for the spine of the second dorsal
fin is, In factt only the hardened first slaiple ray
ft Therefore
the revised fin formulat according to hlmi would be
« «
Y
.  i l .  y
£ .
r 9
.  •
Gill (IB60) while comentlng on the seven species
of TAbynn: of Cuvier (lB28j 1829) referred to Bleaker synonyaislng
yihxax Cuvier with
Richardson
(*?sftjuQEsnfia and drew attention to the dlscrepancle
in the description of the specie 
(1848) and Bleeker (1851)
by Cuvier (1828), Blchardson
Details of aeristic counc and Variations in soae
important body proportions of based on the present
study are given iti^the next page
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Merlstlc counts of E
Ho. of
sped
mens
Varla
tions
203
Branch
toste—
gals
7
203
First
dorsal
VII
203
Second
dorsal
1,12
203
Anal
111,8
203
Pectoral
2,14
156
2f15
4a
Ventral
1,5
203
C onti nued
L .l L*tr • Gill rakers
46 47 48 49 50 5 i/l /ll 5*/2/l2 11 12 13
42 10 46 21 84 184 19 148 15 40
Body proportions of In thousandths of
total length
No. of specimens Character^ Range Mean
203 Standard length 810^940 878
9 » Bead length
%
249-325 7 m
9 9 Maxiiatim depth of body 181—324
4
243
9 9 Eye diameter 48— 80 64 .
9 9 Inter-orbital distance
t
39— 76 51
9 9 Snout 48-105 76
f27
A coapurlson of the morphoaetrie and aerlttie data
of L* yaigle_QSla given by Boulenger (1895*, specific locality not 
given) I Tanalca (1922) from JapaQf Meber and de Beaufort (1929)
froa the Indo-Australlan Archlpelage region, Fowler and Bean
\
(1930) from Philippines, Munro (1955) from Ceylon, Marshall (1964) 
froa the Great Barrier Heef aod the present observations fro^ the
PalK Bay and Gulf of Hannar indicate alisost consistent meristic
counts except for the variation in anal rays mentioned by Boulenger 
(1S95) and Tanaka (1922) which are 9 and 8^9 respectively. Although
the sise of the specimens examined by all the above ntentioned
authors is large (2B«9»35*0 am«), except that of Fowler and Bean
(1930, 13«7-35.5 cm.) and the present author (7*0-27«0 cni.).
there is general agreement in the important body proportions*
there is close similarity in the proportion of head in standard
length in specimens from all the regions but the eye in speciiaens
f
froai Japan is STialler ( ^  in head) and consequently the snout is 
larger than eye and its proportion small in head when compared 
te that of the fish from the rest of the localities mentioned
ab<yte. Comparatively, the proportion of height in standard
shows a greater range of variation (2«S^*8  in atandard
I
in the Indian laaterial than elsewhere, which may, howeverf
ependent on the total size range of the fish examined* As to 
the colour of the specif^s, the descriptions of Tanaka (1982) and
l^rshall (1964) differ from those of the others including the 
Freaent author (who agree in most respects), in that they mention
pretence of long 1 tud 1 m  1 Une* on the sides of the body
-
*
, ■ ‘ . 1  ^
All the other authors, who hava referred to
• A
<• *  •
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£• yffitgfiengjgy have given brief descriptions of the species 
mostly based on earlier works or reported its occurrence in
9
certain localities* Except for some minor variations in body
proportions, all authors basically agree as to the typical
I
characters of th^ ? species, as also found in the present author*
observations. Although several authors have reported or described
P* tfwigiensls fro!3 a number of localities in its entire range
of distribution, it is significant that the characteristic red 
eye colour of the specics in all sizes in live or fresh condition 
up to about an hour after capture has not been aentioned by thea, 
presumably because they had access to preserved material only*
Gunther (18S9) described a m v  species,
aacropterq based on a single specimen collected from
f
Victoria (s»Port Essimton, Northern territory) at mouth of
Victoria River, Australia*
A brief description of the species after GUnther
(1869) is given belowi
Dg.I, 13| A*III, 13.
Height of the body one-third of the total length
Preorbital and suborbital arch strongly serrated* Length of
head 4 2/S  in the total; inter-orbital distance one-sixth of 
th# ler^th of head, more than half the diameter of eye* Snout 
#qDaIs in length diameter of eye which is one-fourth of tha 
lefltth of head. Snout laterally covered by the preorbital, which 
wider^g above and furnished by strong spinous teeth beneath,
backwards} serrature becomes finer on the suborbital 
^pper maxillsxy styliform and forms posteriorly a tri-
, * »
I--" '
29
angular plate| it does not appear to peach th© middle of the
eye* Operculum has a somewhat rounded posterior angle^ vlthout 
distinct point* Preoperculua finely serrated along the posterior
limb and armed with a triangular and keeled spine of ruodcrate
size at the anglef lower limb saooth.
Greatest depth of the body is between the origins
of second dorsal fin and anal* Tail, without caudal^ as high
as long. Third spine of dorsal fin very long, one->sixth of the
total length! first spine smallf second shorter than half of
4
thirdi fourth, fifth and sixth rapidly decrease in length; 
seventh and eighth short, inserted between both dorsals* First 
spine of second dorsal little lorger, half the height of the
fim  rays nearly equal in length, oiuch shorter than the spinous
part and fori a rounded fin* Caudal rounded with eighteen rays
Anal fin resembles in shape the soft dorsal, its base longer and 
the lor^est ray somewhat higher| spines of moderate strength.
second rath't r longer then third and two-thlr^ the length of the
longest ray. Pectoral aivi ventral fins nearly equal in length, 
the latter not reaching the ventt their spine equals fifth spine
of dorsal fin*
dill (1A61) erected the genus f!ypopterus with
fcy^te,ra& isgropterug  ^ ( aPsa^raop^rca t^^cropteyjt. Ounther’) as 
the type species. He gave the generic characters of Hypooterns
(based on Gunther’ s description of P* n^croptera) as follows*
”Body ovate a d compressed* Head conical In profile 
^^•optrcultta serrated behind, entire below, and araed at its angle
4
I*
•- J  .• •
j . * ,
• t
3 0
with a large hor 1 zontaijsp 1 ne• Operculum with its posterior
I
angle subrotundate* Si^&orbital bones serrated. Anterior dorsal 
with eight spinesf the third of w i^ich is elongated* Anal fin 
longer than the second dorsal^ and furnished with thre# spines
and about thirteen rays ft
>
v;:-
■V
Bleeker (1876) referred to P* in soaia
detail* According to hia, his specinens «how m constant count
of 7 spines in the first dorsal, whereas Gunther 0B69) stated
it to be 8« The lateral line scale count was st*^ted by Bleeker
.
t
(1876) never to exceed 45 which, however, w*?« not given by 
Oiinth-r (l«^59). In addition to GUnther* s report of P* a«crooter^
from Australia, Bleeker (1S76) reported its distribution to
extend outward of ”l*Inde archipelagique, Jusqu* aux c&t da
China et de la Nouve lie •Holland© meridionale and Iso at Hanila
Kaeleay (1S81) in his **D«scriptive catal<^ue of Australian Fishes
briefly described P, probably after Gunther (1859) #
Bomleager (1895) reporting on a specimen 140 in total length
that the first dorsal fin consists of 7 seines arKi the
dorsal one spine and 15 rays, the latter count (15)
ilffaring froa that of Gunther (1859) Fowler and Bean (1930)
the genus
(1964) in hi
rus synonymous to
account entitled "A Survey of Australian
Kaae-llst of the fishes recorded froea Australia
(without description)
'
lilttlBet (Ho. 1084 In the list) from
•Bacrooteruf (QUnther)
P (Ho.1083}
after Gill (1861) Apparently and
are nox. considered congeneric, and according to hia t
(Gunther) is valid However
was available to the present author, it is difficult to
omment furthe on thi species.
CHAPTER 2
The ovary in E. as in mam tele
ostean fishes. Is of the eystovsrlan type* It Is Mlobed 
and the two lobes are separate and of equal size. The testis 
like the ovsry, is Mlobed and the lobes are of equal size.
Maturity
The stages of maturity have been classified 
based on the macroscopic appef^rance of the gonads and a 
atoroscopic study of the intra-ovarian eggs* It has been 
found convenient to classify th«a into seven stages, corres­
ponding to the stages defined by the International Council 
for the Exploration of ttie Seq ( I ^ s m  And Wood. 3337)
details of which are given in Table I 
Ion applies to both the sexes
The same classificat
• •  •
It is well known that fishes eadxibit definite
spawning periodicities. Based on the principle that the
•pswning period is short and definite when the batch of trans
parent yolkless
'^thdrawn in
ova destined to aiature and be spawned are
the general
foA
a single group era! are sharply distinguished from 
®gg-stock and that the spawning period is long
iadeflnite there is no such differentiation between
batch of aeturlng ova and the general egg>8toek, maturation
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Katurity stag# Ifaeroseopie nppmrmmm Mici^scoplc appeariiu^e and si»« of ora
I Iismature
>■
II B^elopii^ laaiatiiras 
and raeoTerlasg spimta
(V
l »  i
Ill Maturing
• . «
\ .
, •  t
0 , '  • IV Matura
• *  .
: s
W I 
.>
^ .
f
<• T A(3vanced a^tura
•<
IC “ *
VI Hip#
n
I
VII Bp ^ t
Oirarlaa alandar and tmmpBrmt
to nakad aya*
Tast^ia alandar and Irtish *
ova not Tiailila
Orariea ^largad and aiabar eolourad ova malli 
not viaibla to nakedl 
Tastes enlarged and i^itiili #
sUglitljr yellowish inOvaries greatly anlaxir^f
appearance •  ova visible to naked eye 
Testes veil enlaj^ed ai^ pale vhite*
Ovaries greatly enlarged, 
and have profase venaiion 
resent«
estes grestly enlarged and milky*vhite»
yellonlsh in appearai^e 
•  large opaqae ova
Ovaries greatly enlarged, dark yellow In appear­
ance and have profuse venation « large opaque 
ova present*
testes greatly enlarged, convoluted in app^ranee 
and milky«vhite»
Ovariea greatly enlaiited speckled in
spa
i appearance 
wnim in pro-and have large transparent ova 
grass or just iaodnent*
testes greatly enlarged, convoluted in appearance
and rcilky-vhite - eseude milt on application of
slight pressure
Spent ovariest shruiak and vith large residual ova 
in the luaenf othenfise, give the appe^iwtnce of 
ovaries in Stage I I «
Minute trfinsparent ova measuring up to 0*234 Ba
Ova saall, ti^nsparent and unyolked iiie«(surif% froa
0*234 ♦ to 0m lam*! mode at 0»277 mmm
Maturing ova, vherein yolk deposition has coi»ienoed but
not couplete« ae^suring froa 0*350 an* to 0*438 
mode at 0*3€S • I
Mature opaque ova, fully laden vith yolk, aeasuring 
fros 0*438 na* to 0*555 rnrnm^ modes at 0*453 
0*511 isa* #
and
Mature opaque ova, fully laden vith yolk, transparent 
at the perii^ery, aeasuring froa 0*555bbb* to 0*672 ia»*| 
mode at 0*628 aa
Bipe transparent ova aeasuring above 0*672 asa* diameter, 
each having a single oil globule| BK>de at 0*803 
Diaaeter of oil globules ranged frt»a 0*192 isn* to 0*250 sai.f 
ova not perfectly spherical md devoid of chn»iato 
yolk unsegaentedf oil globules transparent and co
phoresi 
lourless
Fev Li 
froa 0
Tg9
*584
residual transparent ova ranging in diaaeter 
am* to 0*730 aa*| aode at 0*657 on*
r :
r
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-P. '
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being a continuous proeessf aangr workers hare determined
the spawning periodicities of fishes by talcing di«a%tBr
'  ,
aessurements of oira frc^ ripe ovaries or those in penultiaate 
stage of ripeness (Clarke 1925^ 10341 !!iekllng aad Huten«
I
berg, 1936| Be Jon^t 1940| Karnndikar and Palekar, 1950| 
Palekar and Ksrandikart 19S2, ldS3| PrabhUf 2955| 19S6|
Saro^inif 19S7| 1BS8| Pillay, 19^1 DhamaabSf
Kareksr »nd Balf I960)*
a*
J
Ii For o^a diameter studies, fish  ^ were eolXected
in the fresh condition and the ovaries rcffiiored and preserved 
iB 5^ formalin* fhese ovaries in vaxlous stages of lasturity
have been used for taking the ova diameter measurements* The 
method used by Clazis: (1934) has been followed* The diameter
.  I
II I
meesureaents of 1000 ova frt«n e^ c^h ovary were taken by means 
of an eye»piece micrometer, fitted in a compound microscope, 
at a known magnification* Ova less than 0*117 am* in diameter
r .
were not measured, since they were present in large numbers 
in the ovaries at all stages of maturity
In order to find the type of distribution of
an ovary
■Uie ova in an ovary^/in Stage IV maturity from a fish measuring 
21*6 cm* total length has been taken and the ova diameter
frequer^y of a sample of 1000 ova taken from the central portion 
of the right lobe is plotted in the form of a polygon (Fig*2). 
% a  polygon indicates three different
the immature group with modes at 0*248 nai* and 0*307 mm*, the
i
I
^  group with a mode at 0*394 mm«, and the mature group
'rt.th modes at 0*463 am* and 0*611 smi# Measurements of ova
I
J
1
J
Fig. 2. Ova diameter frequency polygon of P. waigiensis
in Stage IV maturity.
I  ^
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from other parts of the ovary showed no significant difference 
In their distribution* the same type of distribtition has been
foanfl irt the right and left Idbes of the ovary Therefore i in
all further studies, ove taken tram the central portion of the 
ov^ry have b^en utilised*
' I
• *1
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The ova diameter frequency ;Ms.tograms of
of 1000 ova each from ovaries in Stages I II t III IT 9 VI
4
and VII of mjfiturity are shown in Jig # 3 In Stage I (ioimature)
^ e  ovary predominantly contains saall transparent immature ova f
m€asurir»7 a laaxiiBuni of 0,234 sn. In Stage II (developing iraaa
%
tures and recovering spents), i^ile the majority of ova are
small and transp^^rent, a group of ova are withdrawn from the 
general ^g-stock, with a mode at 0*277 mm* and measuring a 
maximisa of 0*350 mm* In Stage III (nmturi!:^), a further mode 
could be noticed at 0*365 am* and meiqsurii^ a maximum of 0 * ^ 8  mm*$ 
the mode at 0.277 mm* is less prondnent* The maturing ova of
the mode at 0*365 mm* are partly opaque, wherein yolk deposition 
ha a commenced arouik! the nucleus and a distinct peripheral zone
of cytoplasm is seen under the microscope* In Stage IV (mature)
the last mode stands at 0«511 ms though another mode stands
at 0*453 mm The ova of both modes are fully laden with yolk9
opaque and mature suring a maximm of 0*555 ma* The mode
at 0.394 B r a represent the maturing ova, and the modes at 0.307 on
and 0.248 am*, the Immature ova w ich are already differentiated
I
from the general egg«*stock in the process of maturation* In
Stage V (advanced mature), the l^st mode stands at 0 * ^ 8  mm
The ova of this mode are in an advanced stage of maturity.
V / .
opaque, fully laden vith yolk, transparent at the periphery and
. 1
* I
i
>
I
Fig. 3. Ova diameter frequency histogra US of P.
in Stages I
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measure a lanxtamn! of 0*672 ram* A group of mature ova stand
out with a mod# at 0*540 mm* Maturing ova are also demareated
with a mode at 0*423 mm* The modes at 0*336 mm* and 219 mm#
represent the Immature ova* In Stage VI (ripe), the last mode 
comprising ripe transparent ova starts at 0*803 nmi* these
*
oV8f each wit^ a single oil globule* measured a smximum of
0*883 mm in the fx^sh state Further odes occur at
0*657 HBa* (advanced mature ova), 0*511 tm* (mature ova)
0*423 mm* and 0 * 3 ^  mm* (maturing ova), and 0*307 m * (immature
ova)* The ovaries in this stage are speckled in appearance 
In Stage VII (spent), the ovary contains the general immature
egg-stock measuring up to 0*234 wm* and few l«!rge residual
degener??ting ripe ova measurii^ from 0.684 mm. to 0*730 mm*
with a mode at 0*657 #
\s:
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Except in Stages I ,  II and I I I , the ova dia
meter frequency polygons of Stages IV to VI show a number of
modes between the mode of smallest ova and the mode of largest
ova The maturing ova are not sharply differentiated from the
immature egg-stock The ttirii!» and mature ova are also not
sharply differentiated from each other* These ova pass in 
succession to advanced stages of maturity, when fresh batches 
of m?ituring ova arising from the general ^g-stock, take their 
place* The ripe ova at 0*803 mm* in Stage VI ovary are well
_  ^
defined and are separated from the rest of the stock of ova 
and these form the first batch of ova to be spawned* By the 
time this batch of ova is spawned, the ova under the preceding
mode at 0*657 mm* get differentiated from the rest of the stock
snd shift forward replacing the ova spawned, indicating that
‘f;
¥,
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the aaturstlon process in the species is giradtial and conti
nuouSf as has also been fourtd by earlier workers In several 
apecles of fish (Clark, 1934| Hickllng and Hutenbergt 1^36| 
de Jongf ld40| Palekar KaraMlkaTf 3952, 195d| Pi^bhu,
I
•  ,
1956$ Cliarmambai 19S9)« Ttie eiridenee obtained from a fisb 
vith ovaries in spent condition (Stage VII) also supports 
the conclusion that the prominent group of ripe ova noticed 
in Stage V I ovary is the first batch to be spavned^ followed
by other spurts of spawning spread over a long period. As
there is no sharp sepi«ration between the maturing ova and the
general stock of ^gS| and as the aaturing group of ova show
a continuous process of maturation, the spawnir^ period in
this species appears to be long.
i i i .  S
With a view to determining the size at matu­
rity of P.# wniglensis > data on the percentage occurrence of
gonads in different stages of aattirity in relation to size 
of fish collected during the course of the study have been
analysed* The details are given in 7abl« I I « It may be seen 
fr<Mtt the table that all fish are iasaature up to 10 cm* total 
length* A small percentage of fish measurii^ 10 - 14 cot* are 
in the maturing stage* Mature fish are first met with in the 
14-16 cm* sise-group (10*41 per cent) and ripe fish are
recorded first in the 16-IB cm* sise-group (0*51 per cent)*
Over 50 per cent of fish in the 22-24 cm* size-group are mature
end all fish have been found to mature from 28-30 csa* size
group onwajrd* From the data* it is reasonable to deduce that
36
l i
the sl*e at first mattarity is about 15 ca*t majority of fish 
attain maturity at about 23 cm, and all fish ar« mature at
about 29 on#
m m iL
Percentage occurrence of £,# vajLgiensis with gonads in diff
erent stages of nmturity in relation to sise
Size- Immature Maturing Mature Bipe Spent 
rouD latll III  m v  VI VII
cm*
8»l0 100.00 immm wm-mm
10-12 92.50 7.60 wmm m m
12-14 90.90 9.10 mm m m
14-16 60.00 39.59 10.41 mrnm m m
16-18 ^ .3 5 54.31 21.83 0.51 ^ m
18-20 11.35 51.89 35.14 i.op 0.54
20-22 3 . ^ 50.39 43.40 2.33 m m
22-24 1.72 37.93 55.17 5.18 mttm
24-26 mMm 31.82 63.64 4.54
26-28 20.00 66.67 13.33 m m
28-30 mrnrntf mmm 100.00 m m
30-32 «»«» 100.00 m m m m
32-34 imwt 50.00 50.00 m m
34-36 mmm 100.00 mm m m
36-38 ■mmmt wmm 100.00 m m m m
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Data on the occurrence of fish ir various
stages of maturity collected during different months of th«
period June ISSS-Harch 1BB7 have been utilised. The data 
are grouped for this stv^y as imnaature ai^ maturing fish 
comprisiiig Stages I ,  II  arrf III and laature and ripe fish 
comprising Stages HT, V and ? ! • fhe percentage of jbaaature 
and maturing fish mM raasiture and ripe fish during different 
months are given in Table III* It may be seen from this
t^ble that immature ntiA maturing fiah were obtained in all
months^ and mature fish were also obtained in all months, 
except May and June* Although, mature fiah were present
any months, their percentage occurrence vas high Cover
cent) in November and Dec^ber* Host of the ripe
in
60
fish vere recorded in December. A similar result has been
obt?>ined in tvo sticcessive years suggesting t*tat the fish 
spawns over a prolonged periodf peak spawning appears to 
taka place during November and December* This conclusion 
(protracted spawning) is supported by the multiplicity of
modes in the ova diameter frequency curves
b.
*
•  I
Data from mature fish (Stage IV and above) on 
the average sise of the largest intz««ovarian eggs collected
during the period June lS55«Harch 1957 have been used The
data are presented in Table IV* The range of the average
. r .
table III
Percentage occurrenee of
maturing and mature A ripe gonsds
(^une 1955 - March
with isKimture & 
different motiSh^
Year and
onth
Ho* 
fish
of
ned
1955
1956
1957
Immature and Maturing
’T T fT T
Ka ture 
(Stages
Ro* No,
m
June 15 15 100*00 m m m m
July 56 51 91*07 5 8*93
August 73 57 7<5*09 16 21*91
September 17 12 70*60 5 29*40
October 31 21 67.74 10 32*26
November 23 5 21*73 18 *m*27
December
»
32 10 31.24 21^ 65*63
>
J anua ry 19 11 57.B9
t
. 8 42*11
February 32 22 ^ .7 6 10 31*24
Harch No data
April 27 20 74*06 7 25*94
May 34 34 100*00 — r n m m
June 37 37 100*00 m m m m 1 . 1 1
July S4 73 86*90 11 13*10
August 79 70 88*61 9 11*39
September 169 130 76*91 39 23 *09
October 109 72 66*06 37 33*94
Noreraber 141 26 18*44 115 81*56
December 250 70 27*99 IBO 72*01
Januflry 20 19 95*01 1 4*99
February 27 19 70*37 8 29*63
March 24 20 83*33 4 16*67
m m
Total 1299
« » 4 M » « » « i » m u m i m w m m m m m m m m  m m m m
794
m m m m m t a m ^ m r n m m m m ^ m m m m
504
« i > — — I
♦Sxeluding n female In Stag* Til (Spent)
Aversg* of the largest intra-ovsrl«n eggs of
vaiglenflis durtm different months
{^ime 1956 - Har<^ 195?)
X?,
.1 >.
Vs*
.ft:
I s
r Tear and
aonth
“  *1 I  f
,  I
No* of 
fii^ 
escamlned
'mmm
Ho. of
fish
in
tagesr*
IV f VaM  VI
Airerag e 
size of 
the lar 
gest 
Intra- 
ovarlan
gs ^
nim#>
•M
c
,S 
1 *
1955
i Jtme 15
July 56 5 0,4800
August 73 16 0.5184
September 17 5 0.4800
October 31 10 0.51B4
November 23 18 0.5184
Deeember 32 21* 0.5952
1956
January 19 8 0*49^
February 32 10 0.4992
March No data
April 27 7 0.4224
May 34 m-m 4MW4M
June 37 —
July 84 11 0.4224
August 79 9 0.4992t
September 1^ 39 0.4608
October 109 37 0.4800
November 141 115 0.4800
December 250 180 0*5952
1957
January 20 1 0 . 4 ^
February 27 8 0,4800
March 24 4 0.4800
Total 1299 Grand J average!
♦Excluding a female In Stage VII (Spent)
0.4939
38
size varies from a minimtim of 0.4224 rma* to a majdlmua of
0.5962 lam. The grand average for the entire period has
been found to be 0*4939 mm* The aver?ige size of the largest
\
intra-ovarian eggs was greater than the grsod average
during August, October, Hovember and Decaaber 1965 and
4
January, February, August and December 1966, suggesting 
th^t the fish spawns almost throxighout the year, intense
spawning taking place towards the end of t^e year*
c IrMfJS,
With a view to studying the seasonal fluct
ustions in ovary weight in relation to weight of fish as
indicative of spawning, the weights of adult females and 
their ovaries (in different stages of maturity) recorded
during the period June 1965-December 1956 have been ana­
lysed. For the purpose of this study, the percentage of
ovary weight in body weight is defined as the gonado
somatic index. These indices are presented in Table V .
The grand average gonado-somatic index during
the entire period has been found to be 2.757* The gonado-
I
somatic indices were greater than the ground average during
September, October and November 1955 and January, September,
October, Hovember and Dec«nber 1956, indicating that may
take place during these months*
d*
Fourteen f®aales ranging in length from 17.7 cm 
to 32*3 cm* in Stage VI (ripe condition) have been recorded
> g '
. 1 T A B L g  V
S'
4
\V
y  ^
\y.
. t
goii»do-s€ffliatic lBd«x of adtilt fmmXern
L during different 1965 - D«e©aber
Year and
month
1955
June
Ho. of 
adult
females
Mean ijonado-sonntle
index
r
LA.
July 5 1.165
August 16 1.663
September 5 2.75S
October 10 3.094
Roveanber 18 3.427
Decessber 21* 2.502
1956
January 8 2.976
February 10 2,445
March Ho data
April 7 1.983
May
June
July 11 1.687
August 9 2.663
September 39 2.873
October 37 3.480
NoTember 115 4.231
December 180 4.410
h
*  •\
iJ.
Total 491 Grand average 2.757
♦Excluding a fftaale in Stage VII (Spent)
r . *
• >
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durix^ eours« of th« liwestigationf of these, one was
I '  ■ recorded in ^pril sad three in December 1055| one in Sep 
tenber and eight in Decenber 19S6 and one in January 1 9 ^ *
Two asles aeasuring 21,4 csi. end 21,6 ca* in total length
in Stage Vt vere r^^cordM in Bece^iber 1956 and January 1958 
respectively* The fomaer had an^rmaetrical testis. Helavant 
data from the sixteen fish in Stage VI are given in Table VI
Hipe gonad* are shown in Photograph# 1 to 7*
The large transparent eggs in the thirteen
ripe fishes ranged in diameter from 0*672 to 0#883 ma
«
The egg (Fig,4) is not perfectly spherical and is devoid
of chromatoi^ores* The yolk is uns^mented. It has a
sigle oil globule* The diameter of the oil globule in
different eggs ranged from 0*192 na. to 0*250 wm* The oil
globule is trfinsparent and colourless*
Om  female m nsuring 19*6 cm* in totiil lexgth 
with ovary in Stage VII (spent) was recorded from Devipatnam 
in the Pal3t Bay on 24«^12»1955« The ovary (Photograph 2)
had a shrunken app^rance^ resembling ovary in Stage II and 
contained large residual transparent eggs in its lumen*
Young ones measuring 10 cm* and below in total 
length appeared in the Mandapam areas (Vedalai and Munaklqsid) 
in August 1954, April and November 1955, Karch, April, May 
and June 1956 and July, August and September 1957* At Devi­
patnam, young ones appeared in June 1955 and February, Mardti
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Photograph 1. Left Stage VI ovary from fish, 22,5 cm.
dated 11-4-1955•
Right- Stage VI ovary from fish, 19*3 c
dated 6-12-1955
Photograph 2. Left - Stage VII ovary from fish, 19.6 cm
dated 24-12-1955.
Right- Stage VI ovary from fish, 17.7 cm.
dated 15-9-1956.
Photograph 3. Stage VI ovaries from seven fishes dated
29-12-1956.
Upper rows Left to right - 27.0 cm., 26.4
and 25.2 cm
Lower rowi Left to right - 23.3 cm., 22.0 ca
22.0 cm. and 19.
• 1 ^
•
'  ^otograph 1
' I
Photograph 3
I
i
4f
Photograph 4» Stage VI ovary from fish, 32*3 cm*
da ted 15-1-1958•
Photograph 5# Portion of Stage VI ovary from fish,
32,3 cm. dated 16-1-1958, showing
speckled appearence
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Photograph 3. Stage VI testis from fish, 21,4 cm
dated 20-12-1966*
Photograph 7. Stage VI testis from fish, 21.6 cm
dated 22-1-1958.
photograpli 6
Photograph 7
fFig. 4* Ripe intra-ovarian eggs from fish, 32*3 cm. dated
16-1-1958, in Stage VI maturity.
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At Tondi, young 
and June 2056«
April 1956| t h ^  did not <K!Cur during April 1965, 
ones occurred in J«nur.ry* February, March
The observations on the occurrence of ripe
ci'
"r fish and ycmng oms also support the conclusion that the 
fish spawns alaost throughout «ie year? intense spawning
,  r
appears to take place durii^ Hovember and December#
s  r
> •  ■
I
: 4
Suaaaarising the observations on the spawnlz^
season frm  the occurrence of maturity stages in different
. monthly fluctuation of average size of the largestnonths
, n  •
• t
f  I
M •r
intra-ovarian eggs, seasonal variation in gonado-sc»a??tic 
index and relative condition factor and occurrence of ripe 
fish and young oneSf it seems reasonable to conclude that 
the fish spawns almost throughout the ye«r, except perhaps, 
during the months of May snd June, which may be a resting
period Intense spawning appears to take place during
November and Dec^ber*
V
•i* •
The multiplicity of modes in the ova diameter 
freqaency cunres of mature ovaries of fish suggests that 
spawnii^ takes place more than ame in a season (Clark, 1934; 
HickHng ^nd HuterOberg, 1936| de Jong, 1940)* In £.• 
multiplicity of modes was noticed in the frequency distribution 
of ova from mature ovaries. As the ripe group of ova is 
spawned, mature ova of the preceding mode get differentiated
and take its place, which in turn are replaced by the maturing
group of ova whi<^ have undergone half the maturation process.
The maturing group of ov?? take about half the time taken by an
f
f t .
A  •
A  
-
4 1
immature group to attain maturitgr Jorig, 1940) and,
hence , this group will soon be shed in succession to 
groups of ripe aM  mature ova. Only one type of spent 
ovary (fully spent) has been recorded from
In this ovary, only two types of ova are found - the 
general immature egg-stock mei»suring a maxiiaum of 0*234 mm 
and a group of residual degenerating ripe ova measuring 
from 0,584 mm. to 0*730 mm* with a mode at 0.657 mm. fhis
I
evidence suggests that all the maturing, mature aM  ripe 
ova in a Stage VI ovary are shed in succession to one another 
in spurts of spawning spread over a loi^ time; it is diffi­
cult to detertnine the intervals of time between the spurts 
of spawning. Owii^ to the absence of maturing aM  mature
groups of ova from the fully spent ovary, it may be inferred 
that after the last batch of ripe ova is shed, the ov?»ry
takes a long time to return to spawning activity, probably
undergoing a resting period
The fre<|iency lUsterafts of ova Trtm ovaries
in Stages IV to VI show a number of modes between the mode
of s’Tiallest ova and the mode of largest ova* In Stages IV 
and V, maturing and mature ova are not ^arply differentiated 
from each other, but in Stage VI, the group of ripe ova 
appears sharply separated from the mature group* The sharp 
differentiation of the ripe ova fr<m the m??ture ova tends 
to indicate that spawning at a time m^ y^ be of short duration 
There is very little progress in the mattering and mature groups 
®f ova till the ripe ova are shed. Once these are shed, their
r-. 42
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place is taken up by the mature group whose place in turn 
Ig taken up by the aaturii^ froup But once all the matur
ing groups of ova are eliminated in successive spurts of 
spawning activity, only the gemral egg-st ck is left out
and a group of ripe d^enerating ova, as shown by the fUHy
spent ovary Since the fish spawns almost throughout the
year, it is difficult to indicate the nuaib^r of times an 
individual spawns during the protracted spaiming activity
Vi «
K
With a view to studying the rate of growth 
of the gonads in relation to the length of fish, the leqgth 
and width measurements of ovaries and testes of fish of
varying lengths, in different stages of maturity, have been 
recorded and analysed* The followir^ relationships have
been found*
a *
; .d
N
i.
r
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The data collected 123 feroales ranging
in total length between 9*9 cm* and 37*0 cm* have been uti 
lised in this study* The length of fish has been plotted
against the length of ovary in a scatter diagra (Fig 5)
The relation appears to be linear and the formula has been 
found to be I
z
where Z « lei^th of ovary in centimetres a M
. t X a total length of fish in centimetres #
43
given
The analysis of variance (Qmldenf 13S9) 
below tests the validity of the linearity of
regression
0
Iw}
Source Ofsqtaares
Mean
square F
Signi­
fican­
ce
M t t M
Due to reg 
ression 1 214 .^13  214 .^13  552.3316
Deviation
from regre­
ssion m 47*0338 0 .3 ^ 7
Total 122 261.7251
D,F. a Degrees of freedota
Significant at If probability level
The deviation due to regression is highly significant 
Fro® Table V II, it aay be seen that of the total sum of
tres, linear regression removes a little above BOf ofsqu
ii :
I.
i
!•
Iii!
1
S'
the total variation, le?svir« une3Q)lained the rest of the 
variation. Since the linear regression reaovejs a little
I
above 80jC of the total variation, for all practical purposes,
I
I
linef>r relationship could be accepted
I
I
#
*
The data collected frcai 123 f«aales taken for 
the study of the rel«^tionship between leng’Gi of fish and
44
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length of ovary have been used for this study* The length 
of fish and width of ov«ry have been plotted in a scatter
< •  <
dlagrtuB
form*
. 6) . The relntion seeas to be linenr of the
I n
vhere
I
• i  • I
. « •  I
1.0571 4- 0.0942 X
tJ » width of ovary in centisetres and
X s total length of fish in centimetres*
!The analysis of variance for testing the
validity of the linearity of r^ression is presented in
Table VIII
TABIJ; VIII
Source D.F.
Sum of 
squares
Mean 
square
ObservedSlgH
F fican
ce
Due to reg
ression
Deviation 
from reg­
ression
1 1 7 .8 3 ^
121 12*0^38
17.8329 179*4064
0.0994
\
Total
D.P.
122 29.8567
•M V
Degrees of freed<M
Significant at If probability level
It is found from the F value that the 
regression is highly significant. From Tnble V III, it
may b® that of the total sum of squares* linear regression
Fig. 5, Helation between length of fish and length of ovary 
Fig. 6. Relation between length of fish and width of ovary.
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e x p l a i n s  only about GOf of the total variation, lowing 
t h a t  probably non-linear relation iMy explain the total
riation better way* It is likely th?it the width
the ovary does m t increase proportlon?*tely with increase
the length the fish.
.'1
The data collected from 111 males longing
total length between and have been
utilised for this sttady* The lei^th fish and length
testis have been plotted scatter diagram (Fig.7)
The relation obviously non-*linear# But the linear
regressioni
where
1.4B55 0.2706 X
length testis centimetres and
total length fish centimetres.
maaor portion the total variation. This may
the analysis variance presented Table IX
Bvm 
squares
Me^n
square
Observed Signifi
cance
77.4920 77 .4920 318.6349
26.5ia6 0.2432
104.0066
Degrees
Significant
freedon
probability level
46
The linear regression removes nearly 70> of the total variation 
and hence, for all practical purposes, linear relationship may
be accepted*
Length of fish and width of tegtii.
The (5ata collected from 111 Tiales taken for 
the study of the relationship between length of fish and 
length of testis hsve been used in this study. The length 
of fish and width of testis have been plotted in a scatter 
diagram (Fig. 8 ) . The relation see^s to be linear of the
form.
S/
a a .0 .5100 + 0.0544 X 
where O = width of testis in centimetres and
X a total lei«th of fish in centimetres.
The analysis of variance for testing the 
validity of the linearity of regression is presented in
Table X .
•ource D.F
TABLE X
Sum of 
squares
Mean
square
Ob served 
F
Signi­
ficance
®ue to reg­
ression 1 3.1336 3.1336 106.2237
^^•viation from
^•gression 109
o^tal 110
3.2172
6.35<^
0.0295
Degrees of freedom
Significant at it probability level
t v
4
f
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Fig. 7. Relation between length of fish and length of testis 
Fig. 8. Relation between length of fish and width of testis
Fig. 7
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found froa the F value that the regression Is highly
» t*»
significant From Table X, it n«y be seen th/st of the total
squares. linear regression explains only about 49^
total variation This shows that probably non
I V
l i T
Lr&:
b*I d .  •
relfttinn l^ay explain the total variation in a better 
is nicely that the width of the testis does not
Increase proportionately with increase in the lei^th of th«
vii«
The fecuTKlity of any specie s of fish is
dater'ained froa the computed number of ov« forming a season’ s
crop Franz (1910 a and b)« and Clark (1934) found that
fecundity increased as the square of length Farran (1938)
found that it increased at a rate higher than the fourth power 
of length. Hicklii« (1940) found that the fecundity of the 
herring increased at a rate greater t an the third power of 
its ler^th. Smith (1947) found a straight line relationship 
between the number of eggs and length of fish in the eastern 
trout. Slapson (1951) In a study of the fecundity of the
plaice f that fecundity is related
to the cube of length* Lehman (1953) found a correlation 
between length of fish a«3 fecundity in the shad, ilofia.
MiPidlssiB^  ^by the aiethod of least squares. MacGregor (1 9 ^ )
discussed the relationship between fecundity end 3^ngth of
the Pacific sardine♦ different
[ n ' : .
b *I
t -
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foraula« snd concluded thnt there were no significant
e
dlfferenc«8 in the regressions on length, square of length 
or cube of length# Plllay (IBSB) found an exponential relation- 
•hip between fecundity snd length of fish and a straight Une 
relationship between fecundity and weight of fish in W JmSl
i^ ^sha.
Since g,* ifQigiensis spawns almost throughout
the year* asultiplicity of modes occurs in the ova diaaeter
frequency curves of mature ovaries. There is no sharp differen
tiation between the maturing and mature ova ar^ the general 
egg-stock. But the ripe ova in ripe ovaries are well defined
and *5re separated from the rest of the stock of ova. These
t
form the first batdi of ova to be spawned. The maber of ova
to be spawned at a time by ripe fish is taken as the fecundity*
In order to determine the possible number of ova that may be
• 1 2 .
shed imuediately by ripe fish, all ova measuring 0,672 mm, 
and above and which are fully transparent are counted £rom a 
sample of ovary of known weight* The total number in the 
paired ovaries from which the sample had been t^e n  was esti 
mated by multiplying the numb<^ r counted in the sample by the 
ratio of the weight of the whole ovary to the weight of the
sample. Fecundity estim*ites were made from ripe ovaries
(St^ge VI) of 12 specimens collected during the course of 
the study. Particulars of length of fish, weight of fish, 
Wight of ovary and fecundity are given in Table XI* As
e
» y  be Been from the table, the possible nximber of ova that
4 9
be spawned by a fish at a time during the spawning
5^ 5iSon vapl©s between X6|59S aiKl S4Xf97B*
TABLE XI
* i 4
^•eundlty and other particulars of 12 specimens of
wftlclensls In Stage 1TI
Total length Weight of Weight of
of flBh (ea.) llsh <ga.) ovnry (ga.) Feeundl'ty
^ . 
I
f -
j ,
> -[i
• p >
, r
I  •  •
i-n
!* •
i 
i f .
f
19.3 103 9.080 78,940
19,7 105 3.705 22,918
20.5 119 2.325 16,595
22,0 140 9.423 79,560
22.0 140 X0.160 92,790
22.7 144 4.252 38,750
23.3 150 7.423 64,275
24.0 185 14•155 175,900
25*2 220 18.838 215,756
26.4 270 21.155 ^ , 8 7 5
27.0 270 21^855 241,91^
32.3 454 16.800
9
196,^76
n a
In order to find the relation bet%f««i
fecundity and length of fish, the fecundity estimates 
obtained for 12 fish have been plotted In a sc?*tter diagram 
(H g* 9) and a regression line was fitted to the data by 
the method of least squares* The equation has been found to bei
ifhere
SO
r
fecui^ity and
X total length of fish In centimetres.
f a . The scatter diagram between fecundity m d
The relationweight of fish has been plotted in Fig* 10* 
between thr> two is curvilinear* Considering the dimen­
sional relationship between body length and body weight
which is of the type.
■X 3
the one between fecundit"^)and body length(Qwhidi has
been found to be of the type,
was thought that the relation between fecundity and
body weight^ould be of the fonaf
F A
Plotting F against \t (Fig 11) I it i found that the
11 relation is linear and may be represented by the oopirical
relation deduced above on dimensional consideration Least
quare estimates of A and B were obtained and the relation
has been found to bet
F -318779*55 + 78202*60
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c
The relation between fecundity md velght of
ovary appeared to be linear as seen In Fig 12 A regression
line vas fitted to the dsita by the tsethod of le^st squares
The equation has been found to bet
Y 21634 ,^  4* 12339,25 X
where fecundity r and
X as weight of ov»ry in grarmaes
vili. Relation between
iV
Bal and Joshi (1956) studied the relation
between length of fish
in
I weight of fish and weight of ovary 
They found a very high correlation
t poor correlationbetween length of fish and weight of fish 
between length of fish and weight of ovary and significant
correlation between weight of fish ara3 weight of ovary
_ i r
i T  * 3
• i ' . *
'  \  . .
For deter?aining the relationship between 
weight of ovary and weight of fish at various stages of
•aturity of P the weight of thp fish Y and tti e
Wight of th« ovary 2 have been taken for 125 fish
In total length from 9.9
ranging
oa. to 37#0 c!i
study is to find whether length of fish X 
^  weight of fish Y and weight of ovinry Z
The object of this
has an influence
Hencef totalf
ultiple correl??tlon coefficients between length
^sh ( 1) , weight of fish (2) and weight of ovary (3) were
calculated and these are ,v own In Table XII
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I
It may be seen from Table XII that a very 
high correlation exists between length of fish and weight 
of fish I as aay be expected* A good correlation exists
between weight of fish weight of ovary and between lei^th 
of fish and weight of These total correlntion coeffi­
cients however, do not clearly bring out the exact relation­
ship existing between the characters* To test the influence
of one character on others t partial correlation coefficients
were calculated*
I  ^
•J
/ i *
Partial correlation coefficient between length 
of fish ark! weight of fish, when weight of ovary is constant.
has been found to be ^12.3 0,80* This is alai^t of the same
order of magnitude as the total correlation coefficient r^2 
(correlation between length of fish and weight of fish). show
no influence on theing that weight of ovary has practically 
relation between length of fish and weight of fish. This Is
brought in the partial correlation eoefficient
13.2 0. 10, which shows that for constant weight of fish, 
^♦^’e is no significant correlation between length of fish
weight of ovary For constant length of f i ^ f the partial
o#rrelation coefficient between weight of fish and weight of
•Varyt though significant f is s^all*
53
The effect on length of fish due to the
■ I  ’
variations in weight of fish and velght of ovary is shovn
This is se#n to be highly significant* Sine a
r12a r1,239 0^92, it is evident that the affeet on lei^th
of fish must be mainly due to the effaet of weight of fish*
Similarlyf \^en the lei^th of fish and weight of ovary
LH
are allowed to vary* the value of the weight of fish is
ttch sfffected* This must also be primarily due to the
influence of variation in leng^ of fish. imilarlyf weight
of ov*?ry is also found to be significantly affected by joint
variations in length of fish and weight of fish, as is seen
from the value of r3.12* As was shown  ^ the significant
influence must be mainly due to the influence of weight of
fish on weight of ovary*
.1
ix*
Bex ratio studies are an essential aspect
of fishery biological studies providing information whether
one sex dominates over the other in the population as a
wholei whether males ai^ f^ales  move in separate shoals f
Aether one sex outnumbers the other during the spawnli^
seasons as a consequence of spawning migration and whether
differential fishing exists with respect to the males and
the females
The distribution of sexes at T<»Jdl (Palk Bay)
during the period September 1955-Jtme 1956 is shown in Table XIII
2 I I I
Sex jratlo of P#
(Septaaber 2055
at Tondl 
1956)
• V  .
t
Tear and
onth P
ratio of
1956
Sept^ber
October
November
December
1956
Males Females Total males to
total
8 3 11 0.7273
21 16 37 0.5676
30 16 46 0 .6 5 ^
No data
Jarm?5ry 17 33 50 0,3400
February 20 30 50 0.4000
March 24 15 39 0.6154
April No data
May No data
*
Jtme 20 30 50 0.4000
Total 140 143 283 p=0.4947
%
X ( i s
q-O.SOSB
X
(p s
18.38 for 6 Degrees of freedoa 
18*38 for 6 Degrees of freedcM
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First, the hypothesis of eqtiality of dlstjribution of s«xes
in different months was tested by e??lctilstlng th© chi-square
value as per the fomula giiren belovt
t  •
vhere
X (  If 1 )
0.60 3E 0*50
ales
mean proportion of males and
X ntimber of males.
\\
I *
>
The chi-square value was fouM to be 18.38 A reference to
chi-square table with 6 degrees of freedcxa shows that the 
hypothesis of equality of sex distribution during different 
onths cannot be accepted. Obviously, males were in pre 
pondersnce between September and November 1955 and in March 
1956. Tests were also made to find out if the same sex ratio 
was being maintained between dTifferent months. This was done
by calculating chi-square as per formula given belws
a.
F T
where q as 1 F and
other symbols are same as before.
\
The chi-square value was found to be 1 8 .^  with 6 degrees of
freedom showing that the same sex ratio was not being maintained 
in different months.
f
The distribution of sexes at Devipatnam (Palk
Bay) during the period September 1955-Hay 1956 is shown in
55
Table XIV* The proportion of m les vary frcsa 0,16 to 0*42 
over the months for which the d^ ?ta are available* First
•I •
ratiochi-square calculated for testii^ the equality of 
in different months gave the value 14.26 with 7 degrees of
freedom
4
This has been found to be highly significant ixidi«» 
eating that the equaUty of s ^  distribution over the months
cannot be accepted Nextf chi-S(;^re calculated to see if
the same sex ratio vas being maintained over the months gftve
the lue 17.21 with 7 degrees of freedom This again has
been found to be highly significant shoving that the 
MX ratio was also not being maintained over the months
same
Sex ratio of iiffijgiensis at Devipatma
(September 1955 Kay 1956)
Tear and 
aonth Males Females Total P
ratio of
males to 
total
S ^ t  saber 19
October 16
Movasaber 20
December 8
January 6
February 17
March 12
April 1
May
Total 99
26
39
31
42
45
55
51
50
0*4222
0*2909
0*3922
0*1600
29
29
33
3
7
35
46
45
4
7
0*1714
0*3696
0*2667
0*2500
0*0000
239 338 |M>*2929
•1
a 26 for Begrees of freedom
t 17*21 for 7 Degrees of freed^
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The distribution of sexes at Hurnkked (Palk
during the period June 1956-Septeaber 1957 is shoim
Table Durir^ the ten months, males were always less
Ht^n fmpleB* To test if this saae ratio holds good
all months, the chi-square lue V8S fotmd to be 11*09
d^rees of freedcM shovif^ significant differences
ratio between months0
The distribution of sexes at Vedalai (Gulf
•I Mannar) during the period ktsgmt 105S»September 1957 is 
shown in Table XVI* For testing the equality of sex ratio, 
chi-square was found to be 83*04 for 16 degrees of freedo«. 
This has been found to be highly significant. For testing
I
as to whether the same sex ratio maintained in different
aonths, chi-square was found to be 87*41 for 16 degrees of
freedcHS* This has been fouijd to be very significant #
At ToM i, males were found in a proportion
I
higher than the mean tram Septmber to Movember 1955 and 
Harch 1956, at Bevipatmm, in September and Hoveraber 1955 
and F^brt^ry 1956, at Hunakkad in July 3955, June and August 
1956 and July and Septaaber 1957 and at Vedalai, in Hovoaber
1955f Kov®aber 1956 and Jai^iary and May 1957* Since the
fishing operations are conducted in the in^ore waiters, 
the above observations may mean the migration of the fessales
I •
• 4
to offshore waters during these months*
During t^e period of study (September 1955- 
Jui» 1956) at Tondi, the mean ratio of males to females
table XV
Sex ratio of
(June 1965
at Miinakkadl
Sept^ber 1957)
Tear and 
month
Par ratio
Males Females
1965
June
July
August
SepteE&ber
to
December
1966
V t
January
to
May
June
July
August
September
and
October
N ovemb er
Dec«aber
1967
January
TJune
July
August
September
Total
of males
to total
5 16 20 0.2600
39 80 119 0.3277
3 9 12 0.2600
Ko data
Ho data
13 37 60 0.2600
18 84 102 0.1765
30 79 109 0.2752
No data
11 42 63 0.2075
No data
No data
13 31 44 0.2955
1 13 14 0.0714
9 18 27
408 550 ■^“O.asss
8.60
: Degrees freedom11.09 for 9 Degrees of freedom
Sex r«tlo of
(August IB55
at VedaUi
Saptoaber 1967)
Year and
aonth Hales F^ales Total p* ratioof males
to total
1955
August
Sept^ber
October
NoTflmber
Deeember
1956
January
February
March
April
May
June
to
August
J^epteuber
October
Koveober
December
1957
January 
February 
Mardi
April 
May
June
to
A%ust
ember
32 75 107 0.2991
13 22 35 0.3714
19 36 55 0.3454
19 29 48 0.39S8
15 52 67 0.2239
mmmm 19 19 0.0000
7 32 39 0.1795
Ho data
18 46
«
0.2812
29 53
/
82 0.3536
Ho data 1
95 1^ 264 0.3598
63 109 172 0.3663
257 297 554 0.4639
287 487 774 0.3708
128 112 340 0.5333
12 33 45 0.2667
14 35 49 0.2857
Ho data
28 17 45 0.6222
Ho data
21 43 64 0.3281
> 1057
/  < 1666 2723 |r«0.3882
Degrees treedom
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(0.49 I 0.51) approximates the theoretically expected
ratio (0«50 t 0 .50 ); whereas at Devipatmn. the
ratio obtaining during almost «ie same period (September 
1955-May 1956) was different (males to females
At Munaldcad and Vedalai thd
0.29 t 0.71) 
iCan ratios of males to fe­
males (0.26 I 0.74 and 0 . ^  « 0.61 respectively) are com^
parable wit;, that at Bavtpntnaia
les predcminated
At both th® places
over males durli^ the period June 
1955-Septeraber 1957, except in January and May 1957 at
Vedalai.
'i-.
mThe age and growth of fishes are generally
determined by tiro methods « Lei^th-frequency analysis and
11* hy a study of the seDSonnl marks on the skeletal stru
ctures Hke the sc?»les, otolithSf etc*
1*
The main principles governing this method
may briefly be stated as followsi
1.
2 .
A population of a species of fish having 
a single restricted spawning season has 
the lengths of individuals of each age-
group approximately normally distributed.
Growth is such that the modes of the length 
distributions of successive age-groups In
a sample taken from the population are
separated along the leng*^ axis and may 
be easily distinguished*
3* A polymodal curve results from the length 
frequercy distribution of a sample contain 
Ing m«ny ase-groups, the separate modes of 
which represent the approicimate mean sizes 
of the constituent age-groups.
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Although this method is strictly applicable 
t© fis^ vith » single restricted spawniii  ^ senson, it has 
been applied here to derive supporting evidence r^ardii^
i i  ^
the ag« ana growth of E.* ifalglensls. Th® aot!es have been 
tr»e«i ke«pli« In view the prolonged spawning nature of the
Species*
The totnl lai^gth of fresh fish hfis been
tised in this study* The data presented here relate to
p<i four centres Veda l^i, Hunakkady Devipatnam and
Fishii^ *?t Vedalai I^sts for eight months
in a year, viz*, JTaisisry to April and September to Deeera 
ber and at Munf»kkad for thm rest of the ye«r# Tvo types 
of gear, vi**, traps and shore seines account for the 
landings at Vedslai and '^ inakkitd* The data collected
during the period July 1954-October 19S7 vere, therefore, 
analysed gear*vise and h«ibitat»vise (Table XVII) to find 
whether changes in the gear used or habitat fished account 
for the apparent stability of so?ae modes and shift of other 
fliodes in scrae months* Gear«vise and cc^bined ler^ th«- 
frequency curves for Vedalai and Htinaldcad are given in 
yigs. 13, 14 and 15* Fish in different leri^th r*>nges were
caught by traps an^ iftiore seines. However, as could be
seen from Table XVII and Figs. 13 and 14, data collected 
from trap and shore seine landings gave almost similar modal 
Values through different months during the period of study
I • 
f
t
tength*fr0(|ti«no:r dlstrlbutioiii
f  ABU£ X7II
vulgianfllfi at (Qulf of H^nnar) and Hunsklcsd (Palk Bay)
(Jttl7 19M  - October 3957)
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Bencot <!ata eolXeeted from the two types of gear have
salient
been poole<3 (Fig. 15)* Th^!sodal values fron the data
collected at the two centres are given in Table XVIII.
Since the modal values at the two centres are almost similar
the data from the two centr^^s have been combined.
For a speei<»s such as P. waigiensis which
spa%ms almost throughl>ut the ye«»r, it is difficult to 
describe growth ad«<|uately by the inspection of modal pro
gressions. For instam*e, during 1954 one dominant mode 
could be followed through the months, August to Decemberf 
during 1955, few modes could be followed for short intervals
of time. Burii^ the years 1956 m6 1957, very few modes
could be followed for short periods
The length-frequency distributions of fish
thus pooled show modes at 11.5 cm., 13.5 cm#, 15.5 cm.,
16.5 cm. and 16.5 cm. in August, September, October, Noveo
ber and December 1954 respectively. It is reasonable to
assume that the modnl values shown above represent one and
the same brood of fish and the rate of growth during the 
5 months, August to December 1954 appears to be 1 cm. per
mont> , i .e ., the growth rate after the fish «fiters the
I
fishery is about 1 cm. per month. The s«me brood is not
traceable in the fishery subsemiently up to July 1955 and
fk.
I V . the mode at 23.5 cm. in August 1955 probably represents
this brood, IrKficatif^ n probable growth of 7 cm. durln®: 
a period of 8 months - January to kvigust 1955, a slackened 
growth rate of 0.B7 cm* per month. Beyor»31 August 1955,
L«
«
I
«
■»
a r m
the length-frecpeiicy distributions of
:r.
I
Vedalsl (Oiilf
(July IBM
Mamrnr) and MunsWcad (Palk Bay) 
October 1957)
Centra
Tra
Modal 'Values
Shore seines Combined
itaaber 
>ber
|§veiiber
Pec«aber
•
Hm&ry
February
March
April
Kay
June
July
Allgust
Sept 
October
ber
.1 • Hov
Munakkad
V eda lai
ti
tf
Munakkad
19
Vedalai
19
iber Veda lai and
17.5 1 7 3
18.5 11.5} 18.5 11.5| 18.5
13.5| 22.5 12.5J 17.5 13.5
15.5 14.5 15.5
16.51 23.5 15.5| 18.5 16.51 23.5
16.51 22.5 15.51 19.5|
21.5
Ko data 
No data
Ho data
16.51 22.5
9.5s 13.5| 
17.5| 19.5| 
22.5
9 .5 ;
17.5|
22.5
13.5|
19.5|
15.5| 17 .5| 16.5 15.5| 17.5}
21#
17.5
17.5
15.5| 19.5| 25.0| 27.5 
23.0
Munakkad (Vedalai)
21.s
17.5
17.5
15.5| 19.5|
23.5
16.5| 19.5 16.5| 19.5
16.5| 19.5| ;3 .5| 15.5| 15.5| 19.5|
23.5
8.5| X7.5 
(Vedalai and
Kunakkad)
23.5
17.5
Deeeaber Vedalai 15.5| 18.5
17.5| 19.5
8«5| 18.5|
23.5
(Munaklaid)
15.5| 17.5|
19.5
15 18.5
IH6
January
Prt)ruary
•f
ft
March
April
ft
IS.S} 19.8
14.5; 16.S| 
18.5
12,5I 15.5
ft 14.5| 17 
20.5
Hay Munakkad and 11.5$ 16.5$
Vedalai 19«5| 21.5 
(Munakkad)
(Vedalai)
15.5J 19.5
14.5| 16.5|
18.5
12.5| 15.5
14.5| 17.5|
20.5
15.5| 21.5
(Munakkad and
Vedalai)
Continued
ta b le  XVIII (Continued)
val^ ®® Veda lai (Gulf
length-frequency distributi of
Mannar) Munakkad (PaIk Bay)
(July 1954 - October 1957)
Kmmikkad
If
June 
July
August
September 
October *•
Bovember Vedalal aM
16*6
Vedalal 17.6
16.S| 21,5
17.6
Munakkad (T eda lai )
December « 16*S{ IS.6CVedalal)
19S7
January
February
March
Vedalal
«
16.6
16.6| 20.6
16.5| 19.6| 
21.6
April
May
June
July
M
Munakkad
August n
S«pt«aber TedaXci and 14.S; 16.5
(1T«dalal}Munalckad
October VedaUi 14.51 17 .S i 
21.5
No data
#6
21.6 
(Munakkad)
17.0
16.6
Ko data 
16.6| 20.6 
No data
7.6| 10.6J 
12.6
10.6| 13.6 
17.6
(Munakkad)
16.6
16.6
17.6 
16.6| 21.6
16.6| 18.6f 17.6| 23.6
(T eda lai and 
Munakkad)(Munakkad)
14.6| 18.6| 16.6| 18.6
(Veda lai and 
Munakkad)
16.6
16.6| 20.6
16.6| 19.6| 
21.6
16.6| 20.6
7.6j 10.6| 
12.6
10.6} 13.6
14.6| 17.0 
(Vedalai and 
Munakkad)
14.6| 17.6| 
21.6
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p
7* '
this brood Is not traceable in the fishery* fime it has 
been foiind that the growth rate after th^ fish enters the 
fishery is about 1 cm. per aionth, it -^ay be inferred that 
the size of the fish at the coapletiofj of one year may not
be less than 12 ca. and is likel;,’ to be more, as the growth
rate before the lish entered the fishery !nust have been 
higher. The modes at 17*5 ca. in July and 18*5 cai. In August
t
i
1954 probably represent ot» »nd the sane brood shovrti^  a 
growth of about 1 cm. during the period. I'he aodes at 23.5 era
in Kovember and 22.5 e™. In December 1954 couU not be 
traced further.
In the year 1955, the !nodes ^t 9.5 cts•f
•f
•f
cm
13.5 C M .,  17.5 ca., 19.5 era. and 22.5 cm. In April, 15.5 cm
17.5 cm. and 21.5 cm. In May, 17.5 ca. in June and 17.5 cm
in July probably represent broods liberated by individuals
spawning at different lnt<’rvals, the sequence of which could 
hardly be determined with «ny degree of certainty. In August 
three modes were present at 15.S ca., 19.5 ca. and 23.5 c  
of which the mode at 15.5 ca. could be identified at 16.5
I
in September but could not be traced further* the other two 
aodes could not be tr.ced in the subsequent months. The mode 
at 19.5 ca. In September and the modes st 15.5 cm., 19.5 c! 
anr". 23.5 e^ t. in October could not be traced further. In 
November, two modes appeared at 8 .5  ca. and 17.5 cm. of which 
the first mode probably represents progeny liberated by spawn­
ing individuals during the preceding six months. The second
II
R i *
62
I
aode at 17*5 cm# could be traced at 3B*5 cm* In Bec^aber
end cm. in January 1956, fhe mode at 16#5 cm* In
Peceaber could not be traced*
In the yesr 1956, the fishery apparently
depended on a nuaber of different mod'll groups In most of 
the months, aa waa the case in the years 1054 and 
Except for June, Ju^f and Septeaiber (i#hen only one laode 
vas «et dth in each month), during the rest of the year 
(except August, when no data was recorded), *nore than one 
■ode waa met with* Of these modes, apparently the follow­
ing few could be traced during the succeeding few montha.
In January* the mode at 15.5 cm* could be traced at 16.5 crs
in February; the mode at 14.5 cm. in February could be
traced at 15*5 cm. in March and the mode at 2S*5 cm. in
February could be traced at 20,5 cm* in April and 21*5 c«
in May, indicating probably a growth of about 1 cm per
the mo<^ e at 14«5 in April could be traced at
15.5 cm. in Hay, beyond which it could not be traced further?
I
the mode at 16.5 cm* in October could be traced at 17*5 cm
in Nov«ttber and IS .5 cm* in Dec«®ber The other modes at
12*5 cm. in Mardi, 17.5 cm. in April, 15*5 cm* in Jtuief t
15*5 cm. in Julyf 17.5 in September 21.5 in October
23.5 cm. in Kov^ber and 15.5 cm. in December had probably
indepei^ent existence, being broods liberated at irr^ul^r
f/ interrals
In the year 1957, data for the eight months.
03
r* •
I
2., January, FebruaxTf March, May, July, August, S^teaber 
October were availrible for study* During the period,
In Mareh. I5»5 em# and«11 (16.5 em* in January, 19*5 cm*
20*5 cm. in May, 7*5 e». and 10*5 cm* in July, 10*5 cm* in
Augustf 17*0 ea« In Septenber and 14.5 em., 17*5 cis and
21.6 cm. in October) but three modes hud probfibly independent
existence! the modes at 15*5 • anfl ernm in Febrt^ary
eould be traced at 16*5 cm# a*^ 21,5 cia* respectively in
March and the mode at 12.6 cm* in July could be traced at
13*5 era* in August 14.5 cm. in Septenber.
Bince the peak spawning period of the species
is during the months Hov«aber and December, the average of
the modal lues during the three ye^rs 1964, 1955 and 1956
during these months (16*5 cm* in November and 16.5 cm* in
December 1954, 17*5 cm* in Rovember ar»5 15*5 cm* in December
1955 and 17*5 c m in Kovember and 15*5 in December 1956)
would give the approximate size of the fish at the c<mpletion 
of age 1 (one year), vhidi hps been found to be 16*5 cm
A secoiKl mode W9S found at 23*5 e in November »nfl 22*5 cm
in December 1954* In Kovember and December 1955, no such modes
were met with* In November 1956, a second mode occurred at 
23*5 cm* Taking these modes as representative of two year
I
old fish, the mean of these modes* %^ich has been found tot
be 23*2 cm♦ f nay be considered as the length the fish attains
at the end of the second ye»r of life*
From the foregoing, it may be seen th?»t most
fish enter the fishery after attaining an average size of abont
itu
r>4
^,5 ca« lalnimuia and maximtim slses recorded during the
mrio  ^ of this study were 10*^ and 24*2 cm* respectively
or aales and 9*9 cm. and ^ , 0  cm* respectively for f^aales. 
Howevert the sm«jlle«t fis^ recorded, measured 3*B cat
. >
Pishing is carried out at Devipntnam all
V.
round the year. Length measurevents of fish caught by three 
types of gear, vis*, hooks & lines, gill nets n^fl shore seines 
were avail«hle from this centre during the period October 
1954-April 1956 (fable TtX) • Data werf^  first analysed gear*
vise and then combined for all gear* fhe length-^frequency
curves are given in Figs. 16, 1?, IB and 19 and the salient modal
values in Table XX. Out of a total period of 15 months for
which the data were available, hooks & lines were operated
f r
during all the months except one, vis*, Hovember 1954| gill 
nets were operated only duri*^ five months, viz*, October
and November 19S4, and April, October and Nov^ber 1955;
hore seines were operatSd during the four months, v iz..
August, September and October 1955 and February 1956*
The length-frequency curves of fish collected 
from hook St line catches (Fig. 16) ^ow two modes at 17.5 ca..
and S2*5 cm* in October 19541 durii:^ Kovember, no catches
were recorded frtm this gear and d irii^ December 1964 end 
fr<ffli January to Starch 1955, there were no landings. In the 
year 1955, modes occurred at 16.5 cm* ai^ 19*5 cm* in April, 
17*5 cm* and 21*5 cm. in M«y, 16*5 cm* in June, 17*5 cm. in
TABLg m t
I>ei)gth<»fr«qamey dtstrlbutlons (g»ar-wlse) Davipatnam (Pa Ik B«r)
(Oetobar 1954 > April 1956}
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m ^
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m
m W
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m m m ^ m m *rnm m m m m 1 0.1
5 2.1 m m m m 5* 1.9 24 2.1
12 8 .2 m m m m 12 4.4 80 6.9
14 6.0 5 10 7 .0 121 10.5
31 13.3 14 37.8 45 16.7 142 12.3
24 10.3 17 46.0 41 15.2 177 15.3
28 12.0 1 2.7 29 10.8 131 11.4
34 14.5 m m •*<mmm 34 12.6 92 7.9
25 10.7 m m m m 25 9.3 77 6.7
17 7.3 #✓ ' / ■ : 17 6.3 94 8.S
16 6.9 m m — 16 5.9 62 5.3
8 3.4 mtm 8 3 .0 55 4.8
9 3.9 m m m m 9 3.3 33 2.9
2 0.9 1m>m m m• 2 0.7 29 2.5
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m m
X
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m m m m
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m m
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m ^
1 0.04
21 1.0
41 1.9
116 5.2
284 12.8
457 20.7
464 21.0
394 17.8
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99 4 .5
2.6
28 1.3
21 1.0
17 0.7
10 0.4
4 0.2
2 0.1
1 0.04
m m
1
m m
0.04
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Total 241 70 311 39 233 37 270 1152 1478 2211
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M X  (Continued)
Ungth-fp«quency di#tributlon« (ge»r-«lt«) of 2,. *t D«Tlpatnaffl (PaUc Bay)
(Ootdber 1954 - April 1966)
i j^cScslTT
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■•ines
Ti
Septeabeg
Hoolct A ™ t
3* 4
4- 5
5- 6
6- 7
7- 8
8- 9
9-1010-U11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16 
16.17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21 
21-22
23-3124-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
28-29 
29-30 
30.31 
31-32
3 2 ^
33-34
3i-35
Combined .
j lines ^
Shore
seines
1
!l0(&S ft
lines
Hovegber
Oill
nets
I Ccabln^
1 0 .2 1 0.05
1 0.06 9 1.4 10 0.4
4 0 .S 25 4 .0 29 1.3
28 1.7 43 6.9 71 3 .1
136 8 .3 80 12.8 216 9 .5
294 17.9 103 16.6 397 17.6
461 28.0 121 19.6 532 25.6
23.4 111 17.6 495 21.9
16ft 10.0 67 10.8 231 10.1
73 4 .4 39 6.3 112 4 .9
32 1.9 16 2.4 47 2.1
26 1 .6 2 0.3 28 1.2
14 0.9 2 0«3 16 0.8
11 0 .6 3 0.5 14 0 .6
12 0.7 2 0.3 14 0 .6
2 0.1 1 0 .2 3 0.1
9
31
165
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S3
13
61
3
0.8
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0.6
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1
1
1
0.1
0.1
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11 0.9 2 0 .2
39 3 .2 26 1.9
189 16.6 114 8 .7
333 27.6 281 21.6
1^3 24.3 316 24.2
199 16.5 285 21.8
83 6.9 144 11.1
32 2 .6 68 5 .2
14 1.2 34 2 .6
6 0 .6 19 1.4
1 0 .1 6 0.5
4 0.3 2 0 .2
— - - 5 0.4
1 0.1 1 0.1
1 0.1 1 0.1
1 0.1
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30 
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31 
4 
1
3 .3  
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2
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7
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1
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7
1
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9
8
8
8
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8
1
1 0.1  —  —
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1
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13.6
34.7
14.6
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12.3
7 .8
3 .6
2.7 
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1*3
0.8
0.1
1 0.1
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Length-frequency aistributlons (g«iir-wis#> of valgie^si^ at (Piillc Bay)
(October 1954 - April 1BB6)
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17-18
18-ld
19-20
20-21 
81-22
24-25
25-26
26-27 
27-28
29-30
30.31
31-32
32-33
33-34
34..3S
m m
m m
m m
m m
1
m m
m m
m m
1
m m
0.1
1 0.1
7 1.0
6 0.9
15 2 .2
18 2.6
13 1.9
16 2.3
17 2.5
21
1
3.1
41 6.0
67 9.8
118 17.2
m 16.2
76 11.1
47 6.9
35 5.0
20 3 .0
19 2.8
17 2.5
12 1.8
4 0 .6
2
4M«»
0.3
m m
m ^
1
m m
0*1
4MMM» m m
/
1
10
22
24
39
48
m
62
S9
56
46
29
14
7
6
2
1
4
M».W>
«»«»
0*2
2.0
4 .5
4.5
7o8
9*6
13.7
12.S
11.8 
11.3
9.2
5.8
2.8
1.4
1*2
0.4
0.2
0.8
rnttm
rnt-m
2
4
5 
19
27
11
13
13
22
52
58
49
33
33
7
2
8
7
0.6
1.2
1*4
5.5
7.8
3.2
3.8
3.8
6.4
15.0
16.8
14.2
9 .6
3.8
2.0
0.6
2.3
2.0
m m
m m
2
9
8
6
10
10
2
m m
m m
4.3
19.1
17.1 
12.8
21.2 
21.2
4 .3
m ^
m m
m m ^
m m
m m m m
2 0.5
9
8 2.0
6 1.5
10 2.6
10 2 .6
4 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.3
19 4.8
27 6.9
11 2.8
13 3.3
13 3.3
22 5.7
52 13.3
m 14.8
49 12.5
33 8.4
13 3.3
7 1.8
2 0.5
8 2 .0
7 1.8
m m
m m
m m
eiP4S^
m m
m m
m m
m m
m m m m 1 0.5
m m
6
2
4
5
7
7
7
3
3
3
11
11
15
10
7
18
8
rI
7
2
1
2
3
2
4.2
U 4
2.8
3.5
4.8
4 .8
2.1
2.1
2.1
7 .6
7 .6
10^4
7.0
4 .9
12.5
5 .6
4 .8
1*4
0.7
1.4 
2.1
1.4
7
4
2
7
4
11
11
16
3
9
14
19
9
12
12
12
14
5 
11
7
3
3
3
3.5
2.0
1.0
3.5
2.0
5 .6
5 .6  
8.1
1.5
4 .5
7 .0
9 .6
4 .5
6.0
6.0
6.0
7 .0
2.5
5 .6
3.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
m m
Total €85 498 345 47 392 144 199
Modal values (gesr-wlsa) In the length-fre
ml strlbutl ons mlelmnstB at B^irlpstnaa fPalk Buy)
©ncy
(October 1954 - April 1956)
Modal values
\ •  i
December
1955
Hooks
JsQuary
Febru’^ ry
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October 
K ov^be r 
December
1956
Jsnuary
February
March
April
16.5| 19.5
17*5| 21.5
16.5
17.5
17.5
17.5 
IB .5 
^ . 5
14.5; 21.5
18.5
14.5| 20.5
12.5| 19.5|
22.5
11.5| 15. 
24.5$ 26.5
Qill
nets
Shore
seines
5
Ko data
So data
Ho data
17.5
17.5
18.5
#5|
5.5$ 9.0
Combined
1S.5| 22.5
15.5t 17.S
17,5
17.0| 21.5 17.5 
17.5| 20.5 17.5
18.5
16.5{ 19.5
17.5| 21.5
16.5
17.5
17.5
14.5| 21*5
18.5
5.5| 9.0$ 
14.5| 20.5
12.5| 19.5|
22.5
11.5| 15.5| 
19.5; 24.5| 
26.5
V  '
Bm
Fig. 16. Length-frequency distributions of P. waiglensls (frca
hook & Une landings) at Devipatnam.
(October 1954 - April 1936)
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»>5
^ul7t Atigustf 17#6 cm* In SeptembeFf 1B*5 cm*
October* 1B#5 cm. in Koveraber and 14*5 cm* und 21*5 cain
in December Host of these modes (except the mo^« »t 16*5 cm
In April which could be tr*»ced at 17.5 cm♦ in May and the
in September vhi< .^ shifts to IB *6 cm# in
October) had probnbly Indspendent existence, 
liberated at irregular interval**
beir^ broods
During 1956^ modes appeared at 18*5 cm* 
in Januaryt 14*5 cm* and 20*5 cm. in Febru^^ ryt 12.5 ca*^ 
19.6 cm* and 22*5 cm* in Harch «nd 11*5 cm** 15*5 cm*f 
19.5 cm., 24*5 cm. and 26.5 cm. in April. There doei not 
appear to be any shift in the modal values during the four
months of the year Probably these modes too had independent
existence.
r .
The length-fre uency curves of fish collected 
from gill net catches (Fig.17) show one mode at 16.5 ca* in 
October and two modes at 15*5 cm. and 17.5 cm* in Hov’ember
V .
1954f and one mode each at 17*5 cm. in Apri^, 17*5 <aa. in
October and IB *5 ca* in Hovember 1955* Due to selectivity 
of the gear (mesh sise). the size-range of fish is limited.
as IMlcated by the modal values Hence* it has bf»en felt
thot the gill net catches by themselves are not useful to
determine the growth of fish #
The length-frequency curves of fish from 
shore seine catches (Fig. 18) show one mode at 17*5 cm. in
August and two modes each at 17.0 and 21*5 ca. in Septeaber*
r  ?.
Fig* 17« Length-frequency distributions of P* ^al,
(from gill net landings) at Devipatnam* 
(October 1954 .  November 1955)
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Fig. 18. Length-frequency distributions of P.* wgigi
(from shore seine landings) at Devipatnam*
(August 1955 - February 1956)
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Fig 18
m5 and 20*5 cm* in October 1955 and 5#S ca, and 9*0 cm
February 1956* Shore seines being encircling drag nets^ 
the mod«l values obtained from the shore seine catches repre
s e n t  to a greater extent the modal values of the population
^ e v e r , during the three consecutive months August to
October 2066ff a stationiiry mode appeared at a size of about
17*6 cm* It is difficult to explain the modes nt 21*5 cm
and 20*5 cm* in September and October 1955 respectiirely
The mode at 5*5 cm* and 9 .0  cm* in February 1956 rep res ^ t
probably the broods liberated by the spawning individuftls
a fev months earlier*
Exa-nination of combined data (Fig* 19) at
Dcvipatnam reveals the following featuresi
Two modes appeared at 16*5 cm* and 22.5 cm
in October and 15*5 cm* and 17*6 in Hovember 1954 Of
theset the mode at 16*5 cm* in October could be traced at
17*5 cm* in Kovember* In the year 1955^ modes appeared at
16.5 cm. and 19.S ei». In April, 17.5 cm. and 21.5 cm. In
f 16.5 cm. In June, 17.5 cm. each In July f August Sep
tember and October* 18*5 cm* in Kovember and 14*5 cm* and
21*5 cm* in December* Most of ^ese  modes had had prob?»bly 
independent existence^ except modes at 16*5 cm* in April 
(which could be traced at 17*5 cm* in Hiiy)^ 16*5 in ^une
(which could be traced at 17*5 cm* in July) and 17*5 cn 
October (i^ich could be traced at 18*5 cm* in November)
in
In
'1 the year 1956, modes appeared at 1S.5 cm. in January, 5.5 •f
/
Fig. 19. Length-frequency distributions of P. valg
(combined data) at Devlpatnam.
(October 1954 - April 1956)
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9 .0  ca.f SO.5 cm* In F^ru??ry, 12*5 ctb*,
19.5 ca* and 22.5 cm* In Mnfcch and 11*5 ca., 15.5 cm.,
19.5 cm*f 24.5 cm. and 26.5 cm* In April
The gei»r-wise and combined data reveal
predominantly stationary mode* in the length-fret?uency 
distributions at Bevipntnam. Tm  modes show negligible
shifts through short intervals of tiae. Renee, it is 
difficult to demarcate age-groups from the mod^l vi^laes,
much less assess the rates of growth of fish from this
centre* Young ones were met with in months indi^'oting
prolonged recruitment to the stock*
Tondi
Fishing is carried out at Tondl nil round
the yeieir. Data collected during the period October 1955
June 1956 from gill net and shore seine catches ?ire given
salient
in Tfible TXI and th^aodal values in Table X%II* The length 
frequency curves are given in Fig& 20, 21 and 22.
Gill net catches (Fig.20) were available
only during October and Kovember 1955, the modal values in
the respective months beii» 17*5 ca* and 17*5 ca
Shore seine catches (Fig. 21) were availallft
throughout the period of study* The length-frequency curves 
show two modes at 13.5 cm* and 15*5 cm* in October and thre#
modes at 13*5 cm*, 17*5 ca* and 20.5 cm* in November 1955*
None of these could be traced subsequently* Combined frequency
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TABI^ XXI
»♦
I««ngth-fr#Quency dlatributlom (gaajr^vis#) of £,# ii«i^ gienitts at 7ox»li (Palk Bay)
(October 30SS •  0’mno 1956} ^
Oetober
Shore
9o*
Combined
Ho.
a m
net
HoT^ber
Siiore
BmtmB Combi f»d
#
Shor#
seims
F«br«8^
Sh©r#
seines
«
’‘torch
Shore
seines
%' June
Shore
seines
W
4»4M» « » « »
2
•»«P
mum mrm
m  ii m im «»«■»
6 3.1
4mm 12 6.1
0.7 36 18.4
0.7 34 17.4
8.4 48 24.5
94.7 14.3
87.3 12 6.1
26.3 5 2.6
7.1 1 0.5
3.2 mmmt
1.3 3 l«i5
mrnm 4 2.0
1.3 2 1.0
3 1.5
x.o
6
12
37
6L
m
54
44
12
5
5
4
4
3
2
1*7
3.4
10,6
10.0
17.4
18.9
15.5
12.6
3.4
1.4
1.4 
i . i
1.1
0.9
0.6
MMH» «NI»
1
4HM»
m m B -
«
«<»«»
' I1W»
X
2
ia»«»
2.5
2 2.5
3 0.5 4 5.1
41 6.5 2 2.5
148 23.3 7 8.9
156 24.6 11 13.9
159 25.1 15 19.0
77 12.1 13 16.5
42 6.6 8 10.0
4 0.6 9 11.4
2 0.3 3 3#8
1 X.3
1 0.2
■1 MP 
1 1.3
•
1 1 1,3
1 0.2
e<*ee «»«»
1
HHHMM
«»«■>
«NMM»
iS 0.3
2 0.3
7 0.9
43 6.0
155 21*7 «
167 23.4 4 *
174. 24.4 m
90 12.6 1 0
50 7.0
13 1.8
5 0.7 o
1 0.2
2 0.3
1 0.2
1 0.2
m :m
m m '
1
5
10
7
27
24
35
40
36
2t
34
17
28
23
15
7
5
9
2
0*3
1.5
3.0
2.1 
8.0
7.1
10.3
11.8
10.6
7.1
7.1
5.0
8.2 
6.8
4.4
2.0
1.5
2.6 
0.6
1
1
6
14
19
25
23
32
30
21
11
22
17
16
8
17
8
3
3
3
1
0.3 «m m  ' 1 m tm1 m  m m m
0.3 m^m1 ■mm mi
2.0 mmm mm^ rn
%
tmm ■1
4.5 1 0.8 i 0.5
6.2 8 6.5 3 1.4
8.1 12 9.8
t
6 2.8
7.4 17 14.0
t
2 0.9t
10.4 20 16.4 10 4.6
9.7 9 7.4 13 6.0
8.4 13 10.7 «u 22 10.2
7.0 10 8.1 21 9.7
3.6
t
2 1.6 m 20 9.3
7.1 4 3.3 •ts 2B 8.3
5.5
i
9 7.4 28 13.0
5.2 4 3.3
o
15 6.9
2.6 3 2.5 10 4.6
5.5 1 0.8 12 5.6
2.6 3 2.5 12 » 5.6
0.9 3 2.5 5 2.3
0.9 m m wmm 10 4.6
0.9 1 0.8 1 0.5
0.3 1 0.8
1
3 1.4
m m m m m m mmm mmm
m m 1 0.8 2 0.9
I
s .
!£•
Modal VIIlues (gear-wise) In the length-freqaency
• a  • dlstrlbtitlons of Tondl (Palk Bay)
(October 1955 June
wm
Year and
■onth Gill nets
Modal values (cm
G e a r
Shore 
seines
Combined
1965
October 17.5
N ovenib er 17*5
December
13.5| 16*5
13«5| 17*5| 
20*5
No data
13.Sf 16*5
17*5
1966
r;* •
t "
January 8.6| 10.5|13.5| 18.6|
23.5
8*5|
13«5|
23.5
10.55
18.55
February rnmm ll.Sf 13.Sf18«5^ 22*6
11.5|
18*5|
13.55
22.6
'farch — 13«6| 16«i6t19.5
13*5|
19.6
15.65
April
4
No data
Hsiy No data
June — ll*5t 16.6|19*5| 23*05
25.5
11.6? 16.6} 
19*5$ 23.0$ 
25.5
>
. • 1
-3 *■
•
/
Fig. 20, Lei^th-frequency distributions of E.-
(frcMB gill net landings) at Tondi. 
(October •  November 1955)
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Fig. 21. Length-frequency distributions of P. 
(from shore seine landings) at Tondl.
(October 1955 - June 1953)
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r68
, r
MTves (Fig* SS) show i«od«s »t 13*5 ca* and 16*5 cm. In
Oetobsr and 17*5 cm, in Kcfveiaber 1955* The mod# at 16«5 m  
in October shifts to 17*5 cm. In Hoveaber 1955« indicatluj^ 
growth of 1 ca* J^xrim the yenr 1956, only shore seines
wors operated* In Janti?»ry, five modes appeared at 8 .5  ea*.
I'^.S cm*t 13*5 ca*| 19.5 cm. ai»! 23.5 eii* In F^ru^ry,
four nodes appeared at 11.5 cm., 13.5 cm., cm. end
f
22.5 cm. In March, three aodes appeared at 13.5 cm., 15.5 c» 
and 19.5 ea., am! in June, five modes uppe^red at 11*5 cn.,
15.5 cm., 19.5 cm., 23.0 ca. and 25.5 ca. Of these, only 
two aodes could be trac^ In the subsequent months •  the
mode at 10.5 cm. In January shifts to 11*5 cm# in F^ru®ry
and the at 18.5 cm. in February sliifts to 19.5 ca. in
March#
While the data from gill net catches are limited
the modes from shore seine catches could be traced for limited 
periods only. Therefore, these d'^t* h^ ^^ e^ also not bemuseful 
in the study of age and gro'^ rth of the species.
Tasking the overall picture into ccmsideration, 
it may be seen that the modes are stable over several mcmths. 
Such stability of modes may probably mainly be due to two 
factors. 1. selectivity of the geari 2. fish of a particular
size may enter the fallow fishing areas and leave thess on
attaining » larger sise*
%\-r hi'
$  •
■■ ■
)
Fig. 22. Length-frequency distributions of P.
(combined data) at Tondi.
(October 1955 June 1966)
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Host of the earlier worlcs with studies
I
scales and otoliths of fishes living tinder t«apernt«
con<51tloR where the seasons well marked* In the tropics^
the
the
variations In teaperattire are reduced to a alnlwum and
two extremes of winter and stBaaier of the t^perate regions
ure not to be found*
9
the scale
gave a
7an Oosten (1929) gave a detailed review of 
ethod. cmigunov (1926), as referred to by Menon
detailed survey of the literature (ia?»lnly by
Grahft (1929)Husslan workers) on age determination by bones* 
made an elaborate survey of several papers on age determination
of flshi^s by the use of scales» otoliths and other bones*
f^enon ( ^ *  elt«) reviewed literature on the use of bones 
otl^ er than otoliths in detenainln^ the ’ nd gro th rate of
fishes. Amongst other referen’es on the subject mention nay
be 5i8de of Hlckllng (1933) t Le Cren (1947)* Jones and ^ynes
(1950) Bowers (1954)* Qaslni (1957) and Kellsy and Wolf (1959) #
However soTie work has been done in the past
on the otoliths and scales of fishes living under tropic*1
conditions In Indifl , Hornell and Hayudu (1923) noticed 
growth rings on the scales and Hair (1949) observed rings
on the otoliths of The latter opined
that the rings are forraed annually due to scarcity of planktonlc
food* Se^appa anc! Bhlaachar (1951, 1954 and 1955) studied
the scales of and opined th*^ t the
• s
I t
s
7 0
yeaPf during the J^ outh West ^onsoonf
ppftblm (1953)
ar© fowied one© m 
owing to the scarcity of the food organiSTis. 
studied the scales and otoliths of CblroctBtmi.
observed distinct rings on thea He did not indicate any
definite causative factor for the formation of these rings 
Among pt oth«=^ r works on the subject, mention stay f Iso be made
of t^ose of Badhakrishnan (1954, 1957) on tiie otoliths of 
fiillflgo fj-hftmat Sarojinl (1957) on the scales of JJasll a ,^rgia» 
Pillay (1995) on the scales of t^liha^* Seshappa ( 1 9 ^
on the scales of B«strel,lrlger k^nagurta^* Hao (1961) on the
scales and otoliths of
(1963) on the scales and otoliths of
and Kutty
brunneus
feveral suggestions and reasons have been given by the above 
authors for the formation of season«»l marks on the otoliths 
and sr'ftles of the fishes mentioned.
A •
Of the three otoliths, sagitt?* is the largest
and is the one that has been cooimonly used for age det<»rminat
ion in fishes In P the s«?gltta is oblong in
sha^e with a bifid anterior end The concsve side has a deep
notch in the centre* In lax^e individuals, the edge of s^gitta
shows crenulations at the posterior end Otoliths from fresh
those fromspecimens have been used in the present studiesf 
formalin-preserved specimens do not show the marks clearly
The Iternating bands on the otoliths have been variously termed
by differ«:it authors light and dark, opaque and transparent,
71
>
w
I I '
^ ite  and translucent,«te In the present investigation.
the terms op i^|ue an<2 translucent are usedi to denote the
growth gone and growth check resp^^ctlvely*
the right and left otoliths g*ive siailur results
Examination of
The
nucleus in 11 otoliths is translucent surr ft*trm iihich
an opaque *one is invariably present A rying nuaber of
translucent rings depending upon the size of fish could be
seen outside this opaque «one 
alternating with each other*
the rings and stones regularly
Translucent rings are counted
froni the nucleus towards the periphery of the otolith 
pective of whether the last ring is at the edge of
otolith or is boiHided by en opaque zone
irres
False rings *»re
discontinuous and could be distiii^uished from true rings
wbich ?>re continuous.
Otoliths fro« 605 fish h«ire been examined
for direct readii^ of the nteaber of translucent rings Of
these 63 pairs of otoliths have been utiUsed for detail^
aeasureaents of radii of rings for purpose of back-Ksalculation
of age of fish Otoliths have been examined in xylol t^ nd
alcoholt of which the former gave better results 
in this study, xylol hns been used as the aediua
Hence
Perticulars of the nuiiber of rings on otoliths 
in relation to size of f i ^  are given in Table XXTII. It may
be seen frosa the table thot out of a tot«?l of 606 otoliths
234 otoliths did not sho’iy any rings, 331 showed only one ring.
Direct of otoliths of
SI *e-g roup 
(Totfll length
ea»)
Mid-point 
of size* 
groD^
ITo*
dt
fi#i
So* ©f rings on otoliths
r n n m  I I M I I  —  I I
0 1 2 3 4
8-XO 9 1 1 - - - —
10-12 11 17 17 - - - -
12-14 13 70 68 2 - - -
14-16 15 107 74 33 - -
16-18 17 147 19 128 - - -
19 115 15 98 2 - —
20-22 21 29 14 53 2 - -
22kS4 23 34 12 14 8 —
24-26 25 19 2 2 15 - -
26-28 27 15 2 1 11 1 -
28-30 29 5 - - 1 4 ^  )
30-32 31 2 - - - 2 -
32-34 33 2 - - — 2 -
34-36 35 1 - - - - 1
36-38 37
4
1 — - 1y
m  < —  "m m R - « M »  ' tm m m m « » « i »
►  e »  « w
Total
•  m m tm m ^m m m m w m m m  « * ( « ■ »  t r n m m m m n m ^ t m m  mtmm
605 224 331
« v  « v « »  mmam mm • »
39
m m m
9 2
Mean size of 
fish (cm*) 18*34 24.74 30.11 36.00
72
39 shovred two rings, 9 shoifed thre# ring «nd S shoved four
rings Fish belotf 12*0 on* tn length h«d no rings on their
o t o l i t h s *
Otoliths with one ring (Photograph 8) were
%
Drying In slse froa 12*0 cm* to 28*0 caii Ifound In fish rs 
otoliths with two rings (Photograph 9) were found in fish
ranglr^ In si from 18*0 to cm*I otoliths with
three rings (Ehotogmph 10) were found in fish ranging in
size from 26*0 cm* to 34*0 cm*| and otoliths with four
i rings (Photograph H ) were found in fish raiding in size
I. to 38*0 cm* The me«n sijse of fish wi«i one.from 34*0 c
twot three and four rings on otoliths is indicated at the
bottom of Table XXIII The results are suasaarlFed in
Table XXIV*
Swmusry of dlr««st renaing of otoUths of E..
y .
Age Ko.
of
fish
Size-
raz^e
(cm*)
Mean
length
(cm.)
Growth 
incre 
ment 
(cm*)
2+
I . 3*f
4-»-
331
39
9
2
12 "» 28 13*34
18 •» 30 24*74 6*40
26 «» 34 30*11 5*37
34 *• 38 36*00 5*89
From the length-frequency study, it has been
Photograph 8. Left otolith from fish, 17.5 cm.
dated 26-7-1954 showing one ring; 
(material used as negative)
Photograph 9. Right otolith from fish, 25.1 cm
dated 16-8-1956 showing two rings
(material used as negative)
Photograph 10. Left otolith from 8.5 cm
dated 15-9-1954 showing three rings
aterial used as negative)
photograph 11 Left otolith from fish, 35.2 cm
dated 27-12-1955 showing four rings; 
(material used as negative)
Photogrsph 8 Photograph 9
photograph 11
(Rings marked x)
\
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« ,
fo u n d  th«t the fish attains a mepn slse of X6.5 cm. 
esd of the first year and about 23.2 ea.
at th*
at th« end of the
c e e o n d  year of Its life The mean size of the fish having
toUths with MJe nd two rings as given at the bottom of
Table XTIII agrees fairly well with the above observations 
This indicates that the rings on otoliths are annual in 
nature and aay be helpful in detfirminlng the age of indi
Yldual fish.
B ack-caIculation fish from otoliths
8
If the rli^ in otoliths is anntial in natur# 
fish having otoliths with r rings will be aore than r
years old but less than r 1 years old.
mean size of fishes having otoliths with one.
Thus, a gross
twof three
will not give the acc\ip?»te mean size of fishand foop rings
but only the approxiawte size when a fish is one, two, 
and four years old respectively
three
Therefore the back-c«lcu
l^jtion method has been employed to arrive at the precise 
size of fi?h during successive years of its life*
The success of baclc«*cal<*ul«iti<»i depends on 
the type of relationship between t'-e length of the fish and
the length of the otolith For an effective back-ca leu lotion
of the size of the fish at the completion of a particular
it is first necessary to suppose that the growth ofagCf
a fish and the growth of its otolith are lated in some
easily calculable way* Generally, it has been supposed that 
the growth of a fish and its otolith are proportionally or
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linearly related* The relationship between fish length 
and o t o l i t h  length has been determined for e feir species
(fackUng, Ssetersdalf 1953). Fry (1943) has con­
sidered a relationship of the fora y bxn for several
Sheriff (1922)species of fish frc«ii scale measurements, 
attempted to show thnt a parabolic fish length/scale ler^th 
relationship was more appropriate th«n n Hnesr one In the
herring
When the fish lei^th/otolith length relat
ionshlp is proportional If the lengto of a fish at s<yae
previous age (t) is given byi
Lt S IxtB
where L and H are the total length of fish and total radius
of otolith respectively! is the calculfited total length
of fish «^ t age t ai^ r+ Is the radius of otolith up to the
t^^ ring
ft
I k  •
•  I
If the relationship is of the form L a f
errors in calculating the Intermediate lei^ths will arise 
using the simple proportionality formula and the true values 
are given by s different expression of the formt
a(
In these cases, the errors In the values of intermediate 
lengths obtained from the proportionality formulaf will 
depend on the magnitude of the second term in the expression
75
given above, srsd this %flll increase in slse/age of the fiah.
If th relationship is curviline*ir, a more eomplex expression
tfill folloir*
For the species u»!er study, a scatter dia 
gram shoidlng the total length of fish along the Y-«xis and 
the total radius of otolith along the X-axis is given in 
Pig,23* The relationship is obviously line«r of the typei
I .
I* « a 4- bH
iihere a and b are paraiaeters whose estiantes are to be obtained
from the data.
The least square estimates of a and b are given by
b a
2
and
2
n
a L bH
•,s
ll
The sums of L, H and sums of
r .
B are given belovt
R2 and products of L and
N 2
202 3565.7 6531.0 121086.5 219843.0 1 7 .^2 0  32,3317
From the above, the least square estimates of a and b are
obtained ass
,  f
I
^  ' I
•t
n
\
1
Fig. 23. Relation between otolith radius and length of fish
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a 3.9423
b 0.6679
so that the relation between I# and B Is
3.9423 + 0.6e79R
y. Using this formula» the length of the fish at the coopletion
of the t*** ring is given by*
H a + br*
vhere r^w radius of otolith up to the tth ring
This equation c»n be rewritten asi
L ^tH
♦ a(l £t)H
Using the formula given above  ^ the back-^al<*ul?;ted lerigths
of fish «t coopleted age (t,1» t > L4 at the completion
of 1f 2» 3 4 years respectively) for a saaiple of 63 fish
were obt*dned and presented in Table XXV The results »re
summarised belows
L1 14.50
20.77
26*16
L4 29.97
6.27
5.39
3.81
Back-caleulotion of length of P*
6.'Ko.
1
2
3
4
5
6
length
offish
(Cl!
37.0
36.2
28.5
27 .S
27.7
26.B
Tot*?! Total
radius
of
otolith
H
Cm*d
56
55
47
45
46
45
Hadins of otolith 
up to the ring (m.<S
Buck-calculated length
of fish (ca
T1
26
25
26
8
26
25
r2
35
35
37
37
35
35
r3
43
42
42
r4
4B
46
11
15.81 22.16
13.92 20.14
13.14 19.96
13 14
15.07 21.65 27.49
13.85 20.97 25.95
14.01 2 1 .^  25.05
31.15
28.79
7 26.6 44 36 13.41 21.04
8 26.0 45 30 m 16.02 21.35
9 25.7 44 28 36 14.92 20.31
10 25.6 43 25 35 13.23 20.11
U 25.6 41 28 3^ 14.79 22.00
25.2 41 28 15.96 20.23
13 25.1 41 26 36 14.48 21.56
14 25.0 41 26 36 14.41 21.47
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
25.0
25.0
14.7
24.S
24.5
24,4
23.5
23.3
23.1
43
44
40
40
41
44
40
42
40
28
32
25
26
26
34
28
26
28
38
37
36
34
34
35
35
36
14.90 21.63
17.10 20.39
13.96 21.84
14.61 20.32
14.10 19.65
17.96
15.27 20.07
12.92 18 #76
14.99 20.40
Continued
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Bafek-calculation of length of P . waiglensis
5*fo
Totallength
ofnsh
(cm*)
Total
radius
of
otoUth
B
Kadiu# of otoHth
to the ring
Back-calctil«^ted length
r1 r2 r3 r4 X1
of fish (em*)
14
87
28
29
30
31
3?
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
23.0 36 24
23.0 40 30
22.6 39 29
22.0 43
21.9 39 29
21.6 39 29
21.4 37 24
21.1 36 25
21.0 39 28
21.0 39 30
20 .B 38 30
20.5 37 30
2'1.4 35 28
20*1 35 27
20*1 35 26
20*0
1
37 32
20*0 35 28
20*0 36 29
19*9 37 30
19.8 37 27
19*6 36 28
19*3 36 28
19.3 38 30
19.2 37 30
32
minm
14.02 20*00
16*27
16*05
15.96
15.27
15.01 
12.49 
13.45 
13 .8S
15*24
15*59
15.97
15.57
14.ol
13.92
16.77
15.25
15.34
15.39
13.38
14.36
14*13
14.41
14.S2
Continued
s, so
51
52
63
54
65
9i
U
r(
S7
S9
60
61
0?
TABLE XXV (Continued)
Total Badluslength radlu#
of
otolith
otolith
ring <a.d.)
B«ek-c«lcul«ted
fish <ca*)
Kean
19.1
18.5
1^.4
18.4
18.4
18.3
18.2
18.1
18.0
17.9
17. S
17.3
16.0
15.7
15.6
33
35
36
36
35
33
35
34
33
33
31
32
35
31
30
29
25
28
23
30
26
30
26
26
27
25
26
3^
25
26
25
27*54
mm X3.51
14 .25
X4.76
12.12
15.21
1 3 .6 6
15.13
12.99
13 .45
14.01
13.68
13.48
13.27
12.14
13.08
12.91
35.57 42.33 47.00 14.50 20.77 26.16 29,97
Sesle for otolith readings 1 oeulnr ulerometer division = 56.1/^0.0561
» ulerometer divlilon.
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the
BmeTnl authors have att®apted to describe
rying grovth rat€»s at successive age intervals by a
I I
single growth equation 
growth e<|uation Is the
The Qost successful and widely u s ^
von Bertalanffy growth equation
1949
(von Bertali>»nffyt 1934, 193^5 which aay be written ass
Lt as L c O 1-e
-K(t to)j
where
t s l
s length of the fish at age t
Loo » asymptotic length of the fish
K
to
* coefficient of growths
s an adjustanent in thejtime axis when the 
theoretical length of the fish is equal
to zerot
The equation can also be rewritten ass
where
s:
I
K
a 
1-b
and
Using the values of sises obtained from
r
p '
I-
3
I
p
I
i .
back-calculated lengths from otolith readings and usii^ the 
rewritten von Bertalanffy equation and assuming the size of 
the fish «s zero at zero age, the least square estimates of
a and b have been fotind to bet
m m 13«B244
b 0 .5877
which gives L oo*s 33*6300 and
K 0 .5317
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The estimated size of the fish at stiecesslve
1^':
M T .
ages caleulftted from the von Bertalanffy equation Is given 
below ©long with t4ie mean Vfjlues obtained (back-calculated 
lengths) from the otolith re«?dings (Table XX?)t
Age Mean c<»lcul«ted
slxe
(cm.)
Fstlmi»ted size
from the grovtti
equation
(cai#
it
. >
1
2
3
4
14 *60
20.77
26.16
29.97
13.74
21.79
26.82
29.51
A close agreement between the two could be noticed | there
von Bertalanffy growth equation (Pig.24)foret the fitted
adequately describes the growth of the fish
i4
B.
The scales of P . WQlglenslA are ctenoid
Theshowing variations in different regions of the body* 
scnles in the area covered by the tip of the pectoral fin
in its natural position show a high degree of constancy
as regards the sculptural details and relative size. Scales
fro this region were taken for study. Regenerated scales,
characterised by a pebbly area ne«r the centre (Carlander, 
1960), and which can easily be recognised by naked eye, were
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Scf^les from 197 fish hi^ va been exa*Qinedy but 
only eight fish In the slze*group 28.0 cai,-37*0 cm* have 
shovn the foraatlon of rits^s (characterised by sclerites 
beccKfili3g narrow and the Intervals betveen preceding and 
succeeding sclerites getting closed up), the number of which 
has been found inconsistent in relation to length of fii^. 
Since fish with such scales constitute a negligible percent­
age of the sample, it hn» not been possible to study in 
detail the utility of such marks in the determin?ition of
age of fii^
• r
Summarising the observations on length
frequency distribution and the otoliths, it may be seen
that the results arrived at independently by th two
methods are generally in ngrement and the lengths arrived 
at fr<Ka the growth equation at different nges may be con
sidered more precise*
.K
The importance of the study of food and
feeding hi^bita of conKsercially latport^nt fishes is well
knovn. The earliest works frcwa India on this subjeet 
include those of Hornell «nd Haldu (1923) and Hevnnesan
(193S) who worked on the food of t longiceps
find gibbosa respectively and Sen
(19^?) and Hey (1938) who worked on
f Hora and Nair
the food of certain
l^irvicidal fishes. Job (194'>) gave for the first time
a detailed account of the nutrition of the Madras per
ches which deserves special mention in this connection
Chacko (1949) gave an account of the food of some per
ches frosB the Gulf of Mamipr. 'fookerjee, Ganguly
Mazuadar (1946) studied the food of the estuarine fishes
of Bei^«il* Menon (1948) studied the food of the bekti >
from Bengal# Since no information on
the food of i avail*?ble, a detailed study
has been undertaken*
The staaach contents were analysed both 
qualitatively «nd qu^intitatively. The • Points Method* 
of Swynnerton snd Worthington (1940), as modified by
I
Frost (1943), has been adopted in the pres<?nt investi- 
g^tion with slight modifications* This is essentially
a volumetric method, in th«t, while allotting pointsf f
the volume of each food component was estimated by eye
80
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tx
jtidgsient aFidi the of fullness of the stonwchs was
iilso tnk«n l0to consl<5er8tlon
t
To test the efficftcy of t3ils method, a 
set of sto®?»chs collected ?»t Tondi in June 1956 were
enalysed first hy the ‘Points Method* nt^ later hy the
Volumetric Method’* The results «re presented in T«ble 
XTVI, It T8«y be seen thi»t both methods yield alzaost 
similer results but since the * Points Method* involves 
less tiae« it has be^n edopted in this study
Points were allotted to the stoa»ch in
the first instf»nce, depending upon the degree of full­
ness of the st<»ii»ch| «s aodified by Frost (1943), irres­
pective of ^ e  sise of the fish* While allotting points, 
the ftnount of food contaiK^d in e*?ch stoa^ch was also 
given due consideration* The estim»ti<^ of the tot#?l 
volume of food contained in the stomach as well as the
individual voluaes of different Xtemn w«s done by eye 
judgTBent* In all, fish have been cliissified into eight 
sise-groups with « class interval of 5 cnn e*g«, 0-5 cm*,
5-10 c«* ar«5 so on* D^ending upon the degree of full­
ness, the stomachs have been grouped «s golfed (3^ points), 
full (SO points), 3/4 full (15 points), 1/2 full (10 points), 
1/4 full (5 points), almost empty (1-4 points) and empty 
The almost empty stomach may contain a few remnants of 
highly macerated food items, whereas an empty stomach
contains no trace of food itiKBS*
#
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For this sti^dy, fish from all the centres
have been considered togethert in order to give a gross 
picture of the diet* Food items met with in the stomachs
of 1 0 ^  analysed from the four centres are given
Where food species were in an identifiable condition the
identifications were made up to the species* More often
than not, the food iteas were found in a ^tilated condi
tion, where it h«s been possible to identify them only to
generic or family level, as the case may be
The main food of th^ fish consists of crabs
and prawns belonging to certain families* Crabs were 
represented by the fx^ailies Portunldae (genera Pprtunus*
and T^alsmitft). I»eucoslidae (genus PftiIyta) f
Maiidae (genera «nd and Tan-
thidae (genus Menipoe) * Prawns could be identified broadly
as penaeid and carld prawns* Penaeid prawns were repre­
sented by Penaeus monod on and g^ onoceroB and
carld prawns by the families Processidae anr’ nlphaeidae
Young ones of teleostean fishes of the 
following thirteen genera were met with in the stomach
c ontent s i Lut j?>nusm CaraiBtt Allanetta G^obiadon
L^tbrinus^ y^ lganus> TheraDOiu
and VHienever it
was not possible to Identify, fishes have been grouped
as *teleostean fish remains'*
wer® represented by the germs
belonging to the family SphaerwBldae
topods were represented by the genas Aaphlpod 8
were met with food Ite^ as only occasionally, gpstro-
pods were represented by the six genera
S,erit4 and Hatlca and pelecypods 
were met with rarely, as only fragments of blTalve shells
were found in quite few st«a<ichs* Cephalopods were repre
sented by A few polychaete worms were fourd occa
sionally in some stcarochs.
Sea grass of the gener«> and
were found occasionally in a few stomachs along
with sand ai»3 clumps of mud, Alg««e of the genera
and
were also present occasionally. These are
considered as Items of food in view of their repe*»ted
occurrence#
From the above observations, It may be
surmised that P is an omnivore with cert??in
browsing habits #
A study of the fauna and flora of fishing
grounds of (vide V, correlation between the
st(MBach contents and their occurrence in the envlroi^ent)
has revealed that a close correlation exists between the
food items and the habitat*
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The stoQifitch contents of P.
Vedplalf Man?^ k1cadt Bwlpstnam i^ nd Tondl have been snalysed
a o n t h - v l s e  and pres^ted in Tnbles XXVII, 'ncvill, XXIX andf
.  V A  #
I
Datfi collected for e period of 13 months
August to December 1955, April »nd Hay 1356, Jana?^ry tof
Hny «nd Deceaber IBS? fro!a this centre ^re eY«ll«ble for
tudy, Detfills are given In T«ble XXVTI.
<; r ab
Crabs formed 100 per cent of the food in
October 1955 and they were at their lowest in February
1957f %dien they vere only 22*9 per cent of the total food
components Crabs constituted the dominant item of food
durii^ «11 the other monthsm
Prawns occurred as the dominant item of
food of the fish during Febru«iry 1957, ylhen they consti
tuted 47*9 per cent of the fooc3# During the other months 
except Hovember 1955 and April and May 1957, prawns were 
second (next to crabs) in the order of abundance* Prawns
formed 17*9 per cent of the total food in Hovember 1955, 
During April and May 1957, prawns constituted 13*3 perlcent
*
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and 7*5 per e«nt of th« food* Prfivns were not met with
. f
in af^ of the ston i^ehs in October 195S#
Teleoste'^n fishes vere absent from the
stomach contents <!urlf^ the perio<! August to Kovember
1955 »nd Beeesber 1957 (only one fish recorded had an
mptj stoaneh). they r^ »nked third in the order of abun-*
d»nce during December 1955* April K«y 1956 »nd J^ enuary 
and Februj»ry 1957, when they formed 7*0 per cent, 14*6 
per cent, 8*0 per cent, 11*0 per cent mna 15.6 per cent 
respectively of the totnl food consumed* They occurred
to the extent of 3*0 per cent of the food in Ifwrch, S6.7 
per cent in April %^en they ranked second in t^e order of
abund <ince and 2*3 per cent in Hay 1957.
Ijsopods,
Isopods occurred only during December 1955
and lanufiry to March 1957 forming 1*9 per cent, 3.3 per 
cent, 6.3 per cent «nd 1.2 per cent respectively of the 
total food consumed. Obviously, isopods do not constitute
an important item of ^ e  food.
Molluscs
Molluscs occurred scarcely during December
1955, April and May 1956 aM  March and May 1957, with a 
minimum of 0.6 per cent in December 1955 and a maximum of
I f .
8 6
I '
i
4#1 per cent in May 1957* this group is therefore not
considered an importfsnt item of food#
%
Ji
ck-
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During August and October 1955, sea grass
and alg«e were totally absent froa the stooach contents.
Xheir occurrence ranged froa a niniaum of 2*9 per cent 
in Septeaber to « isaxiaum of 17*9 per cent of the food 
in Hovember 195S« Durim September 1955 and March and
April 1957, they ranked third in the order of abujridance.
In May 1957% they ranked second* Tr<m the forgoing t it
may be surmised th«>t sea gr)^ ss and algf>ie constitute an 
iaportf^nt item of food of the fish*
Sand and other inorganic iiatter may be
considered as accidentia 1 inclusions in the stooach ccm
tents, owing to the browsir^ habits of the fish. These 
occurred only to the extent of "^ *4 per cent in May 1957
k
IL-
I
? .
f
Data collected for n period of 7 months 
July and August 1955* lfov®aber ar»5 December 1956 and
Julyt August and September 1957 from this centre are
available for study* Details are given in T«^ ble XXVIII 
The Salient features of the c<»tpo8ition of food of the 
fish from this centre are the preponderance of prawns
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over crabs and the oeeurrenee of stomntopods and amphlpods
Crabs pr«domln8t©<5 in July 1955, vhen th«y
formed 43*4 per cent of the food. They were absent from 
the Btcmpch contents in December 1956 (only one fish recor 
ded had an empty st«a«ch) wnd kngnst 1957. The minimini 
percentage (3.6) of crabs was recorded In July 1957. Crabs
ranked second in the order of abundance August 1955
and Nov^ber when they constitute! SB.O per cent and
26.4 per cent of the food respectively. In September 1957 
they ranked third (6.8 per cent) amongst the food compo-
t
nents
fprawns
Pr*^ wns occurred as the dominant food during
the entire period except July 1955. Their occurrence 
r«n*?ed from 3^.6 per cent in July 1955 to 78.0 per cent
in September 19S7.
Teleostean fishes occurred amongst the
food components during «11 the months except December 1956
(only one fish recorded had an empty stomach). Their 
occurrence ranged from a minimum of S.O per cent in November
1956 to maximum of 13.6 per cent in August 1957 In the
latter month they ranked third in importance amongst the
8 8
food componeiits. fhe iisportanee of teleostean fishes as
food can be g««g«d from th® fact th«t they oecwrred third 
in the order of abur^ance during July and August 2955 and 
July and August 1957.
.r;
y
Isopods constituted a sizable part of the
food, as evidenced by their occurrence to the esctent of 
16*4 per cent in Kovember 1956, 18*2 per cent in July, 23*6
i
per cent in August and 11*3 per cent of the food in Septem 
ber 1957• During Boveaber 1956, they ranked third in the
order of abundance and in July, At2gust and September 1957 
they rax&ed second* During the other months, they were
totally absent fro® the stomachs
Stomatopods occurred as food only during
Novenber 1956 to the eirtent of 1.4 per cent*
Aaphipodil
Amphipods occurred as food only durir^
Nove’Tiber 1956 and July 1957 to the extent of 1«6 per cent
and 3*0 per cent
Molluscs
Molluscs occurred as food during *>11 the
months except December 1956 (only one fish recorded had 
an empty stomach)* Their occurrence ranged from a minimum
8 9
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<jf 0*4 per cent in Kovemlier 1056 to a laaxlmum of 6#0 p#r
cent in July 1955. this grcmp did not form m  important
item of food
Se*^ grass algae formed the food of the
fish during Atigust 1055, Kovember 1066 and July and Sep
*
tember 1057 to the extent of 7.5  per cent, 1.0 per cent 
1,4 per cent and 0*3 per cent respectively
Data collected for a period of 9 months 
September 1055 to M«y 1956 are available for study from
this centre* Details are given in Ti»ble TK.TK*
Crabs
Crabs occurred as fo<  ^ during all the
months except February 1056# Their occurrence ranged
from a ^inimm of 0*5 per cent in March 1056 to a ««xi
mum of 88*6 per cent in Kay 1956* f h ^  rarfced second in
the order of abundance during f5epteTsl>er, October and
when they formed 32*0 per cent, 2?.9 per
, During
November 1065,
cent and 36»7 per cent of the food respectively 
December 1055 and Januj»ry 1956, they ranked third forming
as much as 10*2 per cent and 9*4 per cent respectively 
of the tot«l food consumed* They formed the dominant
food (60.0 per cent) in April 1056.
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Prawns occurred as the main constituent of 
the food during the period Septe?aber 1955 to H^rch 1056* 
Their occurrence ranged from a ainiiauii of ?♦! per cent in
4
T4ay to ft rasxiaium of 0 8 per cent in ?lirch U95S* In April 
th ^  occurred to the extent of 22*2 per cent of the foodf
beii^ second in the order of abundance
Teleostean fishes occurred durii^ all but
two months - April and 1956. Their occurrence ranged 
from a mirdiium of 2*6 per cent in September to a maxiaiua
of 27*0 per cent in December 1955* In December 1955 they
r«»hked as the second important food. They ranked as the
second important food duritsg the succeeding months Januaryf
Fehrvinry and H«rch 2956 i^en they occurred to the extent 
of 20.8 per cent, 12.8 per cent pnd 8 .6  per cent respectively
Isopodft
Isopods occurred only durii^ September,
October and Hovember 1955 and February 1956 to the extent 
of 23.5 per cent, 17.3 per cent, 6.0 per cent and 0.7 per 
cent respectively* During Septaaber and October 1955, 
they were third in the order of abundance. They ranki«5
fourth in abundance during November 1955.
Stooatopods occurred only durii^ October
91
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and November 1955 Mey to the extent of 1*5 per
centf 8*9 per cent and 2*9 per cent respectively* During
the latter two mootbSf th ^  formed the third Important
food item*
]fQlluse8
Molluscs wer^ present In the food only In
HnTch and April 1956 constituting 1*3 per cent and 4.4
per cent respectively*
Polycheetes occurred as food only during
October 1955, forming 11 per cent of the toti^l food con--
sumed#
. (
u .
See grass and algae occurred as food during
11 but one onth January 1956. Their occurrerre raided
fro^ a minimum of 0.2 per cent In September 1955 to a mnxl- 
mua of 6.7 per cent In April 1956* during ^ e  latter month
they were th* third Important food m
Sand and other Inorganic nMitter occurred as
accidental inclusions only in April 1956, forming 6.7 per
cent of the stoi^ch contents
Tonal
Data collected for a period of 7 months
Vs . .
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September to Hovember 195S, Jnnmrf to March snd Itine 1953
are svsllable for study from this centr®* Detnlls ©re given 
In Table XXX
Crabs occurred bb food during pill the months
V
except January 1356. Their occurrence ranged from a mini­
um of 1*9 per cent each In Koveaber 1955 ai»3 February 1956
to a iiaxlmum of S3 *5 per cent In March 1956, In the latter
monthy they vere the secoi^ important food item* In Septas
ber 1955, they ranked second in the order of abundance, 
occurring to the extent of 10.4 per cent* In October 1955, 
they occurred to the extent of 2*1 per cent of the f<KKl,
being the third important food it«a* In June 1956, crabs
were second in the order of abui^ance, forming 16*5 per
cent of the food*
Pravns formed the main item of food durii^
the entire period. Their occurrence ranged from a minimum 
of 69*6 per cent in March 1956 to a maximum of 94.7 per cent
in October 1955#
Teleostean fishes were found only during
Septeifeer 1955 and January, February and June 1956 vAim 
they constituted 5*9 per cent, 6*8 per cent, 5*1 per cent
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and per cent of the food respectively. In September 1965f
they were the third important food iteUlm During Jsnu??ry end
February 1956, formed the second abundant it®i of food
f-
f . r
Isopods formed food of the fish during September
to Novaaber 1955 and February and March 1956* During September
1955 they were the fourth important item of food occurring
to the extent of 5.2 per cent* They were the second important
food item in October 1956 when they formed 2.8 per cent of the
food In November 1955, they were second in the order of
abundance, occurring to the extent of 9.4 per cent of the food
I February 1956, they occurred only to the extent of 0.6 per
cent and in March 1956, they were the third Important food
item occurrir^ to the extent of 2*8 per cent.
• t
IK
Stomatopods occurred in the stomach contents
only during March and June 1956 to the extent of 1*7 per 
cent and 1.9 per cent respectively. They were fourth In the 
order of ab^mdance in March and third in June 1956.
( f -
tti2UUS£a.
•*
Molluscs formed food of the fish in February
nd March 1953 when they constituted 0.2 p cent and 1.7
per cent of the food respectively.
i>
94
Bepi gmss and algse vere present In the
stoniach contents only In October November 1955 vhen 
they fonaert 0*4 per cent »nt5 per cent of the food.
r , '
' a
• < '.r
Sand and other inorganic matter occurred
as accidental inclusions in March 1956 to the extent
of 0*7 per cent*
Taking the entire period as d wholef the
quantitative analysis of different items tram the
four centres (Table XXXI) suggests the following general
conclusions!
Crabs were the most important item of food 
at Vedalai, whereas prawns were the rmst important in the 
diet at Ton^i? at Devip«tnam and f^unakkad too, prawns were 
relatively more import^ ^nt in the diet* Teleoste«n fishes 
constituted the maximum percent«ige of the food at Devipntnam 
The other items of importance in the food were isopods, 
which were maximum at Hunakkad and sea grass aw3 algae,
which were maximum at Vednlai* Ottser items of food men­
tioned in the quantitative analysi of the food at the
4
four cimtres do not generally constitute any significant
portion of the food*
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The results arrived at by the • Points Method*
have been coap'^ red w l^  those arrived at by using the
•Dominance Method*, i^ere the percentages of different
food Iteas have been calculated for the entire period
based on their frequency of occurreiK?e as dominant food
in the tot*l [ber of stoa i^chs examined. The conpi^rlson
shows that both the methods yield alsost similar results
(Tables XXXI and XXXII).
ill.
In order to find out the variation In feed
ing Intensity aonth-wlse at e^ch of the four centrest
average values of volume of stomach contents (based on
the * Points Method*) have been obtained by dlvidlr^ the 
total volame (points) gained by all 8too?»chs by the total
number of ston??chs th«t contributed to this volume Empty
stomachs have been exclude from this calculation but
their incidence has been lrw31c?ited separately* The details
for e^ch centref (XTedsilait Mun«kkad  ^ D^vlpatnam and Tondl)
are given separately in Tables XXXIII f I  w f XXXV and
XXXVI.
At Vedalal (Table XXXIII), the average
feeding Intensity during the period August 1955-Deceaber 
1957 has been found out to be 9 .6 . Feeding intensity
Values during September and December 1955, April 1956 ai»5
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TABLE
I  _
volume of stcj««»ch contents of £.• vaigleasls. «t
(^tMUSt 1965-B©ceaib©r 19S7)
t«ar
and
gontb
1956
Atigust
Septffflber
October
Rovember
D®ceiiber
Ho* of 
fish
examined
2
5
6
12
27
Incidence of empty
stoirachs
Ko.
1
8
10
16.7
66.7
37.0
Average
points
g aif^  by
e«ch sto­
mach 
(feeding 
intensity)
2.6
14.0
9.0
7.0
9.9
1956
Jsraisry to March
April 37
Muy 33
June to December
Ho data
10
9
No data
27.0
27.3
14.6
7 .6
1957
Jaraifiry
Frt)rusry
March
April
Hay
23
11
18
1
46
June to Hovefuber
Daeember 1
10
2
1
9
Ko data
1
43.6
18.2
5.6
20.0
100.0
Tot»l
7.0
10.7
9.8
15.0
7 .6
« »  «■ »«»«»mm ' W - M P '  M 'm m w m  m m m m
221 61 27.6 Orand 19.6average!
' »
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• A
FebruflnTt Harch «ndi April 1957 are found to be above the 
grand aver?sge. Indicating intense feeding durii^ these 
months# the incidence of empty stomachs during months of 
their occurrence, was highest in November 1955 (excluding 
December 1957 ^ e n  only one fish w*i8 examined which hr*d 
fin mptf sto«i»ch) and lowest in March 1957.
At Hunakkad (t«ble XKXIV), the srerage 
feeding intensity during the period July 1955-f^epteaber
1957 has been fouBd to be 10.7* Feeding intensity values
<-y durin?r August 1955 and July i»nd September 1957 are found 
to be «bove the grand average, suggesting increased feed 
ing during these months# The inciden^^e of empty stomachs 
during months of their occurrence, was highest in July 1955 
(excluding December 1956 when only one fish was examined 
which had an empty stomach) and lowest in September 1957*
At Devipatnura (Table XXXV), the av^ r^age 
feedic^ intensity during the period Septets^er 1955-l^y 
1956 has been found to be 9,9* B«sed on this, feeding 
intensity during September, October and December 1055 
and March, April and Kay 1956 is found to be above the 
grand av<^rage, iiwSiffating Mgh feeding activity during 
these months* The Incidence of ^pty stomachs durii^ 
months of their occurrence, was highf^st in January 1956
ar^ lowest in October 1955#
At Tondi (Table XXXVI), the average feed
ing intensity during the period has been found out to
ATerage volw of stonmch contents P* (July 19S5-S«pte7isber
at ’^ tmakkad
Incidence
Year
sndaonth
Ko* of 
flah
eicamlmd
stomachs
eaipty
Ho.
1955
July 33
AtlgttSt 12
Stptasiber to December
]S56
January to October
November 53
Dec ember 1
19S7
Jsntipry to Jime
July 44
August 14
September 27
Total 1?^
20 60.6
Averag e
points 
gained by 
e*^ ch sto­
mach (feed
ing inten­
sity)
6 A
5 41#7 15.3
No data j
No data
4 7.5 ^.9
1 100.0 mum
No data
2 4.5 11.9
1 7.1 7.9
1 3.7 13.7
34 IQ.5 GrarwJi
wmmm «**«■» «■» « •
U'^.7
dveragefi
r
•-1 .
!tV
versge voltn of stomach eontenta of P. walglensls at De»lpntn«:a1955-May 1956)
I
r  ¥ .
I  I
Year
«nd
month
1^ 0*
fl»h
eTa!Bined
Incidenc® of eiipty
StOBftChS
Ko,
Average
points
gf^ lned by
e«cb sto
9 m  ' ■
(fe©dii^
intensity)
1965
Septeinbep
October
Rov«nber
Dec«aber
45
51
50
3
3
8
6
6*7
5.5
15.7
12.0
10.9
10.3
9.7
11.8
1956
Jsnusry
Febrti^  ry
March
April
May
35
89
45
4
7
18
29
9
51.4
3 2 .6
20.0
5 .6
9.4
10.7
11.2
10.0
Tot«l 76
mtm
19.9 Grand 9.9
dveragel
L?
I  •
volume of stoaaeh content# of
1955 Jwm
at Tondl
p « '
Year and
■onth
No
fish
e^ca***
inad
of Ineidenca of empty
st€»iaeli8
No,
Average
points
by
©??cli sto**
mach (feed
Ing lnt«nt- 
slty)
1955
SeptaiBber
October
11
37
wmm
2 SA
12.3
12.3
November 46 1 2.2 9.4
December No data
m e
J an\i«ry
February
Hsrch
50
50
39
4
5
4
B.O
10.0
10.3
8.7
10.5
B.3
April to Hay
June 50 8
No data
16.0 5.9
Total 24 8 .5  Grand 9.6
averagel
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b e  9 . 6
October
grand aver??g©f
aontb 8 #
Feeding Intensity values during September and 
1*156 and Febru?iry 1956 are found to be above the
suggesting increased jfeedii^ during these
of empty stcMSschs durii:g aoi^hs ofThe
their occurrence was highest in June 1956 
Hovefsber 1965.
lowest in
iv.
For t
fish in Istlon to size.
purpose of study of the food of
fish «ire grouped as nie??surlng
below 15 and abov^ 15 cm. in total length The df^ tair
thus
for the
nalyspd with respect to different food coaiponents 
four centre# nre presented In Tnble TXXVII. Fro?i
p -
the tablet it is cle«r that the greater incidence of
prawns in the 
in sll fish.
of the
food of the fish in the Palk Bay is manifest 
The greater incid«fice of crabs in the food 
fish in the Oulf of Mannar Is manifest In fish above
15 cm only? fish below 15 feed relatively more on
prawns Fish above IS cm. relatively consune -aore tele
ostean fishes ?»nd sea snd alg**e in both the habit^tSf 
The preference for other items ofthan tiiose belov 15 cm.
food Is difficult to Jiiage due to Inadequacy of data
V
four centres <;re
The stomach contents of the fish at the 
presented in Table x m i l l  along with the
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Corr«latlcm between the stOTach eontents of £.♦ valgiensi,8 and their oc<mrr«nee th« emrlromtent
Sto!S8eh EnvirmEaent
Hb lophl la
Bed alga#
g^pyridia spp.
«ti
Fatuia Flora
gl,qt|?QS%y
aryhdis »p .,
^ loph ,^la Qya^l^
Zm^m iL *pp Spp
Gerreqj spp 5^ *^iijleeSe85e *tGsramE. >pp
spp.
spp.
Isopods
Cyaodoce spp
tlQlteSSji
SPP.t •PP*i
H^rlt^ spp
Fauna
Menlppe rm pM l
Mflcrur<»
Penaetts Taonodony
aionocerofiy
Lutiams spp
spp.»
iljsmfctSL fgrgkajyL
laopod^
spp
spp
U  ttorlna spp
Karlta spp*,
spp*f Cerithl^n^ spp
Caulerpg
W eomerls
Thalamlta spp*.
spp., ’iaaiaaa *p *>
latatt spp.Plganna oraaln lmi« apPM
T r4 s<;,9 pthua app
Isopods
E g a m a  >pp
Amphl pod s
spp*f tiLtfeOSlaa. «PP*f CerithI^Ti spp.I Natica spp*
hi la ovalis
inplgnis, §iESS&i
raeemosa
var
H >  « ♦ »
enippe ranphijj,,
Hacrtira,
Proecssid^^e and Alphaaidas
spp*, a^J2JSaa *PP
•PP.jspp
glijgania^  2DI2i|l» ^£2ISL sPP
spp •PP*
spp
spp
spp f
Continued
TAB LB xxxviil (.Continued)
' I  > Correlation between the stomach contents of P igiensis and their occurrence i the nvironment
r«
W M M
5^ toa#ich contents
Fa\ina
ii
iwironment
M M
Fauna
AiMglospe^ mfi
r^ .
^acrum
!»^ enippe lyaiphi 1
Sjeasaag. spp>»carids
«pp.f T&fimmispp 
«pp*i
«pp forgkill
8?p •f
SstiJfea, «pp** »pp*f
«pp
7chftet«8
TAtimou ,^ T]ir«
Thiilamita
Menlt>p« ri^ ablL
zzlasaEeiJBUi «p>a 8 0 T a »
Mftcrura
PsmMsm ismaia^ £• IM ism fcarlds
belonging 
Alpbaelde#
Processldne and
»PP •t liutianug
jabtiJU M js im «p p »t
Therapoa «pp., Osmis. «PP
«PP*t
spp
etta
spp
spp.
spp.
•iQllttSCS
spp.. ?p*t 
M X m  8pp*fSDp., gelecypods.
sp
1
Spp^
anBulsts.
fflUa. 8pp*tChail^dls sp*,
spp
earids
•P*f
Men! pds EMBall
«PP
spp.f H tim m . spp 
spp., Usimm. 9pv^f
Gerres spp
«PP
spp spp
sonods
Sgtiilla spp
llu?c s
spp.
spp •PP spp
spp
ecypods 
S^ epla sp.
cephalopods
racilarla
A ea nthophora
rffcemosa var.
N^aeri s gnnaXatja
Mac|wa
Txip<?^ .rgl,?mjSL sp.,
aspera. nSBEatL
Penaeus Indleus.
>
Scn^ llla spp
Ai9phlpo<^  s
__________spp., KaMea. spp*,
Tjirrltella. spp., I4itSEiaa «PP
pelecypods
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Items (flora fauna) fotmd In the dredge smples 
c o l l e c t e d  a t  these centres. As could be expected, the 
florw and faun#* met vith In the environment are lnv?irlably 
the food itf as taken by the fish. This observation suggests 
th«t there is not isuch of selective feeding on the part 
of the fish. The fish being an c^nivore with certain
browsing h<»bits, abounds in the shallow coastal waters 
of the Oulf of %nn®r and the Palk Bay, owing to the fact
I
th«t they have dense growth of sea grass and algae which 
harbour rich cru‘"tacean fauna and young ones of teleostean
fishes, the prime food of the fish.
In this connection, it may be remarked that
the allied species takes to cannibalism
(Menon, 1 9 ^ ) . However, no evidence of cannibalistic teiKiency
although 1*. c^lcarifer. feeds onwas found in
almost the same items of food (HookerJee, Ganguly and Mazumdar,
1946 and Henon, 1 9 ^ ).
LEK GT H— GHT TATIONSHIP ftSD RELATIVE COHDITIOH FACTOR
In most fishes, weight is found to be roughly
proportional to the ciAje of the length, i 
ship between weight (W) and length (Ii) ca
e•t the relation
be expressed ass
w KL3
[<•
I
But when this equation is fitted to the observed data, the
fit is not alwsys very satisfactory On the other hand.
n
th fitting of the general equation, W * KL (where n is
values are to be
The
an exponent and K is a constant, whose ve 
obtained from observed data) gives better results 
task of fitting the «bove equation is facilitated by taking
logarithm of the original data, which raay then be written ass
LogWaliOgK + n L o g L
i*e • f
1 ♦ BiX
This is a linear equation where X and Y represent the
logarithaised data of length and weight respectively The
values of K1
squares*
and n can be obtained by the method of least 
For this purpose, the two normal equations are
formed ast
where
H * number of observations
99
iI a
.1 • t
s atia of trafuiromed datat
*^s svm of squares of tiranafortiied ler^th data*
t
s 8U!B of tr«tnBforiBed weight data and 
« sm  of productB of transforaed length and 
weight data for es«sh obserT«tlon.
Since thesa are Icnown froa observations, the solution of
tvo #Qt2mtlons gi'ves K and n* Antili^rithM oftha above
glvoa K . Haace, the equation W ■ Kl<“  i« obtained
the value of n, an exponent was fbund to
be usually 3jrlt« between 2.5 and 4 (Hlle, 1936f Martin, 
1949). J'or all ld«al fl«h which malnt-^ ln the same shape,
value of n Is expected to be 3 (Allen, 1938). Crenthe
(X951) has reviewed the methods adopted in determining
length-welght relatlonrtilp of fishes, with the exposition
of the superiority of the equation of the general parabola
P over that of the ctiblc parabola W » KL®. TheW = KL“  over
fonaula M *  Kl“  , also provides a means of converting 
loganthalc growth-rates calculated on lengths Into growth
rates for weight*
Crosier (1913) studied the correlations of 
weight, length,etc.. In the weak-fldi, SZnogffAaa EflgalU,
araJ Clarlt (1 9 ^ ) studied the weight-lei«th relationship
of the California sardine, Snr<U>M. Pedro.
Chase (1946) calculated fish condition factors from scale
dimensions in the blaegill, LfiCfiSLS. r Pa. « Kesteven
(1947) discussed the importance of studies on the ponderal
101
index as employed in fisheries biolc^y
the prscticsl application of this study lies in
the fftct that weights of fish
9
be calenlf?ted frcya known
lengths or vice versa The v«»lue of the so-<'alled cow^ition
4
factor or ponderal index which is bi?sed on a Iculation
of th^ length-weight relationship, fluctiiotes periodirally
with the seasons falling to a iiiniaum in certain seasons 
rising to 3 aaxiaun in certain other seasons.
nd
It was pointed
’ 1
out by Hart (1946) that the point of inflexion on the curve
%
showing 9 dlnlnutlon of K with Increasing l«r«th Is a good 
Indl atlon of the length at which sexual nsturity Is attained
«
On slallar Unes Sarojlnl (19«7), Hadhskrlshnsn (1957) and
I
Pillay (1958) approxifnately detemined the spawnir^ activity
> of coamercially important species. This statistical method
i 9 theref f useful to determine the spawnir^ with
considerable accuracy
• ’
Prabhu (1954) studied the length-welght relation­
ship of five species of fish fron the Msndsps'a area and found 
thnt this relntlonshlp for P. apigiSflSiS. represented by
f  .
the quation W 0.01311L2.9163 h comparison of sexes, howev f
h»s not been done*
The data collected on 525 feaales ranging In total
length between 11*4 c and 37*0 and 443 raiding in
total length between 10*3 and 24*? have bc^n utilised in
the present st dy In Toble XXXK are presented the relevant
statistics on corrected suns of squares and products Twble XL
presents the analysi
between the two sexes
of covariance for cocaparing the relation
The F test shows that sexes differ
significantly for this
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relatlocshlp A pooled l©ngth-w#ight relation between the 
thereforef not attempted* Separate relationstvo sexes is^
for the two sexes are given belowf
Feasaless
Iteles t
W « 0.004a?2L3*3018
L<« W « 2.3123 ♦ 3*3018 log I
W * 0*0070131.3*1771
liOg M m 2*1541 + 3*1771 1<  ^ I»
ft
the observed and calculated values of weight
I
in the females and the ma las are shown in and 26
and their respective log laes are delineated in Figs*27
and 28. The importance of the sta0^  of the length-weight 
relationship of the two sexes separately at various lengths 
lies in the fact thnt the sudden incrwse in weight of tte
f i ^  on the attainment of first maturity be traced fr<MB
the parabola Fr<Mi Fi « f it could be seen that in the
f e^ aa les the increase in weight is gradual till they r^ch
a sise of about 14-16 cm., followed by rapid increase in
weight abovetehe 14*16 c? size indicating attaiment of
maturity at about this size*
>«
> I
V
' f  4
In the case of the males (Fig* 26)* the
increase in weight is gradual till t ey reach a size of
I
cm* followed by a rapid incr^se beyond thisabout 12-*14
size t suggesting attainment of maturity at about this size
J,
4
Fig. 25. Length-weight curve of P. 
Fig, 26. Length-weight curve of P.
(female).
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Fig 27 Logarithmic relation of length and weight of
L* waigiensis (female).
Fig. 28. Logarithmic relation of length and weight of
P.
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t
rThe condition factor or coefficient of condit­
ion values are interpreted as expressing the relative well-
being of fishes* With a view to getting a niiraerical value 
for the condition of a fish, the simplest expression,
has often been used* For all ideal fishes which maintain the
same shape, the value of n is expected to be 3 (Allen
The calculation of the condition factor based
*
on the empirical, osO-culated length-weight relationship 
W = CL was suggested by Le Cren (1951) to eliminate the
effect of length m d  other correlated factors on K and, this
he termed the relative condition factor or Kn , to distinguish 
it from the condition factor K based on the cube law* The 
relative condition factor can be expressed as.
W
where W is the observed weight of fish and W is the smoothed 
ean weight. Many workers have utilised the variation in the 
condition factor to determine the spawning season and size at 
first matiority of various apecies of fishes (Allen, 19381 
Menon, 1950b5 Davies, 1956; Sarojini, 1957 and Pillay,
1958). Allen (1938) in his studies on the trout, trutta
4
found thgt the K values fluctuated with the seasons and corre­
lated condition with the rate of growth. Menon (1950b) deter­
mined the spawning season and its duration in the poor-cod from
studies on seasonal fluctuations of the ponderal index. Davies
(1956) found that the condition factor was virtually the same
1P4
for male and female pilchards from the commercial catches, 
irrespective of the size of fish or the season. He also
found that fluctuations in condition factor were not related
I
to feeding or reproductive activities. Saro^ini (1957) made 
similar studies on Mugil parsia > Pillay (1958) in his studies 
of HiIsa ilisha has found it possible to determine the spawB- 
ing season and its extent from the seasonal fluctuations
in the pondera1 index.
Relative relation to size
The relative condition factor for P.
was calculated for individual fish and the values obtained 
were grouped according to the size of fish for males and
females separately (Table XLI). The mefin values were
2 * multiplied by 10 to obtain values of the order of 100. As
could be seen from Table XLI, the value fluctuates in 
the various size-groups of males and, hence, it has not been
useful to determine the size at maturity. A similar trend
has been observed in the case of females also
variation in relative
The seasonal variation of relative condition
factor of adult females was studied in order to find its 
relation to spawning. The mean Kjj values for the period 
June 1956 « December 1956 are given in Table X U I . The 
value of Kjj fluctuates between the months, but taking the
grand average (102*24) for the entire period, it may be seen 
that values were above the grai^ average during October
and November 1955 and April, September, October, Nov®aber and
T»BLE XLI
Meeo relative condition factor at different sizes of aales and
females of if»l^giensla
Slze-group
(cm*)
I
t ' O '
»«
•«i
10 - 
11 - 
12 -
13 «
14
15-*
16
17
15
19
20
21
22
,1.
L r
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 
19 
SO 
21 
22
23
Mean relative condition
101.75 
100.44 
99.35 
101.34
99.26
9S.94
99.93
100.88
99.50
99.50
100.41
100.83
2 3 - 2 4
24 •• 25 107.60
25 - 26 — —
2 6 - 2 7 wmmm
27 •  28
2 8 - 2 9 mum
2 9 - 3 0
30 - 31 — —
31 — 32
3 2 - 3 3 mum
3 3 - 3 4
34 — 35 mmm0
3 5 - 3 6
36 — 37
105.80
99.29
100.78
99.49
100.79 
100.55
100.14
98.44
100.82
98.19
100.12
101.13
97.60
99.17
101.53
103.28
100.58
96.11
99.93
113.10
96.9^
10B.SO
99.70
101.10
99.61
Mean relative condition factor of adult f^ales ofP durii^ different months
(Jtine 1955 - December 1956)
Year and month
1955
June
July
Atigust
Sept i^fiier
October
Noireaber
Bec^ber
1956
Mfean relative
condition
factor
93.98
95*19
^ .8 6
107.35
103.53
101.43
January
February
March
April
Hay
June
July
August
September
October
Kovember
December
100.27
100.26
Ho data
1^ >9 .45
96.38
99.74
107.05
106.m
105.63
107.57
Grand average 102.24
tPec«aber 1956 and the rest below It. The data, therefor*, 
suggest that the relative condition factor Is high during
peak spawning months.
CHAPTEB
r
kn analysis of the relationship bet%r©en the
/
total length and the standard length of P. vas
K>
t
«ade with a view to determining the degree of association
%•
f t '
of these tvo ch«?racters and to establish an eqmtion for 
the conversion of one Tieasurement into the other*
The data collected from 123 fem??les ranging 
in total length between 9*9 cm* and 37*0 cm* and 111 males
and 24*2 haveranging in total length between 10*8 ca* 
been used in this study. The relationship w«s calculated
for the two sexes separately and these have been found to be$
P"#
U'
f .  '
Halest t » -0.8637 *- 0*9253 X
where
F^aaless Y « •0.6570 0.9153 X
Y a standard length in centimetres 
X a total length in centimetres.
and
Ccxaparison« between the regressions of standard 
length on total length of the two sexes were made by the
method of analysis of covariance In Table XLIII are given
the relevant statistics on corrected sums of squares and 
products along with the values of regression coefficients 
and the sum of squares of deviations from the regressions
I Table XUV are presented the relevant analysi of covariance
The mean square for the difference between the two regression
lines Is found to be less th t mean square of deviation
1P6
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tron individual within sex regressions* Obviously, the
difference in regressions between the two sexes is non-signi
ficant.
As there is no significant difference in
total length-stsnderd length relation^ip for the two sexes, 
a c®amon relation was obtained by poolir^ the data relating
to males and fe*aales and it has been found to be?
Y » •0.7641 0.9202 X
For easy reference, a conversion Table XLV 
is given between total length and standard length
4
%
Conversion between total
of #
standard length
Totnl length
(OB
X
Standard length
(ca
y
10,00
11*00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
IB.OO
19.00
20.00 
21.00 
22.00
23.00
24.00
25.00
26.00
27.00
28.00
29.00
30.00
31.00
32.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
36.00
37.00
8.44
9.36
10.28
11.20
12.12
13.04
13.96
14.88
15.80
16.72
17.64
18.56
19.48
20.40
21.32
22.24
23.16
24.08
25.00
25.92
26.84
27.76
28.68
29.60
30.52
31.44
32*36
33.28
CHAPTER 7
STLTO AHP BFUTITE GBOWTH OF BODY PABTS
It Is well known that genetic difference
Induces srasll variations In aorphoaetrlc and aerlstlc
characters^ which not easily perceptible by the
exsalnatlon of Individual specimens, beco’ae obvious, by
statistical comparison of large samples. Environmental
conditions are also knowi to Induce phenotypic differences
In morphoraetrlc and sierlstlc characters* Statistical
comparisons aay show these differences, but It Is often 
difficult to determine whether the differences are due
to genetic or envlron’iental conditions.
The purpose of the present study Is to 
deteriiilne whether fish drawn frou the Gulf of Mani»r and 
the Palk Bay are aorphometrlcally coaparable and whether
any of the characters %rlll be ost useful In future racial
studies of
The material for the study was collected 
In May 1964 and consisted of a sample of 108 fish from the 
Gulf of Mannar (Vedalal) and another saaple of 95 fish 
from the Palk Bay (Munakkad). The size range of the fl»h
la both samples was from 7.0 to 27.0 cn< total length
Fifteen aorphometrl characters have been analysed In detail
eInce the surements could not be taken In the field, the
samples were preserved entire In fonwilln and brought to
1P8
1P9
the laboratory. In order to ensure tinlfomiity of the
[• material studied, a^surements were taken one month after
preservation
•r
The fifteen characters studied here are defined belovs
Symbol Character
11 
I
■ s
m
Definition
*
% •
I
' t T
■ >. k
t
• •
I-t*
» •
I ,
X
Y1
T2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Y7
Y8
Y9
YIO
Y U
Total lex3gth
Snout
Head length
Bye diameter
Post-orbital
distance
Inter-orbital
distance
Snout to inser
Tip of the snout to the longest 
median caudal ray* The treasure 
ment is a straight line and is 
not taken over the curve of the 
body*
Tip of the upper ^aw to the front 
margin of the orbit*
Tip of the snout to the farthest 
tip of operculi^r membrane#
Maximum distance from the front 
margin to the hind m^r^in of eye, 
along the long axis of body.
Hind margin of orbit to the tip 
of operculeir membrane*
Distance between the dorsal mar 
gins of orbits.
Tip of the snout to the insertion
tion first dorsal of first dorsal fin
Snout to inser Tip of the snout to the insertion
tion second dorsal of second dorsal fin
Snout to inser 
tion pectoral
Tip of the snout to the insertion 
of pectoral fin.
Snout to inser 
tion pelvic
Tip of the snout to the insertion 
of pelvic fin.
Snout to inser 
tion anal
Tip of the snout to the insertion 
of anal fin*
First dorsfll to
anal
Insertion of first dors?»l fin to 
the insertion of anal fin.
I
1 JO
I#
r
\
9
r*
Symbol Charaeter
X12 Secofid dorsal to 
anal
Y13 Depth of he?^ d
Y14
Y15
Depth of caudal
pedunela
Back depth
Definition
Insertion of second dorsal fin 
to the insertion of anal fin*
Frcm the dorsal siargin of head
▼entral margin throughto
orbit#
Least depth of that part.
Insertion of pectoral fin to 
the insertion of first dorsal 
fin*
Compa ri of the samples h^s b
4
owde by the stanflard
method of analysis of covariance (Snedecor, 1961)|by coaipar 
ing the regressions of a particular character (Yi) on the
total length (X) Before pplying the method of covariance
analysisf scatter diagrams ^Fig* 29) of measurements of 
different characters on total length were examined and in
each casef the relation has been found to be linear The
relation is of the type,
Y * a 4- b X
vhere Y is one character, X is total length of fish and
a and b are parameters to be estimated from the data
The relevant statistics of regression analyses
of the body measurements of from the Gulf of
I
Mannar and the Palk Bay are given in T^ble XLVI and the
analysis of covariance for ccMiparing the regressions of 
eqch of the fifteen morphometric characters from the two
Fig. 29. Relation between length and 16 morphometric
characters (measured in centimetres)
of P.
/
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Statistics r«gr«stlon ts^ nalyses the measure!!!«!its if^jgiensis ftm  the Gulf Hanmr Pelk Bey
Character
Oulf of Maiuiiir
Regression
coefficient
Healdu«1
etira
8 qaa rea
D.F. legression 
coeffi ci ent
P«2k Bipr^
Besidml
9W&
squares
•
Hegressi0|i 
CO ef fi ci etit
ATer ag e
Besi(3i:ml
suat
squares
y#x
D.r*
length
diameter
•orbital distance
er-orbital distance
•.*1
insertion first dorsal
to insertion second dorsal
to insertion pectoral
►ut to insertion pelvic
>ut to insertion anal
rst dorsal to anal
eond dorsal to anal
spth of head
Depth of caudal peduncle 
pack depth
#0714
#2754
m0523
0.X518
00536
0*3457
0.5434
0.2704
0.3344
0 . ^ 6
0 .^ 0 0
0.S774
0.1560
0.1273
0.1855
0*6985 106 0*0813
3.3374 106 0.2S91
0.4233 106 0.0549
0.4182 106 0.1529
0.6579 106 0.0542
3.0985 106 0.3525
8.6608 106 0.5437
2.7869 106 0.2711
6.0402 106 0.3217
5.4764 106 0 . ^ 2
2.4797 106 0.3828
2.2810 106 0 .^ 3 0
2.3344 106 0.1597
0 .^ 3 4 106 0.1277
8 .7 ^ 0 106 0.1998
m5434
5366
0.3777
0.9248
0.5313
2.5610
2.5954
2.1243
3.1813
4.9377
2.6063
1.9443
5.4113
0.7686
1*1963
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
93
0765
I#2B^
0.0536
0.1521
0.0539
0.3492
0.5435
0.2708
0.3279
0 . ^ 9
0.3814
0.2803
0.1579
0.1275
0.1928
3843
5.1490
0.8010
1#
1.1897
5.7273
11.2570
4*9122
9.4577
10.4150
5.0981
4.2701
7.7760
1.6521
10.2338
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
D.F Degrees of freed«si
test of heterogeneity of regression* within samples of vaielensls from the Qulf of Mannar md Palk Bay
Character
Deirlatlons from 
average total
r^resslons within
plaees
Defvintlons fro® indl'ridtial 
regressions within places
Differences between 
regreisslons
squares squares square squares
Mean
s quare
Ohserved
F
Signifl
canee
th
i i . er
Ital distance
Ital distance
insertion first dorsal
Insertion second dorsal
to insertion pectoral
^  insertion pelvic 
to insertion anal
dorsal to anal
dorsal to anal
• • ef head
ef caudal peduncle
pth
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
1.3843
5.1490
0 .SOlO
1#3475
1*1897
S.7273
11,2570
4^9X22
9*4677
10.4150
5.0981
4.2701
7.77«)
1.6521
10.2338
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
199
1.2419
4.8740
0.7910
1.3430
1.1891
5.6595
11.2562
4.9112
9.2215
10.4141
5.0866
4.2253
7.7457
1.6520
9.9343
0.0062
0.0245
0.0040
0.0067
0.0060
0.0284
0.0566
0.0247
0.0463
0.0523
0.0256
0.0212
0.0389
0
0.0499
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1424
0*2750
0.0100
0.0045
0.0006
0.0678
0.0008
0.0010
0 .2 3 ^
0.0009
0.0115
0.0448
0.C^03
0.0001
0.2995
0.1424
0.2750
0.0100
0.0045
0.0006
0.0^78
0.0008
0.0010
0.2362
0.0009
0.0115
0.0448
0.0303
0 1
0.2995
22.9677
11.2245
2.5000
2.:^73
5.1015
2.1132
6.0020
K.S.
K.S.
♦
H.S.
♦
Degrees of freedom
3.89{ UTF 6.76
♦♦ Significant at iS probability level 
♦ Significant at probability level
K.S. Hon*signif1cant
Mean square less than that against 
which it is tested
■(
Ill
samples in Tabl« XLVII* It aay b« seen that out of the 
fifteen chur^^cters studied, eleven characters showed no 
significant differences* The regressions of the two chara 
cters, vi2#t snout to insertion pelvic (Y9> and back deptli 
(X15) showed significant differences at level of sign! 
ficance but not at If level* The regressions of snout 
(XI) and head length (T2) showed, however, significant
differences even at level#
This prelimlnsry morphometr 1 c study of
from the Gulf of Hannar and the Palk Bay,
therefore, suggests that the four characters, v iz ., snout, 
head length, snout to insertion pelvic and back depth
which have showa significant differences at and 5^ 
level, night be useful in further Intensive studies on 
racl^e»tion of the sp^^clesi but the possibility of such 
differences being intra-sample variations has not been
completely ruled out*
With a view to studying the relative growth 
rates of body parts of E.* Tg-lRt.fiaslA collected fro*
95 fish ranging in total length fro* 7 .0  ca. to 27.0 ca 
during May 1964 at Munaklad (Palk Bay) hav* been analysed
Measurements of formalin preserved specimens were taken.
Ihe measurements Include the fifteen defined in ' Morphometrlc 
study* and six others defined iti .the next page.
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Character Befinltlon
Depth of body at first 
dorsal
Haxiaum depth of body
Depth of te!y at vent
Breadth of body at
first dorsal
Breadth of body at 
saximim depth
Breadth of body above
▼ent
Depth of body at the 
Insertion of first dorsal
fin*
Depth of body in line with 
the tip of pelvic fin.
Deptti of body in line with 
the vent.
Breadth in the upper h«lf
of in line with the
insertion of first dorsal
fin.
Breadth in the upper half 
of body in line with the
tip of pelvic fin*
Breadth in the upper half 
of body above the vent.
All the twenty one char?»cter8 h«ve been compared with
the total length of fish.
Scatter diagrams of the comparison of
r
chprflcters With the total length of fi«h, as shown in
Figs. 29 and 30 indicate that the relation is linear
in all cases. The relation is of the typef
where Y is one character* X is total length of fish and
^  %
a and b are parameters to be estimated from the data.
Le^st square estimates of a and b are given in Table XLVIII
for each of the characters, arranged according to the
descending order of magnitude of b .
Fig, 30. Relation between length and 6 morphometric characteri
(measured in centimetres) of
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Least square estimates of a and b for each of the body iae?jsure- 
ments of E.* waiglensis according to the descending order|of mag­
nitude of b .
S.Ro. Character a b
1 . Snout to insertion anal -0.7506 0.6292
2. Snout to insertion second dcasal -0.4071 0.5437
3. First dorsal to anal «0.6090 0.3828
4 . Snout to insertion first dorsal 0.0202 0.3525
5 . Snout to insertion pelvic - 0.1^4 0.3217
6. ?€azimum depth of body -0.8991 0.2995
7 . Head leng^ 0.0143 0.2891
8 . Second dorsal to anal -0.5862 0.2830
9 . Depth of body at first dorsal -0.7623 0.2807
10. Depth of body at vent -0*7397 0.2743
11. Snout to insertion pectoral 0.0119 0.2711
12. Back depth 0.3664 0.1998
13. Depth of head 0.2359 0.1597
14. Post-orbital distance -0.0732 0.1529
15. Depth of caudal peduncle -0.19r^ 0.1277
16. Breadth of body at first dorsal -0.3100 0.1216
17. Breadth of body at maxiniuai depth -0.2017^ 0.1067
18. Breadth of body above vent -0.1606 0.0885
19. Snout 0.0607 0.0813
20. Eye diameter 0.1196 0.0549
21. Inter-orbital distance -0.0510 0.0542
•r.
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Of the twenty one chnracters studied, the
I
rates of growth of eye diameter and thi^ t of interorbital 
distance in relation to total length appear to be c<»!ipa-
ratively le?s than all the other characters* While there
Tidy be slight differences amongst the other characters
the trend seems to be generally similar* The fastest rate
of groirth in relation to total length is eaSiibited by the 
character, snout to anal fin followed by that of snout to 
second dorsal fin and first dorsal to anal fin.
\•
Even though £• w»lgl«n8tt supports a fishery 
In the P*lk Bay and Oulf of Mamsr In the vicinity of Manda 
pam, the aagnltude of the fishery has not been recorded in
any of the earlier reports The existence of this fishery
h«s heen recorded as early ss in 1932 (Bajy 1932) Prabhu
(1954) recorded this species the catches arotind
*tandapM, but did not indicate the magnitude of the fishery
In the area. According to him the estl?a«t«d annual yield
comprising S3 species from perch trapping in the PaUt Bay
e
and Oulf of Hanriar during the yei^ r 1951 was 4 7 ,^ 0
Fishing is carried out in the Pallt Bay
dnrin?; ’fay to August due to turbulence in the Gulf of
f^annar caused by South West momoon In the Gulf of Hannsr
fishing is carried out during Beptetaber to April, owing to
rough conditions in the Palk Ba caused by North Enst mon
soon* Therefore! durli!^ the ntnjor part of the year lasting
eight months
in the Gulf of Mannar
the fishing opei^tions are at their highest
. Pereas the operations in the Palk
Bay last only four months While the restricted seasons
are applicable to Vedalai ai^ KiHialckad fishing at Devipatnam
and Tondi Is carried out all round the year which is facill
lltated by the difference In the type of gear used#
«
The catches of E.» tfalelensls. at various
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fishing hBHlets between Tonal (tat 9
ti 45* 09«Hf Loi^
079 or in the Pallc B§y aw5 futlcorln Ctet. 12«K;
Long* 7b''90« 45«F> the Gtilf of Manniir haire been examined
The loeation of the pla^^es ^ e r e  » good fishery «jclsts Is
given belowt
?.Ko. Flshii^ humlet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
tondl^
Soliacoory
Tirupal«kudi
Devlpatnaa*
Mudiapatnam
Munakkftd*
Haraeswar«m
’^ edielai^
Kilaksrai
Position
Latituae
Ml
O9 46* 09« N
O9 42* 45" H
o9 32» 45" K
9“ 28' 51" K
o9 25* 42« R
O9 17* 30»» H
O
O9 15* 45” n
o9 14* 09" H
Lor^ttude
O79 01' 09" E
o78 59* 30" B
78° 54' 36" E
o78 54* 00" B
78 54* 54tl E
o79 OB* 00” E
79® 19* 30** E
O79 06* 15" E
o78 46' 44tl E
♦ Collection centres
Apart froa the four collection centres (Tonal, Devlpotnsm, 
MunaMca  ^ and Vedalal}, 8®®  ^ catches of are
recorded at Sollacoory, Tlrupalstaidl, HudlBpfltna  ^ and
Bameswara-a In the Palk Bay and Kllskaral in the Oulf of
Mannar
At Sollacoory, hooks A lines inly account
for ttie catches Further south at Tirup?5lakudl, this species
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yleldB an exceptionally good fishery which Is due to
three types of gesr, viz*, hooks & lines nrvi two types 
of shore seine c«llea locnlly *01al Vnlal» (•O l^i'a  
paljnyrah leaf; = net) and *K*>rai Valpi* C»Karai**
shore; •Vglal* * net)* The foraer type of shore seine 
is differentlflted froa the latter by the presence of 
dried pal’nyrsh leaves In the hend rope which subserves the 
function of a scare line arvi also by its smaller size*
It was learnt fro« local reports that the fishery at 
Tlrupalakudi Is perennial and Is of the s*»^e angnltude 
as that at Devlpntnam* At Mudiapatnamy two types of 
gear, viz*, hooks A lines and the shore seine (*0181 
Valni*) account for the catches. Occasionally, good 
catches of this species have been reported from Ra^ea- 
waram where one*entrance trnps are aalnly operated for this 
species* Jit Kllakar<tly this species is isalnly cai|g’':t 
by one-entrance traps* Occasionally, •Olal Valai’ also 
brings in good catches of £.* walgiensl^* Farther south 
at Tuticorln, only stray specimens h*ive been recorded*
The landings of this species are mainly 
from four types of gear, viz*, traps ( ’ ICoodu*), shore seln 
(•Olal Ve»lal* «nd 'Karal Vnlnl*), bottom-set gill nets 
(•Kannlkka Valal* or *Sengannl Valal*) and hooks *  lines 
(*Thoondl*)* At Vedal*>l and Munakkad, one-entrance traps 
are the coomonest gear employed; occasionally, the shor* 
seine *01«»i Valal* is also used. At Devlpatnam, hooks A
11
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lines account for mn^or part of the landings followed
by gill nets and shore seines (*01al Valai* ana *Karal 
Valai*)* kt fondly the shore seine *01ai Valai’ is used 
frequently and gill nets oecasion«lly*
1
The perch traps and their construction ana
operation by the H«iie8vara« fishenten have been described
by Hornell (1950).
Traps (Photographs W  to 14) irith one to
five entrances are used in the perch fishery along the
coasts of Palk and CSulf of Mannar, but one-entrance
treps are most coBnonly used • Traps are either nade out 
of split branches of Acacia planifrons which grows extensively 
in the Kamnnd District or out of thin bamboo r^^epers and
midribs of palaorrah leaves* Traps woven out of split 
withies of kctncln are, however, ?Bore durable* Before 
weaving the traps, the material is s^ oaked in water for 
sane time to opke it more pliable*
The simplest form of trap h*»s a single 
entr*^nce and is roughly heart-sh^^ped with angul?»r corners 
kt the centre of one of the sides (Photc^raph 12), a wide 
aperture leads into « ftmnelf this turns sharply downwards
I
at its inner «nd without any ar^aturG of spikes* In the
^ore complicated 2-5 entrance traps, the entrance is provided
in the ac^le formed between any two arms* The mesh work in 
all these types is hexagonal and the moe^ e of construction
' . V
$
photograph 12. Left
Right
Trap with one entrance 
Trap with two entrances
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Photograph 13.
Photograph 14.
Trap with three entrances
Trap with four entrances
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Is exeeedliigly Ingenious* The patt#?rn evolved Is such 
thj=rt the whole trap exeeptii^ funnels Is ra?^die from two
sheets of basket work| one > the bottom is so shaped as to
form the final outline which the trsp will havei the
other is more intricate, as it provides not only the upper 
surface of the trap but also the sides by 'neans of flaps
and extensions* The lower edges of the sides are laced
to the edges of the bottom and the trap is completed by
Inserting the entrance funnels into position
The dinensions of one-entrance and two
entrance traps which are used in the fishery for percolds
are detailed belowi
Type of
trap
Length of
the trap 
(cm*)
Width Width Length Width Height Mesh
of of of of of site
the the the the the (cm.)
trap trap entra­ entra­ entra­
at above nce nce nce
bottOTI
(cm.)
sides
(cm.)
funnel
(cm*)
funnel funnel
(cn (C E
One*
entrance
trap
Two-
entrance
trap
from entrance 
to back end
37.6
From entrance 
to entrance
€2*5
42*5
43*8 71*3
27,5
?7.5
15.0
15.0
.5
25.0
r4
1.9Soto
T q X1.9;©
Smaller one-entrance traps are operated on
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SfSfrt(^ y bottOTi priiB^jrlly for
About 50 to 60 tr?!ps with single opeclngs
are tied to » coir rope at «n interval of 3-5 ’3etres with
bf^it and stones in«id#| stones serve the purpose of sink
ing the traps to the bottofa to mJ9ke them stationary. At
either end of the seri^*s, a float (usually coconut husk)
is attached to help detection of the traps on the next day* 
The traps are transported to the fishing spot in a catamaran 
or a canoe by two fishermen and allowed to sink to the bottom
at depths varying between 2-3 metres (Photographs 15 to 19)
Konaslly* the traps are set in a Une p??rallel to the coast
The fishing spots are situated at distances varying between
100-500 metres from the shore* The baits coamonly used 
are dried or decaying holothurians (Holothuriq atra)^
pieres of crah and pieces of starfish*
The traps are set in the morning (between 6 and 9 am
and re?aoved for emptying the catches the next morning at
about the spme time, -vhile pulling up the tr?ips on the
following d?»y, iron hooks are tied to a rope and then flujig
%
to the particular spot to pull up the float* Once the
float is pulled up in the boat, traps are pulled irif one 
by one, and thf* ccmtents are e-aptied into the bo^t by
unlflcing one corner of the trap* Fresh bait is then intro 
duced, the edge laced back in positioni and the traps are
again set under water at a different pla^e* Normally, one
* n\
1
¥ «
•  f i
Photographs 15 19
Trap operations at Vedalal from the moment they are set,
t il l  they are hauled up for
being brought ashore
'M\
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set of tr?ip8 are used only for about a fortnight, after 
vhlch It is removed for nendir^ and sun drying. This
process makes them more durable* Each fisherman noraally 
owns two sets of traps* to permit for repl*icement and
continuous operation#
Fishermen oper'^te the larger tr«ps with one 
or more entrances on the rocky bottom off MunaWcad in the
Pallc Bay mainly for Siganus spp. Other fishes such as
valelen8l8. Uthrlmii. spp., spp.,
•pp ., Pleetortarnchas spp. and Gerres spp
are also caught frequently In these traps. Unlike the
I
one-entrance smaller tr»p* operated on the shindy bottosy 
these traps are not operated in series but »re left scattered 
ab-^ ut in nooks and crannies of the coral be<ls* The bait 
commonly used is ^elly fish but o^'casionally clupeoid 
fishes and holotburians are also used. After introducing 
bait, the traps are weighted by means of stoics and then 
one of the fishermen dives down to selected spots and leaves 
them th re* No floats are attached to these traps* Rext 
mornin^i the traps are located by the fishermen with great 
skill. The traps tire replaced by othf^rs, for mending and 
dryir^. The depth which these are operated vari^^s from
metres and the fishing places are situpted nt distances
varying between 500-B00
Trap’ fishii^ operations are conducted by
I
1 2 1
abcmt twelve flsheraen nt Vedalal. T h ^  own about \
traps of all sizes and types| each fisherman owns about 
50 traps# The bc^t or estnmaran used In the fishery Is
%
Jointly owned by two or three flshemen and these men
operate their respective traps fr<^ a comon boatf foiir
%
or five bo*its are eng«»ged In the fishery In and around
Hand^pam* Slaiil«rly^ at H i^meswaraa on the Hameswaraii Is
li^ ndi a few fishermen who possess larger 2*5 entrance
trapSf operate them In the cor?»l reefs frlii^li^ the coast*
2m
This type of net brings in fairly good
quantities of valglensls during certain months. About
half a dozen nets of this type are o^ned by the Handap«m
fishermen. The *01al Valal* comprises three partSf v iz ., 
the net proper {•Kadi* In Tamil)* the two lateral extensions 
or wings of the net (^Marku* in Tamil), and the five coir
ropes (with the ^Olai*) attached to each wing of the net 
terminating in a single thick coir rope of each side. The
net proper is conical, the cod end of which h«^ s a width
f
of about 3 metres. As one approaches the mouth of the net, 
the width narrows down to about 2 metres. This part of the
net figaln vldens out towards the two wings «nd at the mouth 
of the net, the width i^ain approximi?tes 3 metres. The 
head rope of the mouth and the wings are buoyed up by means
%
of floats such as dried coconuts and the foot rope is
weighted by means of stone or cor^l pieces, so th»t, the
gape of the mouth is kept ss wide open as possible. Each 
of the two wlngB of the net has a length of about 6S0 
etres and at the widest part, where the two wings of the 
net diverge most, this width is about 125 metres.
The cod end of the net has the smallest mesh 
and the mesh size increases towards the mouth of the net.
S
Of the five coir ropes stt?9ched to e«ch wing, one Is 
attached to the he-^ d rope and the oth^r to the foot rope
I
of the wing of the net? the other three ropes are attached 
at equidistant points between these two ropes. A H  these 
coir ropes h«ve the *01^i* or dried pal*a l^ ^aves inserted
in them, the distance between any two leaves being «bout
t
IB cm# At the other end, these five ropes meet the main 
coir rope and *01ai’ are also inserted in this thick coir 
rope up to a certain stretch only. Beyond this point, the 
main coir rope is devoid of srsy leaves.
One end of the coir rope is left on the shore 
in the custody of a few men and the net along with the
ether end of the coir rope is staked in a bo^t. The boat 
is launched out in the sea to a distance of about 200-300 
metres, taking a perpendicular course all the time. The
net is shot on sighting shoals of fish and the other end
t
is quickly brought to the shore. The net Is then dragged 
at the two ends to land the bag of the net (Photographs 
20 to 22). The whole operation takes about 3 hours. In 
all, about twleve fishermen operate a net. The net is 
always dragged on a sandy bottom.
tPhotograph 20. The shore seine, ’ Olai Valai* in operation*
Photograph 21. The fOlai Valai* just hauled up
Photograph 22. A portion of the ’ Olai Valai* catch.
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The catches of 'Olai Talal* comprise mostly
the saTie species of fish found in th
that W g e r  individuals of
trsp catches except
spp •t
and wfttglensls are also cnught*
LethrlraiS- spp 
Other fishes
such as 8pp• f spp f «PP*f
etc «re also met with in the •Olni Valfli* c^^tches*
3 .
The gill n^t knovn locally as the tKannilcka
V«lal or * S '^CKanni Valai* is tised at Devip*^ tnass and Towii
the upper
The net essentially consists of two parts 
piece Toade of thinner thread CKo*lO) having a
vidth of alittle over half a metre (about S5am ar^ of
4*^  ’am »esh (stretehea) anfl the lower piece made of
thicker thre<’d havirc; a width of about 3-5 cm. and of 10 laB
mesh E»ch net has a length of about f’3-*46 aetres nd is
provided with wooden floj^taj th^ver^ge distance between
any two flO)=ita being about 45 cm 
by the lower piece of thick netting
The net is weighted down
At Devipy^tnan» four or five fishermen (each
fisherman owns five or six nets) proceed to the fishing
spot in the early hours of ttie morning (between 2 and 4 
in a bontj the fishing spot is located at a distance of
I  ____
about 8-13 kilometres froa the shore and at a depth of
)
about 6-8 metres After reaching the p^rticul spotf e^ch
fisherman shoots his nets nf® the boat drifts with the current
till the net is hauled up at about 6 T' is net brings in
124
heavy catches of P
\
frequently at Devlpatnaa*
Hbout twenty-five flsheraen are engage<? In gill net operations
at Devlpatnam *
In this net, the fish get entangled either
by the op^reul»r or preopercul?»r bone* The small pi-^ ce
of thicker net at the b?>se senres »aainly two funetlons •
t
to keep the upper piece of the net in stretched c<»idlticHi
by Its own weight Bn  ^ to disturb the fish Bt the bottom*
The latter function is by the fish already
captured in the upper piece of the net| these fish cause 
the lower net to be aoved about by their own wriggling move 
mentSf wt^ ich in turn cause the distiirbed fish fro® below 
the net to aove up and to be consequently caught in the
upper piece of net
4
This is the principal gear used at Devipatnam 
Most of the landings at Devipatnam are accounted for by 
hooka *  Unes, locnlly called •Thoearfl’ . Hooks of the
conBserclal Bizes 12, 13, 14 and 15 are co-raonly ’ used, 
nxraber 12 being the largest and 15 the smallest. Each 
flsheraan engaged In this fishery o'rtis several lines, each
rylng In Ipngth from snO to about 2000 -aetresj the average 
distance between any two hooks Is about 2 metres, so that, 
a line of 2000 metres has 1000 hooks. Thre«<^  Ro.20 Is used
for preparing the lines. Five of these threads are twisted
and ttiree such twisted threads niake one compact thread having
125
a diameter of 1 mm*
The line Is set at about 5 a.m. at a fishing 
spot which Is about B-13 kilonietres away from the shore| 
the line Is suspended above the sea floor by means of long 
ropes having dried coconuts ^Ath husk as flo*^ts* The 
depth nt the spot varies between 6-  ^ metres and
the lei^th of the rope bearing the floats above and the
line with the hooks below varies betwf^en 3-4 metres* Fisher
men first collect the bait items sueh as fingerlings of
teleostean flshes| vis*t Platycephalu^^ spp.f
Siganug, spp spp*t etc. and crabs, prawns and
squids by means of sm«»ll hand nets (known as •Raanji Valai* 
lo<*filly) between 1 aad 2 a*m. in the coastal waters. After 
collection of bait, two or three fishermen get into a 
canoe with their respective lines, and while on their way 
to the fishing spot they bait the hooks, so thnt, the 
lines can be ^o t  immedi*>tely on reaching the particular spot 
The species takes the bait quickly and by about 7 a.m., the 
lines arf^  hauled into the canoe« About ten canoes are used 
and thirty fishermen are deper»3ent for their livelihood on 
the hook Sc line fishery. An average earning of about 1^.5-00 
per day of fishing by each boat with three fi^ermen on board
amounts to about %.1*65 per head.
V
1 m
The average annual landings for the period
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1954-19S7 ©t Vedalai af^ Mun«1c1^a, Devlp«>tnam nnd Tondl
are given belovt
Centre Annual lf?ndlngs(kg.)
Vedi^lal and Munnkkad m m m 544.8
Devlpntnam . . .  • • • S977.8
Tondl . . .  40S6.0
Totpl 10608.6
The catches were mxtmm  (5977.8 kg.) at Devipatnaa 
followed by Tondl pw3 Vedalal snd Munakkad. The hi^e
landings at Devipatna’s are evidently due to the more or 
less constant operations of hook# A lines, waich is not
the case elsewhere.
In order to study the total c^tch sind the
percentage catch of £,. yaigiensis- laonth to aionth, total
weight of *all fish* and th«t of a a A g t f i n  «
50 one-entrance traps were noted during bi-weekly visits
to Vedalai and Munakkad dtirir^ the period June 1956- 
Ha rch 1957. The average weights of the above per trap 
per month were then calculated. The details alofjg \d.th the 
percentage c<xapcf sition of £,. aai^ ^7 weight are shown 
in Table T U X . It may be seen from the table that the total
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cptch per trap was imxlrsm In September 1956 #nd mlnlnmn 
in March 1957 at Vedalai. The pereentnge conpoiitlon of
P wiiS highest in July 1956 at kk»<5 and 
lowest In Roveaiber 1956 at Vedalai* Althoug’^. the data
for *fann’^ ’^ ad is available only for two months, the per
cent?»ge coaposition of \iraigiengiA at this centre
I
generplly seems to be higher than th^t at Vedalai*
Monthly v#?riations of tot«l catch and yaigiensia per trap
CJtjne 1956 - March 1957)
Year and
o^th
Centre
Total
cfitch
per
trap
(Iteg#)
Catch
erf*
Percentage
ccaiposition
vfiigien-
aUt per
(kg #
1956
June Muna kkad 0 .1 ^ 0.0347 21.61
July ft 0.0936 0.0321 34.04
August No data
September Vedali-ii 0.3360 0.0600 17*86
October ft 0.<B74 0.0083 9.50
Nov^b^r tf 0.1093 0.0071 6.95
December m 0.0659 0.0059 8.95
1957
January n 0.0044 7.33
February 0.0363 0.0036 10.(K)
March n 0.0250 0.0038 15*20
AGE-OB.OHP COMPOriTIOH OF THT TO T^.C IaL ^ATCIT:S
ESTIMATIOK OF
I I  I  r
Accordlri  ^ to conventional procedure adopted
in fishery biological studies, fish bel<^ ?^ ge 1 p.re termed 
the 0-gronp» those brtween ages 1 pnd 2 are termed the
I-group and those between ges 2 and 3 are teraned the
II-group a nd so on. Five age-groupp i?re recog rdsab le in
?
the fishery, viz*, 0-group, I-group, Il-group, Ill-group
t
and IV-group* Based on estiaiated valuf s of the size of
r
the fish at successive ages calculated froTi the von Bertalanffy 
equation, the month-wise fluctuations in the percentage 
occurrence of various age-groups in the fishery at Ved«lai
and Kunakkad, Devipatna'n and Xondi are presented in Tables
L, LI and U I
the comnerciql
As coulti be s^en froa Table L, the 0-group 
ranged from a ninintra of 0,69 per cent in November 1954
9
to a aaxlaua of 80,14 per cent in Aa r^ust 1957 during the 
period July 1954-October 1957* In the month of Janu ry 
1957, this group was totally absent fron the fishery
The I-group was the mainstay of the fishery,
%
as could be seen Iron percentage values through different 
months. This group was ainiaua (17.34 per cent) in August 
1957 and aaxiatim (99.15 per cent) in Janmry 1937. In
1 2 8
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Ag0-group caaposltlon (month-wise) of the coiiai#rclal catches
of P* »t Veda 1^1 ai^ 'toaskkad 
(July 1954 - October 1957)
AGS-aHOUPS
Tear and
flonth Ko
0-g rottg
# I
I»grotm
No,
11 
So
-gPO|p III*gro ^
Ko. %
r\T-.gro^
1954
July
/
n 3 .48 556 92.21 26 4.31 4HNap> —
August 349 42 •14 448 54.11 30 3.63 1 0.12
September 133 25 .19 318 60.34 52 9.82 21 3.99 4 0.76
October 79 9 .69 700 85.89 34 4.17 2 0.25 mmr
Hovember 3 0 389 89.63 34 7.83 7 1.62 1 0.23
December 3 0 .83 331 92.20 25 6.97
1955
January No data
Febru?»ry No data
March No data
April ?4 35 .81 27 40.29 16 23.90 «MNM» 11 — im^ m —
Hay 2 1.98 89 88.11
X
10 9.91
June 54 5 .71 813 BBmOB 76 8.04 2 0.2?!
July 18 4 .20
1
371 86.48 34 7.92 6 1.40 ■mmt
August 18 6 .91 201 75.86 37 14.m 6 2.37 2 0.83
Septejnber 6 5 .09 110 93.22 2 1.69 —
October 12 4 .65 233 89.97 12 4.64 2 ^.74 mmm
November 45 19,.65 161 70.30 21 9.17 1 0.44 1 0.44
Deceiflber 141 12..81 918 83.38 40 3.63 2 0.18 WWW
C ontinued
(Continued)
Age-^roup composition (month-wise) of the cotamercial catches
of P* waigiensig at Vedglul and Humkkad
1956
1057
July 1954 - October 1967)
Januaiy m m 117 99*15 1 0.86
February 7 5 . ^ 116 88 .46 8 6.17
March 8 6.96 98 86.S2 9 7.82
April Ko data
May 9 12,33 62 84.93 2 2.74
June No data
July 74 77.0Q 18 18.76 3 3.13
kugnst 126 80.14 28 17.94 3 1.92
September 11 17.74 48 77 .42 3 4.84
October 1 *4 *36 20 86 .95 2 8 . ^
1 1*04
January 7 4.43 130 ^2.27 18 n .4 0 3 1.90
February 25 9 . ^ 235 86.72 10 0.37 1 3.63 — 1 mmmm
March 20 12.90 124 8 0 . ^ 8 5.16 3 1.94 •m m m m
April 65 22.80 213 74.74 6 2.11 1 0.35 rnmm m m
May 152 2 8 .^ 3 ^ 65^.04 18 3 .38 m im
June 77 8.91 749 8 6 . ^ 38 4*40 mmm m $m m m m m
July 30 8.67 312 90.17 4 1.16 mwm
August
September 6 10.17 60 84.76
Ho data 
3 5.08
1
October 12 4.40 258 94.50 3 l a o m  mm —
R ovember 27 4.19 604 93.64 14 2.17 mfmm —
December 10 2.37 386 91.47 22 5.21 3 0.71 1 0.24
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most of the months, this group constituted over 50,00
per cent of the total csitch| the only months w h ^  this 
group constituted less thon 50#00 per cent of the total
c«tch being April 1955 (40*29 per cent) and July (1B,75 
per rent) snd Aii^ust 1957 (17.94 per cent).
The II-group was present to « lesser 
extent in the fish<=»ry throughout the period of obser­
vation and ranged from a minimum of 0,37 per cent in 
February 1956 to a maximiw of S3,90 per cent in April
1955. During the other months (except August 1955 and 
January 1956 when the Il-group formed 14.03 per cent ?»nd
11.40 per cent respectively), this group occurred to
I
the extent of less than 10,00 per cent of the catch.
The Ill-group occurred only during 16 
mont 8 of the entire period of observation. The minimum 
of 0,12 per c ^ t  was recorded in August 1 and the maximum 
of 3.99 per c ^ t  w»s recorded in September 1954.
The IV-group occurred only during 5 months
of the entire period of observation, the percentage 
values during September and Uovember 1954, August «?nd 
November 1955 and December 1956 being 0,76, 0 . ^ ,  0.83,
0,44 and 0,24 respectively
As could be seen from T?»ble LI, the 
0-group ranged from a minimiM of 1.08 per cent in June
fASIjE U
Age-group coiiposition (taonth-vise) of the comaerclal catches
of P. vaigienBis at Bevipatnaa
(October 19 April 1956)
I.
t  •
onth
1954
October
Kovenber
Deember
m
AGE-GBOUP B
O-groap I-^rottp
Ko Ko*
II-gro«p 
Ho.
Ill-grotip 
Ho*
IV-group
Ho.
4 1*28 282 90.67 21 6.77
31 79.49 6 15.38
Ho data
4
2
1.28
5.13
1955
Jana«ry
February
Harch
fto data
Ho data
Ho data
April 5 1.85 222 82.22 39 14 *45 2 0.74 2 0.74
May 26 2.26 914 79.34 196 17 .01 13 1.13 3 0.26
Juiie 16 1.08 1321 89.38 130 8 .79 9 0.61 2 0.14
July 63 2.85 2064 93.36 80 3 .61 3 0.14 1 0.04
August 40 1.76 2151f 94.77 75 3 .30 3 0.13 1 0.04
September mmk mmmm 1179 97.69 25 2 .0? 3 0.24
October wmmm 1451 95.20 71 4 .67 2 0.13 maim
Horember mnm 890 8 1 .^ 190 17 .43 9 0.83 1 0.09
Becember 30 4.38 311 45.40 289 42 .19 48 7.01 7 1.02
1956
J’anttary
Feb ru^ ry
March
April
11
77
38
36
2.21
26.39
18.09
378 75.91
19.64 245 ^ .5 0
63 43.75
93 46.74
102 20.48 7 1.40 mmm
63 16.07 7 1.79 mmm
35 24.30 6 4.17 2 1.39
54 27.13 13 6.53 3 1.51
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1955 to 8 mnximtaB of 26.35 p«p cent In Mnrch 1956 during 
the period Oct<A>er 1954«Aprll 1956, This group was not 
represented in the finery during Hovember 1954 and Sep­
tember to November 1955« The Ugh values vere met with
only during February to April 1956.
The 1-group constituted over 50 per cent 
of the catch durini  ^ nil but three months  ^ iri2«» December
1955 and March and April 1956, the percentage values in 
these months being 45*4'^, 43#75 and 46*74 respectively 
The minimum value was recorded in March 1956 (43*75 per 
cent) and the !aaximum value in Septaaber 1955 (97.69 per 
cent). As at Vedalai and Hunakkad, this group was the 
mainstay of the fishery at Devipatn^m during the period
of observation.
The II-group occurred in the c '^tches during 
all the 15 months* The minimum (2.07 per cent) w^ ?s in 
September and the maximum (42*19 per cent) in December
1955*
The Ill-group was represented in the catches
during all the 15 months* This group ranged from a minimiOT 
of 0,13 per cent in August and October to a maximum of 7*01
per cent in December 1955*
The IV-group formed an infinitesimal part 
of the catches at Devipatnam as could be seen from the 
percentage values* The group was absent from the catches 
during the months of October and November 1954, September
131
and October 1955 aw’ Jsnmry and F^rusry 1956. Th«
minlmt® of 0*04 per cent was noticed In July «nd August 
1055 and l^e mfiximum of 0*51 per cent in April 1956*
g;ondl
As could be seen from Table H lf  the
'^ -•group occurred in the catches at Tof^i during October
and November 1055 and Janu??ryf Februflry* March an5 June
1956# The group formed a minimua of 1*64 per cent In 
Kovember 1355 and a maxima of 47«54 per cent in March
1956#
The I-group formed the raainst«y of the
fishery at Tow3i during the period of observ*»tion, as 
was the case «t Vf«daliii anfl !'fiwiakkad and Devipatnam* It 
WPS mlnimxBB (44*26 per cent) in March 1956 and n^ xlniuni 
(97*76 per cent) In November 1955^ with intermediate
values during the other four months*
The IT-group was present »t Tondi during 
all the six months of observation but formed a very small 
proportion of the catch. This group was ainlaira (0*70 
per cent) in November 1955 and maximum (IB*52 per cent)
in June 1956*
The Ill-group was present only during three 
ont .^s - February! March and June 1056 foning 0*32, 1*65
and 2,31 per cent respectively
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Th* IV-group occurred only during February
(0.65 per cent) »nd June 1956 (0.93 per cent).
1*1 tii
If the age-group ca?aposition of the co'naierclal 
catches at Vedal*! ar^ Mun^kkad during the four year® 1954, 
1956, 1956 ana 1957 Is studied from Table LIII, it would 
be seen that the I-group for^aed the laalnstay of the fii^ery 
diirlng the four ye«rs forraii^ 76.87 per cent In 1954, B3*21 
per cent in 1955, ^5.36 per cent in 1956 and 65*46 per cent 
of the tot-'l catch in 1957. This group is foll05#ed in the
order of abundance by the 0-group and the II--groap during 
the four years. The Ill-group and IV-^roup formed an
insignificant p«rt of the catch.
The age-group composition of the commercial
catches i»t Devip«tnam, as seen in Table LIV, portrays 
almost the same picture except th*>t the I-group instead 
of being followed by the O-group in the order of abundance 
is followed by the Il-group. The I-group formed 89.43 per 
cent in 1954, 88.36 per cent in 1956 and 63.17 per cent 
of the tot«l catch in 1956. The Ill-group and the IV-group
occurred to a lesser extent in the catches
Tondi
The age-group composition of the coijmercial
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catches at Tondi, as seen in Tf>ble LV, shows the pre 
pondaranc© of I-group in the catches during the years
1955 and 1^56, irfhen it occurred to the extent of 92.10
per cent ^nd 53,34 per cent respectively. The I-group 
is followed by the 0-group, which in turn is followed 
by the Il-group* The Illgroup and the HT-group did 
not occur in the catches at Tondi during 1955* During
1956. the two age-groups occurred to a negligible extent
If the age-group coiaposition at Vedalai
t
and Muna’xked, Devipatna’n and Tondi is coajpared, it will
«
be foond thnt the fishery draws Its main support from
»
the I-group at f’ll the three places during the periods
of observation. Pince the fintfi attains first m«tnrity
at PXi approximate size of 14-16 cti. when they »re about
a yesr old, the fishery may be said to operate on adults, 
ost of which, would have spawned at least once. Since, 
the fishing laethods are such that probably only a fringe 
of the total stock of P. exploited, it is
unlikely th«t sufficient numbers of spawners will not be 
left behind to replenish the stock in future for the
intenance of the co*aniercial fishery at its present stage
The age-group composition (year-wise) of 
the r-tch-s at Vedalai and Mun i^kkad, Devip«tna^ and Tondi
s been shown in Tables LIII, LTV and LV. Since , mainly 
one kind of gear, v iz ., traps were operated at Vedalai and
so
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Munakkad, th dsta are further analysed for the estiaatlon
of Tltal statistics
sge-group of \
Table LVI gives the number of each
landed in the area per 100 traps
fitinib of P age-group lii^ nded at Vedalaland Munakkad per 100 traps (1954-1957)
Year
1954
1955
1956
1957
18 .;^
14.95
17.10
58.75
groups
85.69
136.59
135.83
126.50
6.28
11.59
5.71
7.75
0.97
0.89
0.45
0.25
0.16
0.14
0.04
Beverton and Holt (1957) have shown thnt If the
nuiaber of fish of age t in any y is Nt and if the number
of fish of age t ♦ 1 next year is then log ^
will give an estimnte of the totsl instantaneous Srtality
coefficient F +
Following this
M between the age—group t and t
total mortality coefficient
4- 1#
th between
the different sge-groups were calculated for the different
I
» Since the fish is recruitedy and shown in T«ble LVII
to the fishery after it ha ^pleted age 1f the 0-group was
omitted froa such calculations #
1 3 5
Apparent tot^l mortality coefficients (F 4* H) for P.
derived from Table LYI
Year Age-groups
I /I I  11/111 III/IV  Airerag#
1954 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.85
1*38 1,41 1*34 1*38
1956 1*24 1. 1.30
Average i .is  1,21 i,09 1.18
It nay be seen fron the above table that in any one ye^r the
total mortality coefficient F M from age-group I onwards 
remains remarkably constant* But the average values between 
different years see3 to vary a good deal. Since only three 
years data are available, it is not possible to separate F 
and M by the regression method prescribed by Beverton «»nd
Holt. Since the fishery is restricted to the inshore waters 
and exploited by few traps only, and sime the fishery is 
based on adults ?ifter they h*^ ve attained naturity, it -aay be
t
presuaied that the coaponent of fishir^ mortality is saiall.
1^ this is sO| the natiral mortality is expected to be very 
high and since the species is short-lived, it is rational 
to exploit it further, without detriment'to the fish stock.
smmkWL
the eomtm pereh,
(Cwler) supports « sustenaitce fishery at fiai^ localttl«s
along the coasts of Pa Ik Bay and Otilf of MaiiDar* Although 
an iaiportant food fish^ very littla information vas available 
on its biolc^y ptiA fishery# Hence, a coaiprehenslve study
vas Initiated and the results of the investigations spread
over a period of four years from 10S4 to 1B6B are presented 
in this thesis* Certain eorrotooratory observations aade 
durif^ subsequent ye^^rs are also incorporated#
Meteorologi^alf hydrographical nt^ oceanographic 
coiklitlons characteristic of the areas together with brief
details of the faun« and flora are given
A brief account of the systematica and dlstri
bution of the species is given
The maturity stages are classified based on 
the macroscopic appearance of the gonads and microscopic 
study of t' e intra-ovarian ^gs# A study of the gonads in 
each stage of maturity in relation to slse of fish indicates 
that the fish attains first muturity at a slse of 14 - 16 cm
vhen it is about a ye»ir old
The determination of the spawning period and
(
the frequency of spawning are based or the ov« diameter 
studies, mont'^ -»wise oc^urrerwe of fish in various stages of 
maturity, progression of the average sise of the largest eggs,
1 3 6
1 3 7
fluctuations of the gomdo-sofnatlc Index r©l»tlve
condition factor of adult fe-nalas  ^ an^ oceurr^nr# of ripe
and young fli^ . The fish seems to spawn throug’ out the 
year, except perh»ps> durli^ the months of May a»3 June*
Studies on @Dvth rate of gonads show that
a linear relation exists between length of ovary/testis
with increase in the lf*ngth of fish, while the width of 
ov?*ry/testis does not be«r such n relationship with increase 
in the lei^th of fish* Fecundity studies indicate that the 
number of eggs in a single batch range from about ISjS'X) 
to 242^000* The relationship between fecundity and (1) 
total length of fish|j (S) weight of fish nn/A (3> weight 
of ovary are given* The relationship between length of 
fish, weight of fish aw? weight of oir«ry are given. Sex 
ratio studies lr^ic«te that during t^e period of study, 
only at one centre (Toi^i) in the PaT^ Bay, the ratio of
males to feTnales approximates the theoretically expected
ratio* At the other two centres (Df^vlpatnpi! and Munakkad) 
in the Palk Bay «nd at one centre (Vedalai) in the Gulf
of Mannar, the females outnumber £he males* At all the 
centres, the hypothesis '^ f equality of sex distribution 
during different mcmths could not be accepted snd tbe sex
rntlo varied Tionth to month*
Length- f^recjuancy studies show th*?t the fish
are recruited into the inshore fishery at about 16 cm* y&ien
I
t
they are about a year old* The fish attains a size of 16*5 cm 
at the completion of one ye«r and 23*2 cm* at the coaipletion
138
of two years. It Is inferred that only two «ge-group8
t
are prominent Ir the fishery, the one-year-oW fish being 
the mainstay of the fishery. These sixes are found to toe 
In good agreement with mean sizes arrived at toy a study of 
the otoliths, Infllcntlng thereby th»t the rings in otoliths 
are annusl in nnture, Back-caleulatlons node fr»a otolith 
readings indicate the mean slees to toe 14.50 cm., cm.,
26.16 cm. and 29.97 cm. from first to the fourth years 
respectively, showing s growth of 6.27 cm., 5.39 cm. and 
3.81 cm. in the second, third and fourth years of life.
The von Bertalanffy growth equation Is Ibund to describe
t
the growth of the fish adequately, the estlmsted sises being 
13.74 cm., 21.79 cm., 26.82 cm. and 29.51 cm. from first to
the fourth years respectively
Studies on food airf feeding habits indicate
that in the Palk Bay, prawns constitute the major component
of food} in the Gulf of Mannar, crabs constitute t^e major 
cwaponent of food. The greater incidence of prawns in the 
food of the fish in the Palk Bay is manifest in all fish.
The greater Incidence of crabs in the food of the fish in 
the Oulf of Mannar Is manifest in flrti above 15 cm. onlyj 
fish below 15 cm. fee<i more on prawns. The intensity of 
feeding Is highest at Kona’'k«d followSd by Devipatnam, Tondi
an«1 Vedtlal
The l«ngth-velgl^t rel«tlofi«hlp separately
for the sexes Is found to bei
1 3 9
Feaalesi « « 0.004372L^*^°^
Males I W a  0.0070131.®*^^^
The total length-stai^ard length relationship
is found to be I
A morphcsaetrlc study of fish fro-a the Palk
I
Bay and Gulf of %nnar indicates that, of the fifteen 
characters analysed, only fotir characters, v iz ., snout, head
length, snout to pelvic fin and bac^-c depth sho^ significant
differences* A study of relative growth of body parts of the
species indicates that the general trend of the rates of
growth of all the characters in relation to total lei^th
is almost similar, snout to anal fin having the fastest rate
of growth
The fishery is niainly constituted by the I-group
*
at the centres from which saaplcs were drawn* The fishir^
methods are such that probably only a frii^e of the total
stock is exploited! it would appear that stifficient number
of spawners are left behind to replenish the stock for the
continuation of the coransercial fishery at its present stage
At Vedalai and Munakkad, the total aortaHty 
coefficient T H from age-group I onuards re.Tiained reniarkably
constant during 1954, 1355 and 1956| but the average 
values between different years varied a good deal* BlncQ the
r r « ‘
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fishery is restricted to th© inshore waters arai exploited 
by a s?aall nuaber of traps and sitK^ e the fishery is based 
on adults after they have attained maturity, it is presumed
that the component of fishing laortAllty is amall 
natural aiortality M is expected to be very high
The
Since
the species appears to be shortlived scope for further
exploitation without detriraent to fish stock is indicated
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